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“

The Web, they say, is leaving the era of search and entering one of discovery.
What’s the difference? Search is what you do when you’re looking for something. Discovery is when something wonderful that you didn’t know existed,
or didn’t know how to ask for, finds you.

”
Jeffrey M. O’Brien
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INTRODUCTION
For the past two decades, the World Wide Web has expanded at enormous rate. The first
generation of the World Wide Web (WWW) enabled users to have instantaneous access
to a large diversity of knowledge items. The second generation of the WWW is usually
denoted by Web 2.0. It signifies a fundamental change in the way people interact with and
through the World Wide Web. Web 2.0 is also referred to as the participatory Web. It can be
characterized as a paradigm that facilitates communication, interoperability, user-centered
design, and information sharing and collaboration on the Web (O’Reilly, 2005; Sharma,
2008). Moreover, in the transition to Web 2.0 we see a paradigm shift from local and
solitary to global and collaborative. Also, this shift coincides with a shift from accessing and
creating information to understanding information and understanding the people who deal
with this information. Instead of creating, storing, managing, and accessing information
on only one specific computer or browser, information management and access has been
moving to many distributed places on the Web. Collaboratively created websites such as
Wikipedia are edited and accessed by anyone, and users can document and share any aspect
of their lives online using blogs, social networking sites, and video and photo sharing sites.
This thesis deals with recommender systems, social tagging, and social bookmarking. What
are the relations between these three elements, and can we build recommender systems that
profit from the presence of the other two elements? Assuming that we can, what are the
threats from the outside or inside of this new part of the WWW? In the thesis we deal with
spam as the outside threat, and duplicates as the inside threat. The aim of the thesis is to
understand the symbiosis of recommender systems, social tagging, and social bookmarking,
and to design mechanisms that successfully counter the threats from the outside and from
the inside.
The course of this chapter is as follows. We introduce social bookmarking in Section 1.1. It is
followed by a description of the scope of the thesis. The problem statement and five research
questions are formulated in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 describes the research methodology.
The structure of the thesis is provided in Section 1.5. Finally, Section 1.6 points to the
origins of the material.
1
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Social Bookmarking

Social bookmarking is a rather new phenomenon: instead of keeping a local copy of pointers to favorite URLs, users can instead store and access their bookmarks online through
a Web interface. The underlying application then makes all stored information shareable
among users. Closely related to social bookmarking websites are the so-called social reference managers, which follow the same principle, but with a focus on the online management
and access of scientific articles and papers. Social bookmarking websites have seen a rapid
growth in popularity and a high degree of activity by their users. For instance, Delicious1
is one of the most popular social bookmarking services. It received an average of 140,000
posts per day in 2008 according to the independently sampled data collected by Philipp
Keller2 . In addition to the aforementioned functionality, most social ‘storage’ services also
offer the user the opportunity to describe by keywords the content they added to their personal profile. These keywords are commonly referred to as tags. They are an addition to
e.g., the title and summary metadata commonly used to annotate content, and to improve
the access and retrievability of a user’s own bookmarked Web pages. These tags are then
made available to all users, many of whom have annotated many of the same Web pages
with possibly overlapping tags. This results in a rich network of users, bookmarks, and tags,
commonly referred to as a folksonomy. This social tagging phenomenon and the resulting
folksonomies have become a staple of many Web 2.0 websites and services (Golder and
Huberman, 2006).
The emerging folksonomy on a social bookmarking website can be used to enhance a variety
of tasks, such as searching for specific content. It can also enable the active discovery of new
content by allowing users to browse through the richly connected network. A user could
select one of his3 tags to explore all bookmarks annotated with that tag by the other users in
the network, or locate like-minded users by examining a list of all other users who added a
particular bookmark, possibly resulting in serendipitously discovered content (Marlow et al.,
2006). Both browsing and searching the system, however, require active user participation
to locate new and interesting content. As the system increases in popularity and more users
as well as content enter the system, the access methods become less effective at finding all
the interesting content present in the system. The information overload problem caused
by this growing influx of users and content means that search and browsing, which require
active participation, are not always the most practical or preferable ways of locating new
and interesting content. Typically, users only have a limited amount of time to go through
the search results. Assuming users know about the existence of the relevant content and
know how to formulate the appropriate queries they may arrive in time at the preferred
places. But what happens when the search and browse process becomes less effective? And
what if the user does not know about all relevant content available in the system? Our
interest, and the focus of this thesis, lies in using recommender systems to help the user with
this information overload problem, and automatically find interesting content for the user.
A recommender system is a type of personalized information filtering technology used to
identify sets of items that are likely to be of interest to a certain user, using a variety of
1

http://www.delicious.com/
Available at http://deli.ckoma.net/stats; last visited January 2009.
3
In this thesis, we use ‘his’ and ’he’ to refer to both genders.
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information sources related to both the user and the content items (Resnick and Varian,
1997).

1.2

Scope of the Thesis

In this thesis, we investigate how recommender systems can be applied to the domain of
social bookmarking. More specifically, we want to investigate the task of item recommendation. For this purpose, interesting and relevant items—bookmarks or scientific articles—are
retrieved and recommended to the user. Recommendations can be based on a variety of
information sources about the user and the items. It is a difficult task as we are trying to
predict which items out of a very large pool would be relevant given a user’s interests, as
represented by the items which the user has added in the past. In our experiments we distinguish between two types of information sources. The first one is usage data contained in
the folksonomy, which represents the past selections and transactions of all users, i.e., who
added which items, and with what tags. The second information source is the metadata
describing the bookmarks or articles on a social bookmarking website, such as title, description, authorship, tags, and temporal and publication-related metadata. We are among
the first to investigate this content-based aspect of recommendation for social bookmarking websites. We compare and combine the content-based aspect with the more common
usage-based approaches.
Because of the novelty of applying recommender systems to social bookmarking websites,
there is not a large body of related work, results, and design principles to build on. We
therefore take a system-based approach for the evaluation our work. We try to simulate, as
realistically as possible, the reaction of the user to different variants of the recommendation algorithms in a controlled laboratory setting. We focus on two specific domains: (1)
recommending bookmarks of Web pages and (2) recommending bookmarked references to
scientific articles. It is important to remark, however, that a system-based evaluation can
only provide us with a provisional estimate of how well our algorithms are doing. User satisfaction is influenced by more than just recommendation accuracy (Herlocker et al., 2004)
and it would be essential to follow up our work with an evaluation on real users in realistic
situations. However, this is not the focus of the thesis, nor will we focus on tasks such as tag
recommendation or finding like-minded users. We focus strictly on recommending items.

1.3

Problem Statement and Research Questions

As stated above, the rich information contained in social bookmarking websites can be used
to support a variety of tasks. We consider three important ones: browsing, search, and
recommendation. From these three, we focus on (item) recommendation in this thesis. In
this context we may identify two types of key characteristics of social bookmarking websites
that can be used in the recommendation process. We remark that the information sources
represented by these characteristics are not always simultaneously available in every recommendation scenario. The resulting recommendations are produced by (1) collaborative
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filtering algorithms and (2) content-based filtering algorithms. We briefly discuss both types
of algorithms and the associated characteristics below.
Collaborative filtering algorithms Much of the research in recommender systems has focused on exploiting sets of usage patterns that represent user preferences and transactions. The class of algorithms that operate on this source of information are called Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms. They automate the process of “word-of-mouth”
recommendation: items are recommended to a user based on how like-minded users
rated those items (Goldberg et al., 1992; Shardanand and Maes, 1995). In the social bookmarking domain, we have an extra layer of usage data at our disposal in
the folksonomy in the form of tags. This extra layer of collaboratively generated tags
binds the users and items of a system together in yet another way, opening up many
possibilities for new algorithms that can take advantage of this data.
Content-based filtering algorithms Social bookmarking services and especially social reference managers are also characterized by the rich metadata describing the content
added by their users. Recommendation on the basis of textual information is commonly referred to as content-based filtering (Goldberg et al., 1992) and matches the
item metadata against a representation of the user’s interest to produce new recommendations. The metadata available on social bookmarking services describe many
different aspects of the items posted to the website. It may comprise both personal
information, such as reviews and descriptions, as well as general metadata that is
the same for all users. While the availability of metadata is not unique to social
bookmarking—movie recommenders, for instance, also have a rich set of metadata at
their disposal (Paulson and Tzanavari, 2003)—it might be an important information
source for generating item recommendations.
Having distinguished the two types of characteristics of social bookmarking websites, we
are now able to formulate our problem statement (PS).
PS

How can the characteristics of social bookmarking websites be exploited to
produce the best possible item recommendations for users?

To address this problem statement, we formulate five research questions. The first two
research questions belong together. They read as follows.
RQ 1

How can we use the information represented by the folksonomy to support and improve the recommendation performance?

RQ 2

How can we use the item metadata available in social bookmarking systems to provide accurate recommendations to users?

After answering the first two questions, we know how to exploit in the best manner the two
types of information sources—the folksonomy and item metadata—to produce accurate
recommendations. This leads us to our third research question.
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Can we improve performance by combining the recommendations generated by different algorithms?

These are the three main research questions. As mentioned earlier, we evaluate our answers
to these questions by simulating the user’s interaction with our proposed recommendation
algorithms in a laboratory setting. However, such an idealized perspective does not take
into account the dynamic growth issues caused by the increasing popularity of social bookmarking websites. Therefore, we focus on two of these growing pains. There is one pain
attacking social bookmarking websites from the outside, spam. The other one, duplicate
content, attacks a social bookmarking website from the inside. They lead to our final two
research questions.
RQ 4

How big a problem is spam for social bookmarking services?

RQ 5

How big a problem is the entry of duplicate content for social bookmarking services?

Wherever it is applicable and aids our investigation, we will break down these questions
into separate and even more specific research questions.

1.4

Research Methodology

The research methodology followed in the thesis comprises five parts: (1) reviewing the
literature, (2) analyzing the findings, (3) designing the recommendation algorithms, (4)
evaluating the algorithms, and (5) designing protection mechanisms for two growing pains.
First, we conduct a literature review to identify the main techniques, characteristics, and
issues in the fields of recommender systems, social tagging, and social bookmarking, and
in the intersection of the three fields. In addition, Chapters 4 through 8 each contain short
literature reviews specifically related to the work described in the respective chapters.
Second, we analyze the findings from the literature. We use these in the third part of our
methodology to guide us in the development of recommendation algorithms specifically
suited for item recommendation on social bookmarking websites.
Fourth, we evaluate our recommendation algorithms in a quantitative manner. The building blocks of our quantitative evaluation are described in more detail in Chapter 3. Our
quantitative evaluation is based on a so-called backtesting approach to evaluation that is
common in recommender systems literature (Breese et al., 1998; Herlocker et al., 2004;
Baluja et al., 2008). In backtesting, we evaluate on a per-user basis. We withhold randomly selected items from each user profile, and generate recommendations by using the
remaining data as training material. If a user’s withheld items are predicted at the top of the
ranked list of recommendations, then the algorithm is considered to perform well for that
user. The performance of a recommendation algorithm is averaged over the performance
for all individual users. In our evaluation we employ cross-validation, which can provide a
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reliable estimate of the true generalization error of our recommendation algorithms (Weiss
and Kulikowski, 1991). Our experimental setup is described in more detail in Section 3.4.
The fifth and final part of our research methodology involves designing protection for social
bookmarking websites and our proposed recommendation algorithms against two growing
pains: spam and duplicate content. For both pains we analyze how extensive the problem is
for one of our data sets. We then design algorithms to automatically detect this problematic
content. Finally, we perform a robustness analysis of the recommendation algorithms we
proposed in Part I against spam and duplicates.

1.5

Organization of the Thesis

The thesis consists of two main parts. The first part is ‘Recommending Bookmarks’, which
ranges from Chapter 3 to Chapter 6, both inclusive. The second main part is ‘Growing
Pains’, which covers Chapters 7 and 8. The two Parts are preceded by two introductory
chapters. Chapter 1 contains an introduction of the thesis as well as the formulation of
a problem statement and five research questions. Moreover, the research methodology is
given. Chapter 2 contains a literature review. Below we provide a brief overview of the
contents of Parts I and II.
Part I The core of our recommendation experiments is contained in Part I. It starts in Chapter 3 with an overview of the building blocks of our quantitative evaluation. We start
by formally defining the recommendation task we are trying to solve: recommending
interesting items to users based on their preferences. We then introduce our data sets
and describe how they were collected. We discuss our experimental setup, from data
pre-processing and filtering to our choice of evaluation metrics.
Then, in Chapter 4 we investigate the first of two important characteristics of social
bookmarking systems: the presence of the folksonomy. We propose and compare
different options for using the folksonomy in item recommendation for social bookmarking (RQ 1).
In Chapter 5, we investigate the usefulness of item metadata in the recommendation
process, the other characteristic of social bookmarking websites, and examine how
we can use this metadata to improve recommendation performance (RQ 2).
Chapter 6 concludes Part I by examining different options for combining these two
characteristics to see if we can improve upon our best-performing algorithms from
Chapters 4 and 5 by combining the output of the different algorithms into a new list
of recommendations (RQ 3).
Part II In Part II, we dive into the periphery of recommendation, and zoom in on two specific growing pains that social bookmarking services encounter as they become more
popular: spam and duplicate content. In Chapter 7 we take a look at the problem
of spam in social bookmarking websites to attempt to quantify the problem. We propose a spam detection algorithm based on a combination of language models and the
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nearest-neighbor algorithm. We also investigate the influence spam can have on recommending items for social bookmarking websites in a case study on one of our data
sets (RQ 4).
In Chapter 8 we take a similar approach to the problem of duplicate content. We start
by quantifying the problem and then construct a classifier that can automatically identify duplicate item pairs in one of our data sets. Finally, we investigate the influence
of duplicates on recommendation performance in a case study on one of our data sets.
Part III concludes the thesis. We revisit our research questions and the answers we found.
Then we answer the problem statement and formulate our conclusions. We also list future
research directions, drawing on the work described in this thesis.
Additional information that would interrupt the narrative is placed in Appendices A, D, and
C, and referred to in the text where applicable. We also list some mark-up conventions here.
Tags feature prominently in our thesis; for clarity we print them with a sans-serif font, e.g.,
as information-retrieval or toread. We print metadata fields with a fixed-width font, e.g.,
as TITLE or ABSTRACT. We experiment with many different combinations of algorithms and
similarity metrics, each resulting in a set of recommendations for a group of test users. We
will refer to such output as a recommendation run which is made up of a list of recommendations. Different variants of an algorithm are marked up as RUNNAME1 or RUNNAME2
where it helps to clarify the discussion.

1.6

Origins of the Material

This thesis is partly based on papers that have already been published or have been submitted. Early versions of the experiments with the CiteULike data set in Part I were described
in Bogers and Van den Bosch (2008a), and later expanded to include more algorithms and
more data sets in Bogers and Van den Bosch (2009b). In an earlier stage, the foundations of
the work on content-based recommendation were laid in Bogers and Van den Bosch (2007).
Finally, the work on spam detection described in Part II was published first in Bogers and
Van den Bosch (2008b) and in expanded form in Bogers and Van den Bosch (2009a).

CHAPTER

2

RELATED WORK
The work presented in this thesis is novel in (1) its application of recommendation algorithms to social bookmarking websites, and (2) its incorporation of the information represented by the folksonomy and the metadata on those websites. This chapter serves as
an introduction into general related work covering some subareas of our work. All related
work specifically relevant to the work described in each of the following chapters will be
discussed in those respective chapters.
We start this chapter in Section 2.1 by introducing recommender systems: first, a brief history of the field will be given, followed by the most popular algorithms and applications, as
well as the most common problems that the recommender systems are suffering. Then, we
take a more detailed look at related work on recommending Web bookmarks and references
to scientific articles. We briefly discuss the role of the user and context in recommendation.
In Section 2.2 we closely consider the phenomenon of social tagging which has become a
big part of the Web 2.0 paradigm. We compare it to the traditional view on indexing by
information specialists and we discuss two different types of social tagging. We establish
that social bookmarking services are a class of social websites that lean heavily on social
tagging for managing their content. Section 2.3 discusses the rise of social bookmarking
services and their characteristics, as well as research into the different user tasks performed
on social bookmarking websites.

2.1

Recommender Systems

The explosive growth of the World Wide Web in the 1990s resulted in a commensurate
growth of the amount of information available online, outgrowing the capacity of individual users to process all this information. This prompted a strong interest in the specific
research fields and technology that could help manage this information overload. The most
characteristic fields are information retrieval and information filtering. As a research field, information retrieval (IR) originated in the 1950s and is concerned with automatically matching a user’s information need against a collection of documents. The 1990s saw a change
9
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in focus from small document collections to the larger collections of realistic size needed to
cope with the ever-growing amount of information on the Web. Information filtering (IF)
systems aim to help the users make optimal use of their limited reading time by filtering out
unwanted information in order to expose only the relevant information from a large flow of
information, such as news articles (Hanani et al., 2001). Typically, such systems construct a
model of a user’s interests and match that against the incoming information objects. While
IR and IF are considered separate research fields, they share many characteristics, such as a
focus on analyzing textual content (Belkin and Croft, 1992).
A third type of technology designed to combat information overload are recommender systems, which have their origin in the field of information filtering (Hanani et al., 2001). A
recommender system is used to identify sets of items that are likely to be of interest to a
certain user, exploiting a variety of information sources related to both the user and the
content items. In contrast to information filtering, recommender systems actively predict
which items the user might be interested in and add them to the information flowing to the
user, whereas information filtering technology is aimed at removing items from the information stream (Hanani et al., 2001). Over the past two decades many different recommendation algorithms have been proposed for many different domains. In Subsections 2.1.1
through 2.1.3, we discuss the three most common classes of algorithms: collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, and knowledge-based recommendation. We explain how the
algorithms work, and discuss the most important advantages and problems of each algorithm. Then, in Subsection 2.1.4, we discuss related work on recommendation Web pages
and scientific articles. We conclude this section by briefly discussing the role of the user and
context in the recommendation process in Subsection 2.1.5.
Finally, we would like to remark that recommender systems technology has also been applied to a variety of different domains, such as online stores (Linden et al., 2003), movies
(Herlocker et al., 1999), music (Celma, 2008), Web pages (Joachims et al., 1997), e-mail
(Goldberg et al., 1992), books (Mooney and Roy, 2000), news articles (Das et al., 2007),
scientific articles (Budzik and Hammond, 1999), and even jokes (Goldberg et al., 2001). In
October 2006, it also spawned a million dollar competition in the form of the Netflix Prize1 ,
aimed at designing a recommender system that significantly outperforms Netflix’s own CineMatch system. We refer the reader to Montaner et al. (2003) for a more comprehensive
overview of recommender systems and domains.

2.1.1

Collaborative Filtering

Arguably the most popular class of recommendation algorithms, collaborative filtering (CF),
descend from work in the area of information filtering. CF algorithms try to automate the
process of “word-of-mouth” recommendation: items are recommended to a user based on
how like-minded users rated those items (Shardanand and Maes, 1995). The term ‘collaborative filtering’ was first used by Goldberg et al. (1992), to describe their Tapestry filtering
system, which allowed users to annotate documents and e-mail messages. Other users could
then request documents annotated by certain people, but identifying these people was left
1

http://www.netflixprize.com/
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to the user. Subsequent CF approaches automated this process of locating the nearest neighbors of the active user. Important early work was done by Resnick et al. (1994) on their
GROUPLENS system for recommending Usenet articles, and by Shardanand and Maes (1995)
on their RINGO music recommender system. They were the first to correlate the rating behavior between users in order to (1) determine the most similar neighbors and (2) use them
to predict interest in new items. This work was expanded upon by Breese et al. (1998) and
Herlocker et al. (1999), who performed the first large-scale evaluation and optimization of
collaborative filtering algorithms. Herlocker et al. (2004) also published important work on
evaluating recommender systems, which we adhere to in our experimental setup described
in Chapter 3.
CF algorithms exploit set of usage patterns that represent user preferences and transactions to match them with those of people who share the same tastes or information needs.
After locating a possible match, the algorithm then generate the recommendations. The
preference patterns can be directly elicited from the user. A telling example is the Amazon
website2 where customers are asked to rate an item on a scale from 1 to 5 stars. The patterns can also be inferred implicitly from user actions, such as purchases, reading time, or
downloads. After gathering the user opinions, either explicitly or implicitly, they are commonly represented in a user-item ratings matrix, such as the ones shown in Figure 2.1. The
majority of the cells in these matrix are empty, because it is usually impossible for a user to
select, rate, or purchase all items in the system. CF algorithms operate on such a user-item
matrix to predict values for the empty entries in the matrix.
items
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Figure 2.1: Two examples of user-item matrices for a toy data set of six users and eight
items. Values in the matrix can be ratings in the case of explicit user opinions (left), or
unary in the case of implicit user activity (right).

CF algorithms are commonly divided into two types, memory-based algorithms and modelbased algorithms, analogous to the way machine learning algorithms can be categorized into
two classes.
2

http://www.amazon.com/
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Memory-based Collaborative Filtering Memory-based algorithms are also known as lazy
recommendation algorithms, because they defer the actual computational effort of predicting a user’s interest in an item to the moment a user requests a set of recommendations. The
training phase of a memory-based algorithm consists of simply storing all the user ratings
into memory. There are two variants of memory-based recommendation and both are based
on the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm from the field of machine learning (Aha et al., 1991):
user-based filtering and item-based filtering.
In user-based filtering, the active user is matched against the ratings matrix to find the
neighboring users with which the active user has a history of agreeing. This is typically
done using metrics such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient or the cosine similarity. Once
this neighborhood has been identified, all items in the neighbors’ profiles unknown to the
active user are considered as possible recommendations and sorted by their frequency in
that neighborhood. A weighted aggregate of these frequencies is used to generate the recommendations (Herlocker et al., 1999). Item-based filtering was proposed by Sarwar et al.
(2001) and is the algorithm of choice of the online store Amazon (Linden et al., 2003). It
focuses on finding the most similar items instead of the most similar users. As in user-based
filtering, similarities between item pairs are calculated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient or the cosine similarity (Breese et al., 1998). Items are considered to be similar when
the same set of users has purchased them or rated them highly. For each item of an active
user, the neighborhood of most similar items is identified. Each of the top k neighbors is
placed on a candidate list along with its similarity to the active user’s item. Similarity scores
of items occurring multiple times in the candidate list are added. The candidate list is sorted
on these aggregated similarity scores and the top N recommendations are then presented
to the user (Sarwar et al., 2001; Karypis, 2001). We explain both algorithms in more detail
in Section 4.3.
Model-based Collaborative Filtering Also known as eager recommendation algorithms,
model-based CF algorithms do most of the hard work in the training phase, where they
construct a predictive model of the recommendation problem. Generating the recommendations is then a quick and straightforward matter of applying the derived model3 . Many
different machine learning algorithms have been applied in recommender systems, such as
Naive Bayes (Breese et al., 1998) and rule induction (Basu et al., 1998), with more emphasis on latent factor models in the past decade. Latent factor models try to reduce the
dimensionality of the space of user-item ratings by mapping users and items to the same latent factor space (Koren, 2008). The users and items are then related to each other through
these latent factors. The factors can range in ease of interpretation from intuitive, such
as movie genres or ‘amount of plot twists’, to less well defined dimensions, such as ‘quirky
characters’, or even completely uninterpretable dimensions of the user-item relation (Koren,
2008). Examples of latent factor techniques applied to recommendation include Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) by Sarwar et al. (2002), factor analysis by Canny (2002), Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) by Hofmann (2004), and non-negative matrix
factorization by Koren (2008).
3

Note that when the similarity computations are pre-computed in, for instance, a nightly cycle, the userbased and item-based filtering algorithms both turn into eager recommendation algorithms.
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Advantages and Problems of Collaborative Filtering CF algorithms have several advantages, such as being able to take the quality of an item—or any lack thereof—into account
when recommending items, especially in the case of explicit user ratings. For instance, a local band might fall in the same musical genre as an internationally renowned rock band, but
this does not guarantee that they are of the same quality. This shows that recognizing the
quality of items is clear advantage of CF. By taking actual user preferences into account, CF
algorithms can prevent poor recommendations. A second advantage is that CF algorithms
are especially useful in domains where content analysis is difficult or costly, such as movie
and music recommendation, without requiring any domain knowledge (Burke, 2002).
While the quality of CF algorithms tends to improve over time, the biggest problem is the
startup phase of the recommender system, when there are already many items in the system, but few users and no ratings. This is commonly referred to as the cold-start problem
and means the recommender system cannot generate any recommendations (Schein et al.,
2002). Solutions to this problem include using other data sets to seed the system, and using different recommendation algorithms in this startup phase that do not suffer from this
problem. Even after acquiring more ratings from the users, sparsity of the user-item matrix
can still be a problem for CF. A second problem is what is referred to as the ‘gray sheep’
problem according to Claypool et al. (1999), which describes the difficulty of recommending for people who are not part of a clear group. Collaborative recommenders work best for
user who fit into a specific niche with many similar neighbors (Burke, 1999).

2.1.2

Content-based Filtering

Content-based recommendation algorithms, also known as content-based filtering, form the
second popular class of algorithms. They can be seen as an extension of the work done
on information filtering (Hanani et al., 2001). Typically, content-based filtering approaches
focus on building some kind of representation of the content in a system and then learning a
profile of a user’s interests. The content representations are then matched against the user’s
profile to find the items that are most relevant to that user. As with CF, the representations
of the user profiles are long-term models, and updated as more preference information
becomes available (Burke, 2002). Usually, content-based filtering for recommendation is
approached as either an IR problem, where document representations have to be matched
to user representations on textual similarity; or as a machine learning problem, where the
textual content of the representations are incorporated as feature vectors, which are used to
train a prediction algorithm. Examples of the IR approach include Whitman and Lawrence
(2002) and Bogers and Van den Bosch (2007); examples of the machine learning point of
view include Lang (1995) and Mooney and Roy (2000). In Chapter 5 we propose different
content-based recommendation algorithms to incorporate the metadata present in social
bookmarking systems, so we refer to Section 5.4 for a more extensive discussion of related
work in content-based filtering.
Advantages and Problems of Content-based Filtering A clear advantage of contentbased filtering algorithms is that they do not require domain knowledge, and that it is sufficient to collect implicit feedback from the users about their item preferences. This can make
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content-based filtering the preferred algorithm in domains where eliciting explicit ratings
from users is difficult or cumbersome, and where domain knowledge is hard to come by. A
second advantage is that content-based filtering algorithms are better at finding topically
similar items than CF algorithms because of their explicit focus on textual similarity. However, this can be a disadvantage in domains where content analysis is difficult or impractical
to do in large numbers, such as movies and music. Content-based filtering algorithms also
tend to get stuck in a ‘well of similarity’ (Rashid et al., 2002), where they can only recommend items from a narrow topic range; serendipitous recommendations can therefore be
hard to achieve.

2.1.3

Knowledge-based Recommendation

All personalized recommendation algorithms attempt to infer which items a user might
like. Collaborative filtering algorithms do this based on the behavior of the user and other
like-minded users, whereas content-based filtering approaches do this based on the textual
representations of the user’s interests and the available items. A third class of recommendation algorithms is formed by knowledge-based algorithms. They use rules and patterns, and
recommend items based on functional knowledge of how a specific item meets a particular
user need (Burke, 2002). Such techniques allow the algorithm to reason about the relationship between a user and the available items. This can prevent a recommender system from
generating useless recommendations. An example of such a useless recommendation would
be recommending milk to a supermarket shopper: the odds of buying milk are so high that
milk will always be correlated with everything else in a user’s shopping basket, and thus
always recommended to the user. Because a knowledge-based recommender system knows
what foods ought to go together, it can screen out such useless suggestions (Burke, 1999).
Knowledge-based recommender systems often borrow techniques from the field of casebased reasoning (CBR), which is useful for solving constraint-based problems such as the
‘milk’ problem. In CBR, users can specify content-based attributes which limit the returned
recommendation set. Old problem-solving cases are stored by the CBR system, and new
situations are then compared against these old cases with the most similar cases being
used for solving the new problem (Burke, 1999; McNee, 2006). Recommender systems
using such techniques support rating items on multiple dimensions. An example is the
ENTREE restaurant recommender system developed by Burke et al. (1997). ENTREE allows
restaurants to be rated on price, food quality, atmosphere, service, and other dimensions.
Advantages and Problems of Knowledge-based Recommendation Rating content on
multiple dimensions allows the user to provide a rich specification of his recommendation
need, which in turn results in more satisfying recommendations. An second advantage of
knowledge-based recommendation is that it does not suffer from the cold start problem,
and that it allows for intuitive explanations of why a certain item, such as a restaurant,
was recommended. In addition to the ENTREE recommender system, other examples of
knowledge-based recommender systems are given by Schmitt and Bergmann (1999), Towle
and Quinn (2000), and Van Setten et al. (2004). The biggest problem of knowledge-based
algorithms is the need for an explicit knowledge acquisition phase (Burke, 2002), which is
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difficult in domains without a rich set of attributes. As a result, knowledge-based recommendation is not as popular as the other two classes of algorithms. We do not consider
knowledge-based algorithms for our recommendation experiments because we would run
into this knowledge acquisition bottleneck when porting our algorithms from one domain to
another. Instead, we take a data-driven approach and restrict ourselves to CF and contentbased filtering in Chapters 4 and 5 because they match the two characteristic information
sources available on social bookmarking services: the folksonomy and metadata.

2.1.4

Recommending Bookmarks & References

In this thesis, we focus on recommendation for social bookmarking websites covering two
different domains: Web pages and scientific articles. While there is little related work
on item recommendation for social bookmarking, there have been plenty of stand-alone
approaches to recommending Web pages and scientific articles. Most of these are focused
around the concept of an Information Management Assistant (or IMA), that locates and
recommends relevant information for the user by inferring a model of the user’s interests
(Budzik and Hammond, 1999). One of the earliest examples of such a personal information
agent was the Memex system envisioned by Vannevar Bush, which was a “device in which
an individual stores all his books, records, and communications” and offered the possibility
of associative links between information, although it lacked automatic suggestion of related
information (Bush, 1945).
The first real IMAs started appearing in the 1990s and mostly focused on tracking the user’s
browsing behavior to automatically recommend interesting, new Web pages. LETIZIA was
among the first of such pro-active IMAs (Lieberman, 1995), and used a breadth-first search
strategy to follow, evaluate, and recommend outgoing links from pages in which the user
previously showed an interest. In an IMA scenario, strong user interest in a page is typically
inferred using heuristics such as a long dwell time on the page, revisiting it several times, or
saving or printing the page. Many other IMAs for recommending Web pages have been proposed since then, among which the SYSKILL & WEBERT agent by Pazzani et al. (1996), which
allowed users to rate Web pages they visited. It extracted the key terms from those favorite
Web pages, and used those to generate queries to be sent to search engines. The search
results were then presented to the user as recommendations. Other examples of IMAs that
support Web browsing include LIRA by Balabanovic (1998), WEBWATCHER by Joachims et al.
(1997), WEBMATE by Chen and Sycara (1998), and the work by Chirita et al. (2006). The
GIVEALINK system by Stoilova et al. (2005) is also worth mentioning because of its similarity
to social bookmarking: GIVEALINK4 is a website that asks users to donate their bookmarks
files, effectively creating a social bookmarking website. There are some differences with
social bookmarking as we describe it in Section 2.3 though: a user’s bookmark profile in
GIVEALINK is static; a user can only update their bookmarks by re-uploading the entire
bookmarks file. Also, GIVEALINK does not support tagging of bookmarks. The bookmarks
donated by users are used in tasks such as (personalized) search and recommendation.
4

http://www.givealink.org/
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In addition to Web browsing, IMAs have also been used to support other information-related
activities such as writing research papers. Budzik and Hammond (1999) designed an IMA
called WATSON that observed user interaction with a small range of everyday applications
(e.g., Netscape Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and Microsoft Word). They constructed queries based on keywords extracted from the documents or Web pages being
viewed or edited by the user and sent those queries to the search engines. They report that
a user study showed that 80% of the participants received at least one relevant recommendation. The STUFF I’VE SEEN system designed by Dumais et al. (2003) performed a similar
function, but was specifically geared towards re-finding documents or Web pages the user
had seen before. Certain IMAs focus particularly on acting as a writing assistant that locates relevant references, such as the REMEMBRANCE AGENT by Rhodes and Maes (2000), the
PIRA system by Gruzd and Twidale (2006), and the À PROPOS project by Puerta Melguizo
et al. (2008). Finally, the well-known CITESEER5 system originally also offered personalized
reference recommendations by tracking the user’s interests using both content-based and
citation-based features (Bollacker et al., 2000).
Significant work on recommending references for research papers has also been done by
McNee (2006), who approached it as a separate recommendation task, and compared different classes of recommendation algorithms both through system-based evaluation and
user studies. In McNee et al. (2002), five different CF algorithms were compared on the
task of recommending research papers, with the citation graph between papers serving as
the matrix of ratings commonly used for CF. Here, the citation lists were taken from each
paper and the cited papers were represented as the ‘items’ for the citing paper. The citing
paper itself was represented as the ‘user’ in the matrix6 . Citing papers could also be included as items if they are cited themselves. McNee et al. (2002) compared two user-based
and item-based filtering algorithms with a Naive Bayes classifier and two graph-based algorithms. The first graph-based algorithm ranked items on the number of co-citations with
the citations referenced by a ‘user’ paper; the other considered all papers two steps away
in the citation graph and ranked them on tf·idf-weighted term overlap between the paper
titles. They used 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate their algorithms using a rank-based
metric and found that user-based and item-based filtering performed best. In a subsequent
user study, these algorithms were also the best performers because they generated the most
novel and most relevant recommendations. A similar, smaller approach to using the citation
graph was done by Strohman et al. (2007), who only performed a system-based evaluation.
In later work, McNee et al. (2006) compared user-based filtering, a standard content-based
filtering using tf·idf-weighting, and Naive Bayes with a Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis algorithm. They defined four different reference recommendation subtasks: (1) filling
out reference lists, (2) maintaining awareness of a research field, (3) exploring a research
interest, and (4) finding a starting point for research (McNee et al., 2006). They evaluated
the performance of their algorithms on these four tasks and found that user-based filtering
performed best, with the content-based filtering a close second. In addition, they found that
certain algorithms are better suited for different tasks.
5

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
By using the citation web in this way, and not representing real users as the the users in the ratings matrix
they were able to circumvent the cold start problem. This problem is much less pronounced when recommending for social bookmarking websites because users have already implicitly rated many items by adding them to
their personal profiles.
6
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Routing and Assigning Paper for Reviewing A task related to recommending references
is routing and assigning papers to program committee members for review. Papers are normally assigned manually to reviewers based on expertise area keywords that they entered
or knowledge of their expertise of other committee members. Dumais and Nielsen (1992)
were among the first to investigate an automatic solution to this problem of paper assignment. They acquired textual representations of the submitted papers in the form of titles
and abstracts, and used Latent Semantic Indexing, a dimensionality reduction technique, to
match these against representations of the reviewers’ expertise as supplied by the reviewers
in the form of past paper abstracts. With their work, Dumais and Nielsen (1992) showed
it was possible to automate the task acceptably. Later approaches include Yarowsky and
Florian (1999), Basu et al. (2001), Ferilli et al. (2006), and Biswas and Hasan (2007). All
of them use the sets of papers written by the individual reviewers as content-based expertise
evidence for those reviewers to match them to submitted papers using a variety of different algorithms. The most extensive work was done by Yarowsky and Florian (1999), who
performed their experiments on the papers submitted to the ACL ’99 conference. They compared both content-based and citation-based evidence for allocating reviewers and found
that combining both types resulted in the best performance. However, most of the work
done in this subfield is characterized by the small size of their data sets; we refer the reader
to the references given for more information.

2.1.5

Recommendation in Context

Historically, researchers have focused on building ‘more accurate’ recommender systems,
and have equated this with ‘better liked’ and ‘more useful’ without involving the users in
this process (McNee, 2006). Indeed, the majority of the related work described so far has focused on experimental validation in a laboratory setting, with only a handful of small-scale
user studies. We stated in the previous chapter that we also take a system-based approach
to evaluation, and we will describe our reasons in more detail in Subsection 3.4.3. In the
current section, we give a short overview of the most important work on how to involve
the user in the recommendation process. It is important to establish that user satisfaction
is influenced by more than just recommendation accuracy. This was signaled by, among
others, Herlocker et al. (2004) and Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2005). For instance, while a
good recommendation algorithm can produce personalized recommendations for each user,
the type of personalization applied by an algorithm is exactly the same across all users. This
is not beneficial to user satisfaction because not every user request for recommendations is
made in the same context. Different contexts can call for different types of personalization
and recommendation. Depending on the situation, a user might want to fulfill quite different tasks using a recommender system, and some established algorithms have been shown
to be more appropriate for certain tasks than others (McNee et al., 2006). For instance, in
research paper recommendation filling out a reference list is rather different from the desire
to maintain awareness of a research field, requiring different recommendation algorithms.
In addition, the user’s interaction with the system and satisfaction with the results depend
on a variety of contextual factors such as the user’s intentions, his emotional state, and the
user’ confidence in the system (McNee, 2006).
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Context in Information Seeking and Retrieval The observation is also valid in the fields
of information seeking and retrieval, where the search process is similarly influenced by
the context of the user. The relevance of the same set of returned results for two identical
queries can easily differ between search sessions because of this. In the field of information
seeking, a number of frameworks for understanding user needs and their context have been
developed. Many different theories have been proposed over the years, such as the four
stages of information need by Taylor (1968), the theory of sense-making by Dervin (1992),
the information foraging theory by Pirolli and Card (1995), and the cognitive theory of
information seeking and retrieval by Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005). Common to all of
these theories is the importance of understanding the user’s information context to increase
the relevance of the results (McNee, 2006). In this section, we zoom in on the cognitive
theory of information seeking and retrieval (IS&R) by Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005), and
describe it in the context of recommender systems. In this theory, the context of an IS&R
process is represented as a nested model of seven different contextual layers, as visualized
in Figure 2.2.
(5)
collecBve

(4‐5) social,
systemic,
conceptual,
emoBonal
contexts

(7) historic
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(3) session
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(6) techno‐economic
and societal contexts
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(2) inter‐object
context
signs

(4)
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Figure 2.2: A nested model of seven contextual layers for information seeking and retrieval
(Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005). Revised version adopted from Ingwersen (2006).

This model allows us to classify different aspects of the recommendation process into different types of context. All of these seven contextual layers affect users in their interaction
with recommender systems. Below we list the seven relevant contextual layers and give
practical examples of how they could be quantified for use in experiments.
(1) Intra-object context For recommendation, the intra-object context is the item itself
and its intrinsic properties. It can cover a wide range of metadata, depending on the
type of item, such as title, author, publication venue, musical genre, director, cast, etc.
In case of items with textual content, such as research papers or Web pages, it could
also include the structures within the text. However, the structure of multimedia items
such as movies or music is more difficult to quantify.
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(2) Inter-object context includes the relations between items, such as citations or links
between authors and documents in case of research papers. External metadata such
as movie keywords, assigned index terms, and tags can also link documents together,
as well as playlist structures that group together a set of songs.
(3) Session context involves the user-recommender interaction process and would involve
real user tests or simulations of interactions. Observing system usage patterns, such as
printing or reading time, would also be context in the case of recommending through
IMAs.
(4) Individual social, systemic, conceptual, and emotional contexts If items are linked
via a folksonomy, then this could serve as a possible source of social, conceptual, and
even emotional context to the different documents. Rating behavior, combined with
temporal information can also serve to predict, for instance, emotional context.
(5) Collective social, systemic, conceptual, and emotional contexts An important contextual social aspect of recommending items is finding groups of like-minded users
and similar items that have historically shown the same behavior to generate new
recommendations. Again, the folksonomy could provide aggregated social, conceptual, and even emotional context to the different documents.
(6) Techno-economic and societal contexts This more global form of context influences
all other lower tiers, but is hard to capture and quantify, as it is for IS&R.
(7) Historical contexts Across the other contextual layers there operates a historical context that influences the recommendations. Activity logs of recommender systems
would be a appropriate way of capturing such context, possibly allowing for replaying
past recommender interaction.

Human-Recommender Interaction Neither the cognitive theory of IS&R nor the other
three theories of information seeking we mentioned earlier in this section were originally
developed for recommender systems. This means these theories are therefore not fully applicable to the field of recommender systems. McNee (2006) was the first to recognize this
lack of a user-centered, cognitive framework for recommendation and proposed a descriptive theory of Human-Recommender Interaction (HRI). This singular focus on recommender
systems is a major advantage of HRI theory, although it has only been applied and verified
experimentally on one occasion.
HRI theory is meant as a common language for all stakeholders involved in the recommendation process—users, designers, store owners, marketeers—to use for describing the
important elements of interaction with recommender systems (McNee, 2006). These elements are grouped into three main pillars of HRI: (1) the recommendation dialogue, (2) the
recommendation personality, and (3) the end user’s information seeking tasks. Each of these
three pillars is divided up into so-called aspects, which refer to the individual elements of
HRI. In its current form as defined by McNee (2006), HRI theory contains a total of 21
aspects. Figure 2.3 shows these 21 of HRI aspects and the three pillars they are grouped
under.
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Figure 2.3: A visualization of the theory of Human-Recommender Interaction by McNee
(2006). HRI theory consists of 21 interaction aspects, organized into three pillars. Figure
taken from McNee (2006).

The aspects can be seen as the ‘words’ of the shared language that the stakeholders can use
to communicate about interaction with recommender system. HRI theory states that each
aspect can have both a system-centered and a user-centered perspective. This means that for
most aspects it is possible to devise a metric that allows the system designer to measure the
objective performance of the system on that interaction aspect. The user’s perception of how
well the recommender system performs on this aspect does not necessarily have to match
the outcome of these metrics however. Both perspectives are seen as equally important in
HRI theory.
We will briefly describe each of the three pillars and give a few examples of aspects belong
to those pillars. We refer to McNee (2006) for a more detailed description of all aspects
and the three pillars. The first pillar, recommendation dialogue, deals with the immediate
interaction between the user and the recommendation algorithm, which is cyclical in nature.
An example aspect here is transparency, which means that the user should understand (at a
high level) where a recommendation is coming from, for instance, in terms of how an item
is similar to items that the user has rated before. Greater transparency has been shown to
lead to higher acceptance of a recommender system (Herlocker et al., 2000; Tintarev and
Masthoff, 2006).
The second pillar of HRI is the recommendation personality, which covers the overall impression that a user constructs of a recommender system over time. Recommender systems
are meant to ‘get to know the user’, which means users can start attributing personality
characteristics to the system. An negative example of a personality-related aspect is pigeonholing, where a user receives a large number of similar recommendations in a short time,
which could change the user’s perception for the worse. The item-based CF algorithm,
for instance, has shown an aptitude for getting stuck in ‘similarity wells’ of similar items
(Rashid et al., 2002). Trust is another important aspect, and is related to the “Don’t look
stupid” principle formulated by McNee et al. (2006). It states that even a single nonsense
recommendation can cause the user to lose confidence in the recommender system, even if
the other recommendations are relevant.
The last HRI pillar focuses on the end user’s information seeking task and the match with
the recommendation algorithm. An example is recommender appropriateness: not every
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recommendation algorithm is suited to each information seeking task, as we argued before.
Music recommendation depends largely on the user’s personal taste, but more complicated
tasks could require more complicated external criteria which might be better served by
different algorithms (McNee, 2006).

2.2

Social Tagging

Under the Web 2.0 label, the past decade has seen a proliferation of social websites focusing
on facilitating communication, user-centered design, information sharing and collaboration.
Examples of successful and popular social websites include wikis, social networking services,
blogs, and websites that support content sharing, such as social bookmarking. An important
component of many of these services is social tagging; giving the users the power to describe
and categorize content for their own purposes using tags. Tags are keywords that describe
characteristics of the object they are applied to, and can be made up of one or more words.
Tags are not imposed upon users in a top-down fashion by making users choose only from a
pre-determined set of terms; instead, users are free to apply any type and any number of tags
to an object, resulting in true bottom-up classification. Users cannot make wrong choices
when deciding to apply certain tags, since their main motivation is to tag for their own
benefit: making it easier to manage their content and re-find specific items in the future.
Many other names have been proposed for social tagging, including collaborative tagging,
folk classification, ethno-classification, distributed classification, social classification, open
tagging, and free tagging (Mathes, 2004; Hammond et al., 2005). We use the term social
tagging because it is common in the literature, and because it involves the activity of labeling
objects on social websites. We do see a difference between collaborative tagging and social
tagging, and explain this in more detail in Subsection 2.2.2. Although there is no inherent
grouping or hierarchy in the tags assigned by users, some researchers have classified tags
into different categories. A popular classification is that by Golder and Huberman (2006),
who divide tags into seven categories based on the function they perform. Table 2.1 lists the
seven categories. The first four categories are extrinsic to the tagger and describe the actual
item they annotate with significant overlap between individual users. The bottom three
categories are user-intrinsic: the information they provide is relative to the user (Golder
and Huberman, 2006).
The foundations for social tagging can be said to have been laid by Goldberg et al. (1992)
in their TAPESTRY system, which allowed users to annotate documents and e-mail messages.
These annotations could range from short keywords to longer textual descriptions, and
could be shared among users. The use of social tagging as we know it now was pioneered
by Joshua Schachter when he created the social bookmarking site Delicious in September 2003 (Mathes, 2004). Other social websites, such as the photo sharing website Flickr,
adopted social tagging soon afterwards7 . Nowadays, most social content sharing websites
support tagging in one way or another. Social tagging has been applied to many different domains, such as bookmarks (http://www.delicious.com), photos (http://www.
7
Although Delicious were the first to popularize the use of social tagging to describe content, there are earlier
examples of websites that allowed user-generated annotation of content. See Section 2.3 for some examples.
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Table 2.1: A tag categorization scheme according tag function, taken directly from Golder
and Huberman (2006). The first four categories are extrinsic to the tagger; the bottom
three categories are user-intrinsic.

Function

Description

Aboutness

Aboutness tags identify the topic of an item, and often include
common and proper nouns. An example could be the tags crisis
and bailout for an article about the current economic crisis.
This type of tag identifies what kind of object an item is. Examples include recipe, book, and blog.
Ownership tags identify who owns or created the item. An example would be the tags golder or huberman for the article by
Golder and Huberman (2006).
Golder and Huberman (2006) argue that some tags do not stand
alone, but refine existing categories. Examples include years
and numbers such as 2009 or 25.
Certain tags represent characteristics of the bookmarked items,
such as funny, inspirational, or boring.
Self-referential tags identify content in terms of its relation to
the tagger, such as myown or mycomments.
Items can also be tagged according to tasks they are related to.
Popular examples are toread and jobsearch.

Resource type
Ownership

Refining categories

Qualities/characteristics
Self-reference
Task organizing

flickr.com), videos (http://www.youtube.com), books (http://www.librarything.
com), scientific articles (http://www.citeulike.org), movies (http://www.movielens.
org), music (http://www.last.fm/), slides (http://www.slideshare.net/), news articles (http://slashdot.org/), museum collections (http://www.steve.museum/), activities (http://www.43things.com), people (http://www.consumating.com), blogs (http:
//www.technorati.com), and in enterprise settings (Farrell and Lau, 2006).
Early research into social tagging focused on comparing tagging to the traditional methods
of cataloguing by library and information science professionals. We discuss these comparisons in Subsection 2.2.1, and describe under what conditions social tagging and other cataloging methods are the best choice. Then, in Subsection 2.2.2, we distinguish two types of
social tagging that result from the way social tagging is typically implemented on websites.
These choices can have an influence on the network structure of users, items, and tags that
emerges, and thereby on recommendation algorithms. We complete the current section in
Subsection 2.2.3 by providing some insight into the use of a social graph for representing
social tagging.

2.2.1

Indexing vs. Tagging

Early academic work on social tagging focused mostly on the contrast between social tagging and other subject indexing schemes, i.e., describing a resource by index terms to indicate what the resource is about. Mathes (2004) distinguishes between three different
groups that can be involved in this process: intermediaries, creators, and users. Intermediary indexing by professionals has been an integral part of the field of library and information
science since its inception. It is aimed at classifying and indexing resources by using thesauri or hierarchical classification systems. By using such controlled vocabularies—sets of
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pre-determined, allowed descriptive terms—indexers can first control for ambiguity by selecting which terms are the preferred ones and are appropriate to the context of the intended
user, and then link synonyms to their favored variants (cf. Kipp (2006)). According to Lancaster (2003), indexing typically involves two steps: conceptual analysis and translation.
The conceptual analysis stage is concerned with determining the topic of a resource and
which parts are relevant to the intended users. In the translation phase, the results of the
conceptual analysis are then translated into selecting the appropriate index terms, which
can be difficult to do consistently, even between professional indexers (Lancaster, 2003;
Voß, 2007). Another problem of intermediary indexing is scalability: the explosive growth
of content means it is intractable for the relatively small group of professional indexers to
describe all content.
Index terms and keywords can also be assigned by the creators of a resource. This is common practice in the world of scientific publishing, and popular initiatives, such as the Dublin
Core Metadata Initiative8 , have also been used with some success (Mathes, 2004). In general, however, creator indexing has not received much attention (Kipp, 2006). By shifting
the annotation burden away from professional indexers to the resource creators themselves,
scalability problems can be reduced, but the lack of communication between creators of different resources makes it more difficult to select consistent index terms. A second problem
is that the amount and quality of creator-supplied keywords is highly dependent on the domain. For instance, Web pages have been shown to lack useful metadata on many occasions
(Hawking and Zobel, 2007) in the context of supporting retrieval. With social tagging the
responsibility of describing resources is placed on the shoulders of the users. This increases
scalability even further over creator indexing, as each user is made responsible for describing his own resources. It also ensures that the keywords assigned to resources by a user are
directly relevant to that user.
One of the key differences between the three different indexing schemes is the level of coordination between the people doing the indexing, i.e., what terms are allowed for describing resources. Intermediary indexing requires the highest degree of coordination, whereas
social tagging requires no explicit coordination between users. The level of coordination
required for creator indexing lies somewhere in between. These differences in coordination
were confirmed by Kipp (2006), who investigated the distribution of index terms and tags
for the three different indexing methods. For a small collection of scientific articles, Kipp
(2006) compared tags, author-assigned keywords, and index terms assigned by professional
indexers. She showed that the distribution of terms of the latter two indexing approaches
was different from the tag distribution, which showed a considerably longer tail of tags that
were assigned only once. The larger variety of tags is a direct results of the lower level of coordination. Her findings hinted at the presence of a power law in the tag distribution, which
was later confirmed by, among others, Shen and Wu (2005) and Catutto et al. (2007).
It is important to remark that, despite its growing popularity, social tagging is not necessarily the most appropriate method of describing resources in every situation. In certain
situations, indexing by intermediaries is still the preferred approach according to Shirky
(2005). Such situations are characterized by a small, stable collection of objects with clear,
8

http://dublincore.org/
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formal categories. The cataloguers themselves have to be experts on the subject matter, but
users have to be experts in using the classification system as well. Examples of such collections include library collections or the periodic table of elements. In contrast, social tagging
works best for large, dynamic, heterogeneous corpora where users cannot be expected to
gain expertise in a coordinated classification scheme (Shirky, 2005). The World Wide Web
is a good example of such a scenario with billions of Web pages that vary wildly in topic and
quality.

2.2.2

Broad vs. Narrow Folksonomies

The aggregation of the tagging efforts of all users is commonly referred to as a folksonomy,
a portmanteau of ‘folk’ and ‘taxonomy’, implying a classification scheme made by a group
of users. Like the hierarchical classification schemes designed by professional indexers to
organize knowledge, a folksonomy allows any user to navigate freely between items, tags,
and other users. The term was coined by Vander Wal (2005b), who defines a folksonomy
as the result of “personal free tagging of information and objects (anything with a URL) for
one’s own retrieval”. Different variations on this definition have been proposed in the past.
In some definitions, only tags that are assigned by a user for his own benefit as considered
to be a part of the folksonomy. Consequently, tagging for the benefit of others is excluded
from the folksonomy according to this definition (Lawley, 2006). We refer the reader to
Chopin (2007) for an extensive overview and discussion of the different definitions. For
the recommendation experiments described in this thesis, we do not take into account the
different motivations that users might have when tagging items. We define a folksonomy
as “an aggregated network of users, items, and tags from a single system supporting social
tagging”. Vander Wal (2005a) distinguishes between two types of folksonomies, depending on how social tagging is implemented on the website: broad folksonomies and narrow
folksonomies. Figure 2.4 illustrates these two types of folksonomies.
The essential difference between a broad and a narrow folksonomy is who is allowed to
tag a resource: every user interested in the resource, or only the creator of the resource.
This dichotomy is caused by the nature of the resources being tagged in the system. Broad
folksonomies emerge in social tagging scenarios where the resources being tagged are publicly available, and were not necessarily created by the people who tagged and added them.
A good example are Web page bookmarks: any user can bookmark a Web page and many
pages will be useful to more than one user. More often than not, the bookmarked Web
pages were not created by the user who added them to his profile. This means that interested users will add their own version of the bookmarked URL with their own metadata
and tags. Figure 2.4(a) illustrates this case for a single example resource. The ‘initiator’,
the first user to add the resource to the system, has tagged the resource with tags A and C
when he added it to the system. Users in group 1 added the post with tags A and B, group 2
with tags A and C, and group 3 with tags C and D. Notice that tags B and D were not added
by the original creator, although it is possible that the initiator later retrieves the resource
with tag D. The two users in group 4 never add the resource, but find it using tags B and
D later. Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the collaborative nature of tagging the resource: a tag can
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Figure 2.4: Two types of folksonomies: broad and narrow. The figure is slightly adapted
from Vander Wal (2005a). The four user groups on the right side of each figure denote
groups of users that share the same vocabulary. An arrow pointing from a user (group)
to a tag means that the tag was added by that user (group). An arrow pointing from a
tag to a user (group) means that the tag is part of the vocabulary of that user (group) for
retrieving the resource. The creator/initiator is the user who was the first to create or add
the resource to the system.

be applied multiple times to the same resource. This is why we refer to this scenario as
collaborative tagging.
In contrast, a narrow folksonomy, as illustrated in Figure 2.4(b), emerges when only the
creator of a resource can tag the item. For example, in the case of the video sharing website
YouTube, a user can create a video and upload it to the website. This user is the original
creator of the video and adds tags A, B, and C to the video to describe it after uploading. As
a consequence, each tag is applied only once to a specific resource in a narrow folksonomy.
We therefore refer to this scenario as individual tagging. All other users are dependent on
the creator’s vocabulary in a narrow folksonomy: users in group 1 can use tag A to locate
the resource, users in group 2 may use tags A and B, and group 4 users may use tag C. User
3, however, cannot find the resource because his vocabulary does not overlap with that of
the creator. In this thesis we look at recommendation of bookmarks and scientific articles.
These items are typically added and tagged by many different users, and result in broad
folksonomies. We do not focus on recommendation for individual tagging systems, only for
collaborative tagging.

2.2.3

The Social Graph

Figure 2.4 illustrates the concept of a folksonomy for a single item, but this mini-scenario
occurs for many different items on websites that support social tagging. With its myriad of
connections between users, items, and tags, a folksonomy is most commonly represented
as a undirected tripartite graph. Mika (2005) and Lambiotte and Ausloos (2006) were the
first to do so. Figure 2.5 illustrates such a social graph.
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USER
TAG
ITEM

Figure 2.5: Visualization of the social graph as an undirected tripartite graph of users,
items, and tags.

We take the tripartite graph as the basis for our experiments in Chapter 4. It is important
to note, however, that the three different types of nodes in the graph—users, items, and
tags—do not all have the same roles. Users are active participants in the graph: they add
items and label them with tags. Items and tags are passive nodes and can be seen as content
bearers. A fitting metaphor here is that of the user as a predator, snaring items as his prey
using tags. This implies that is possible to represent the folksonomy in a different type of
graph representation with directed edges, although we do not consider this in the thesis due
to temporal restrictions.

2.3

Social Bookmarking

As mentioned earlier, the Web 2.0 phenomenon caused a shift in information access and
creation from local and solitary, to global and collaborative. Social bookmarking websites
are a prime example of this: instead of keeping a local copy of pointers to favorite Web
pages, users can instead store and access their bookmarks online through a Web interface
on a remote Web server, accessible from anywhere. The underlying application then makes
all stored information shareable among users. In addition to this functionality, most social
bookmarking services also enable social tagging for their users, in addition to standard
metadata such as the title and a brief description of the bookmarked Web page.
The current generation of social bookmarking websites is not the first. One of the original
online bookmarking services was the now defunct itList, which was originally created in
April 1996 (De Nie, 1999). It allowed users to store and organize their bookmarks online
and, if they chose to do so, share them with other users. itList also enabled users to sort their
bookmarks using a variety of categories, although it did not allow for free categorization. In
the years that followed, several competing services were launched, such as Backflip, Blink,
ClickMarks, and HotLink, each attempting to offer unique features to attract users (Lawlor,
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2000). For instance, ClickMarks offered automatic categorization to sort bookmarks into
folders. None of these services survived the bursting of the ‘dot-com’ bubble. The second wave of social bookmarking services started in September 2003 with the creation of
Delicious by Joshua Schachter (Mathes, 2004). The instant popularity of Delicious led to
the launch of many other Web 2.0-style social bookmarking services, such as Diigo, Simpy,
Ma.gnolia and Mister Wong9 . The main differences between the two waves of social bookmarking services are a stronger emphasis on sharing one’s bookmarks with other users. and
the addition of social tagging, as pioneered by Delicious. Some social bookmarking services,
however, only allow users to share bookmarks without any support for social tagging, such
as the GiveALink service (Stoilova et al., 2005) and StumbleUpon10 .
Below we describe domains fit for social bookmarking (Subsection 2.3.1), and how users
commonly interact with a social bookmarking system (Subsection 2.3.2). We conclude the
section and this chapter in Subsection 2.3.3 by giving an overview of the three research
tasks that have received the majority of the attention in the related work.

2.3.1

Domains

So far we have defined social bookmarking services as websites that focus on the bookmarking of Web pages. In addition to Web bookmarks, there are three other domains for
social ‘storage’ services that are worth mentioning. We already mentioned that some social bookmarking websites operate in the domain of scientific articles and research papers.
These services are known as social reference managers or social citation managers. They allow users to store, organize, describe, and manage their collection of scientific references.
Although more general-purpose websites like Delicious could conceivably be used for this
as well, social reference managers offer specialized features, such as article-specific metadata, creating reading lists, reading priorities, and export facilities for different formats
such as BibTeX, RIS, and EndNote. Examples of social reference managers include CiteUlike
(http://www.citeulike.org/), Connotea (http://www.connotea.org/), BibSonomy
(http://www.bibsonomy.org), and refbase (http://www.refbase.org/), the first three
of which all support collaborative tagging.
Next to the domains mentioned above, a fourth third domain for social information storage
and management is books. Social cataloging services allow users to store, describe, and
manage books that they own or have read. Typically, social cataloging services allow users
to rate books, and to tag and review them for their own benefit and the benefit of other
users. They typically also use identifiers such as ISBN or ISSN numbers to automatically
retrieve the book metadata from centralized repositories such as the Library of Congress
or Amazon. Examples include LibraryThing (http://www.librarything.com/), Shelfari
(http://www.shelfari.com/), aNobii (http://www.anobii.com/), GoodReads (http:
//www.goodreads.com/), and WeRead (http://weread.com/). The first three support
collaborative tagging.
9

We refer the reader to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_social_bookmarking_websites for
an up-to-date list of social bookmarking services.
10
http://www.stumbleupon.com/
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The fourth example of collaborative information sharing services are formed by the so-called
social news websites, that allow users to share and discover any kind of online content, but
with an emphasis on online news articles. After a link or news story has been submitted, all
website users get to vote and comment on the submissions, and stories are ranked on these
reactions. Only stories with the most votes appear on the front page. The most popular
social news websites are Digg (http://www.digg.com/), Reddit (http://www.reddit.
com/), Fark (http://www.fark.com/), and Mixx (http://www.mixx.com/).

2.3.2

Interacting with Social Bookmarking Websites

How can users typically interact with a social bookmarking website? Because of the public,
shared nature of Web pages, social bookmarking websites allow for collaborative tagging.
The broad folksonomy that emerges from this results in a rich network of connections between users, items, and tags, which is reflected in the navigational structure. Figure 2.6
shows the typical navigating and browsing structure of a social bookmarking website; we
take the popular service Delicious as our example.
The personal profile page is the starting point for every user (top left in Figure 2.6). It lists
the assigned tags and metadata for every bookmark that a user has added. In addition,
each item and tag on the page is linked to a separate page that chronologically show the
activity of those tags and items. For a selected tag, clicking on it leads the user to a page that
shows all other items in the system that have been annotated with that tag (bottom left).
The popularity of the bookmarked item on Delicious is shown for each post. When a user
clicks on this, they are forwarded to the item’s history page (bottom right), which show all
other users who have added the selected item. For each post of that item, it also lists what
tags and metadata were assigned to it by which other user. Another typical feature of social
bookmarking—and websites supporting social tagging in general—is a visual representation
of all of a user’s tags, known as a tag cloud (top right). In a tag cloud, tags are sorted
alphabetically and the popularity of a tag (or rather usage intensity) is denoted by varying
the markup of the link: larger font sizes and/or darker font colors tend to denote more
popular tags.
Some social bookmarking websites offer extra features on top of this: Diigo11 , for instance,
also allows its users to highlight the Web pages they bookmark and add notes to them,
which are stored in the system and overlaid on the bookmarked Web pages when the user
revisits them. Faves12 is unique in being the only social bookmarking website to allow its
users to explicitly rate the items they have added on a five-point scale. Social cataloging
applications like LibraryThing and Shelfari also allow explicit ratings. It is interesting to
note, however, that some users find a way around the absence of such features. On Delicious,
for example, tags such as *, ***, or ***** are used by several people to represent the quality
of a bookmarked Web page.
11
12

http://www.diigo.com/
http://www.faves.com/
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Figure 2.6: Navigation on a social bookmarking website. The starting point for every user
is their profile page which lists the bookmarks they added to their profile (top left). From
there, users can browse to tag pages (bottom left) which show which other bookmarks
have been tagged with the selected tag; and to item history pages (bottom right), which
show all other users who have added the selected item, and what tags and metadata they
assigned to it. Users can also get an overview of the tags they have used from their tag
cloud view (top right), which marks up the more popular tags with a darker font color and
a larger font size.

2.3.3

Research tasks

We mentioned earlier that there is not a large body of related work on the task of item
recommendation on social bookmarking websites. In this section we briefly discuss the tasks
and problems that have seen more attention: browsing, search, and tag recommendation13 .
Browsing One of the strengths of social tagging as a way of categorizing and describing
resources is that users are free to tag without any considerations of relationships between
13
These are not the only possible tasks that can be supported on social bookmarking websites; we refer the
reader to Clements (2007) for an insightful overview.
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tags. However, it is obvious that certain tags will be more related to each other than others,
because they are synonyms, hyponyms, or because there is another kind of conceptual relationship between them. Several researchers have proposed techniques that could improve
the browsing experience. One example is automatically deducing a tag hierarchy for improved browsing as proposed by Heymann and Garcia-Molina (2006) and Li et al. (2007).
A second way of improving the browsing experience is by clustering related bookmarks together, as proposed by Capocci and Caldarelli (2007) and Clements et al. (2008b). Tag
clouds do not take such implicit relationships into account and just visualize tags in an alphabetical list, highlighted according to popularity. Garama and De Man (2008) performed
an extensive user study to investigate the usefulness of tag clouds for image search. They
compared tag clouds as a browsing mechanism to a standard search engine for a knownitem retrieval task, and found that, although performance as measured by success rate is
higher when using a search engine, users are more satisfied when browsing by using the
tag cloud than when using a search engine. This shows the value of a simple representation
such as the tag cloud.
Search A second popular research problem in social bookmarking is whether tags can be
used to improve (1) retrieval of items on a social bookmarking website and (2) Web search
in general. Since tags are condensed descriptions of content, it is possible that they can
replace or augment standard retrieval algorithms; this possibility was already hypothesized
early on by, for instance, Mathes (2004). Heymann et al. (2008a) tried to answer the question Can social bookmarking help Web search? by analyzing various properties of Delicious14 .
Heymann et al. (2008a) found that Web pages posted to Delicious tend to be quite dynamic
and updated frequently. An analysis of the tags showed that they were overwhelmingly
relevant and objective. However, compared to the Web, Delicious still only produces small
amounts of data, limiting its possible impact on improving Web search. The tags themselves
were found to occur in over half of the pages they annotate, and in 80% of the cases they
occurred in either the page text, the bookmark title or the Web page URL. Heymann et al.
(2008a) therefore concluded that it is unlikely that tags will be more useful than a full text
search emphasizing page titles, and that Web search engine performance is therefore unlikely to be impacted. Bischoff et al. (2008) repeated the work of Heymann et al. (2008a)
for two more social bookmarking systems, Flickr and Last.fm, and were more positive about
the potential for tags. They report a higher percentage of uniqueness of tags compared to
anchor and page text, especially in the music domain, where content analysis is more difficult. They conclude that for certain domains tags can have a large impact on search engine
performance. Morrison (2007) directly compared the performance of social bookmarking
websites with Web search engines and Web directories. He found that there was only a
small overlap in the results of each type of retrieval ‘tool’, with 90% of the results being
unique to the system that retrieved them. The largest of the social bookmarking websites
performed significantly better than the Web directories. Social bookmarking websites were
also better than search engines on dynamic queries such as current events, which confirms
the findings of Heymann et al. (2008a).
14
A year earlier, Yanbe et al. (2007) performed the same kind of analysis on Japanese social bookmarking
websites and came to similar conclusions.
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Several approaches have been proposed for how tags can be incorporated into retrieval algorithms. Bao et al. (2007) proposed an algorithm based on PageRank (Page et al., 1998)
called SocialPageRank to measure the static ranking of a Web page based on the tags assigned to it instead of the hyperlinks between pages. They combined it with a simple vector
space model to perform Web page retrieval and showed that re-ranking the search results
yielded significant improvements over their document retrieval baseline. Zhou et al. (2008)
proposed a unified framework that combines the modeling of tag usage with a language
modeling approach to IR by enhancing the document and query language models with
the tags. Their experiments on a sample of the Delicious website showed significant improvements over a traditional retrieval algorithm. Similar experiments were performed by
Carman et al. (2008), who used a similar algorithm to construct probabilistic user profiles
to combine with regular document retrieval. In addition, they compared creating (1) user
profiles based on tags and (2) profiles based on the content of the bookmarked pages, and
showed that a combination performed best.
Tag recommendation The most popular recommendation task in the literature on social
bookmarking so far has been tag recommendation: suggesting appropriate tags to a user
when he posts a new bookmark to the system. For instance, the BibSonomy system includes
a tag recommender that offers up to ten recommended tags when a user finds an interesting
Web page or publication and posts it to BibSonomy. The experiments behind this tag recommendation are described in Jäschke et al. (2007b). They found that a graph-based approach
to tag recommendation significantly outperformed collaborative filtering approaches. Collaborative filtering was first applied to the problem of recommending tags in 2006 by Xu
et al. (2006). Sigurbjörnsson and Van Zwol (2008) aggregated tag occurrence information
in different ways to recommend tags for photos on Flickr. Heymann et al. (2008b) experimented with tag prediction by mining tag-based association rules on Delicious using their
Stanford Tag Crawl data set from Heymann et al. (2008a). Song et al. (2008) used a combination of graph partitioning and a two-way Poisson mixture model to cluster tags into
separate clusters with good results on their two data sets based on Delicious and CiteULike.
Chirita et al. (2007) proposed a tag recommender that mined the bookmarked Web pages
and pages similar to it by ranking the terms in those documents by their tf·idf value and
recommending the top N terms. Blogs are an additional area where tag prediction has been
applied to blog posts by Mishne and de Rijke (2006). For each untagged blog post, they
first locate similar blog posts using a retrieval system and then assign the most popular tags
associated with those best-matching posts to the untagged post (Mishne, 2006).
As a final note, it is worthwhile to ask the question whether these tag recommendations are
actually accepted by the user, and what the effects are on the system? Do people converge
to a single vocabulary by accepting the suggestions of the tag recommender, or are they
stubborn and do they stick to their own choice of tags? Suchanek et al. (2008) examined
the influence that these tag recommendations can have on a social bookmarking system
and its folksonomy. They found that up to one in three tags are applied purely because of
the presence of the tag suggestions. This implies that the distribution of tag popularity in
a folksonomy might become biased as a result of offering tag suggestions. However, tag
suggestions do provide a form of control over the tag vocabulary of the users.

I

RECOMMENDING B OOKMARKS
In Chapter 1, we described two important characteristics of social bookmarking systems.
The first was the presence of the folksonomy, a collaboratively generated categorization
of items in a system by its users. This extra annotation layer of collaboratively generated
tags binds the users and items of a system together. The second observation about social
bookmarking systems is that, in addition to tags, they contain a large amount of additional
metadata describing the content of those systems and its users. In the first part of this thesis,
we will investigate how to exploit these two characteristics, both separately and combined,
to provide the best possible recommendations for users of social bookmarking systems. This
leads us to our first three research questions.
RQ 1

How can we use the information represented by the folksonomy to support and improve the recommendation performance?

RQ 2

How can we use the item metadata available in social bookmarking systems to provide accurate recommendations to users?

RQ 3

Can we improve performance by combining the recommendations generated by different algorithms?

Part I is organized as follows. We begin in Chapter 3, where we present the building blocks
of our quantitative experimental evaluation. We formally define our recommendation task,
and introduce our data sets. We discuss the filtering we applied to the data, our experimental setup, and discuss the evaluation metrics we use. We also critically discuss the pros
and cons of our methodological decisions. In Chapter 4, we propose and compare different
options for using the folksonomy for item recommendation on social bookmarking websites
(RQ 1). Chapter 5 examines how we can use the metadata present in social bookmarking
systems to improve recommendation performance (RQ 2). Chapter 6 concludes Part I and
investigates if we can improve upon our best-performing algorithms from Chapters 4 and
5 by combining the output of the different algorithms into a new list of recommendations
(RQ 3).
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In Chapter 1 we introduced two features of social bookmarking systems that we believe have
the potential to improve recommendation: (1) the folksonomy, serving as an extra layer of
information that binds users and items together, and (2) the presence of metadata. In order to evaluate the usefulness of different recommender algorithms for social bookmarking
services and to determine how best to incorporate these extra sources of information, we
need a proper framework for experimentation and evaluation. While we recognize that recommendation accuracy alone does not guarantee users a satisfying experience, we focus on
a quantitative, system-based evaluation of recommender system performance in this thesis.
It is possible to simulate, to a satisfying degree, the reaction of the user to different variants
of the recommender algorithms and thus determine which algorithms are better suited to
which domains (Herlocker et al., 2004). This can be done automatically without any user
intervention.
In this chapter we will describe the building blocks for our experiments and their evaluation. First, we need to understand the type of user task we are trying to fulfill with our
recommender system, as the rest of the experimental evaluation depends on the choice of
recommendation task. Section 3.1 gives an overview of six possible item recommendation
tasks and explains which recommendation task we focus on in this thesis. Section 3.2 then
describes the four data sets we collected from BibSonomy, CiteULike, and Delicious to evaluate our recommendation algorithms. Section 3.3 describes how we represent our data. We
conclude this chapter by describing our experimental setup and evaluation for our specific
item recommendation task in Section 3.4.

3.1

Recommender Tasks

A prerequisite of the entire experimental evaluation process is deciding which recommender
task we want to support. The choice of data sets, experimental setup, and evaluation metrics all depend on which specific recommender task we select. Recommender systems can
fulfill different tasks for different stakeholders (Herlocker et al., 2004). First and foremost
35
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among these stakeholders are the end users, who should be provided with novel and interesting recommended items. However, recommender systems can also be designed, tweaked,
or tuned to serve the goals of other system stakeholders. Marketers may want the recommender system to promote new albums or artists for a certain period of time, while other
stakeholders such as store owners may wish to recommend excess inventory items. Herlocker et al. (2004) identify six different user tasks for which recommender systems can be
used. In this section we describe these six tasks and explain which one is applicable for our
scenario of recommendation for social bookmarking.
Annotation in Context In the Annotation in Context task, the recommender system generates its suggestions in context, helping the user to make decisions. An example would
be an IMA that aids a user during the writing process, recommending relevant literature depending on the user’s task and the content of the document being written
(Puerta Melguizo et al., 2008). We do not focus on this user task in this thesis.
Find Good Items In many systems users are provided with a ranked list of recommended
items, often without the predicted scores or ratings, such as in Web search engines.
In such a situation it might be best for a system to generate a few highly useful recommendations even at the cost of being wrong about the others. Presenting the user
with a list of top items1 —the ‘best guesses’ made by the system—is the most useful
scenario we envision for recommendation for social bookmarking services, and the
one we will address in this thesis. We will try to recommend the best, novel items for
a user based on the bookmarks or scientific articles that user has added to his profile
in the past.
Find All Good Items In special cases of the Find Good Items task, coverage can be essential,
such as in legal search engines or patent search. Here it is important to optimize
on recall and find all the good items in the collection. Although it depends on the
situation and the type of social bookmarking service, we do not believe that finding
all good items is essential for our recommendation experiments.
Recommend Sequence In this task the goal is to predict a useful or interesting sequence
of recommended items over time. Ordering is of much greater importance for this
user task. Examples include generating smooth music playlists that prevent the socalled iPod whiplash phenomenon, where the listener is confronted with clashing
transitions from one musical genre to a completely unrelated one. A second example
would be creating reading lists meant to familiarize researchers with a certain field
(“First read this introduction, then that survey, ...”). In this thesis we do not focus on
this recommendation task.
Just Browsing Sometimes it is rewarding for users to browse around a website and explore the recommendations without an ulterior motive. On social bookmarking websites, the folksonomy connecting users and items through tags can enhance the user’s
browsing experience greatly and increase the possibility of serendipitous findings. In
these browsing scenarios, the quality of the user interface is usually deemed more important than recommendation accuracy. This task is related to the recommendation
1

Also known as Top-N recommendation.
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dialogue aspects of human-recommender interaction we discussed in Section 2.1.5.
We do not focus on this user task in this thesis.
Find Credible Recommender In this user task, users tend to play around with the recommender system specifically to see if it will correctly learn their personal preferences and generate trustworthy and credible recommendations. This task is related
to the recommendation personality aspects of human-recommender interaction we
discussed in Section 2.1.5. This user task is not applicable in our situation either.

3.2

Data Sets

In the previous section we selected the Find Good Items task as the item recommendation
task we wish to address in this thesis. The next step in our quantitative evaluation is collecting data sets that we can use to evaluate the recommendation algorithms we will design to
address this recommender task. In this section we discuss three important issues for collecting such realistic data sets. We look at the field of IR, and adapt three common guidelines
for constructing IR data sets for our own purposes. We describe the four data sets we have
collected and list statistics of the raw, unfiltered versions of these data sets. Then, in Subsections 3.2.1 through 3.2.3 we discuss the specifics of how these data sets were collected
and of the social bookmarking websites they originate from.
In order to test our algorithms, we need to use data sets that are realistic representations of
the daily operation of a social bookmarking website. There are three important issues that
surface when deciding how to evaluate recommendation in a social bookmarking situation.
Difficult to generalize Using a data set collected from one particular social bookmarking
service does not necessarily mean that any findings are generalizable to all social
bookmarking services available on the Web. Certain domains might very well have
different demands and characteristics that make it hard or even impossible to apply
the findings of our experiments there. To counter this, one should always work with a
reasonable abstraction of a realistic task and as many different, yet realistic data sets
as possible. This way we can obtain an estimate of how well results and conclusions
carry over to other social bookmarking settings.
Personal judgments and interestingness Relevance in IR is not quite the same as the notions of relevance or interestingness in recommendation. Whereas personal judgments
from the user can be substituted by judgments from impartial, third-party judges to a
certain extent in the field of IR, there is no evidence that this is the same for recommender systems.
Private vs. public data Many social bookmarking websites, such as Delicious and CiteULike,
allow its users to keep part or all of their bookmarked items private. Harvesting a data
set from the public-facing side of a social bookmarking website therefore means that
not necessarily all data is available for testing.
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To address the first issue of generalizability, we introduce and use four different data sets
from two different domains: scientific articles and Web bookmarks. This will enable to compare our algorithms under different conditions and determine if our findings carry over to
other websites and domains. Our four different data sets were taken from three different
social bookmarking websites: BibSonomy, CiteULike, and Delicious. One of the websites,
BibSonomy, supplies two data sets as it allows its users to post both scientific articles and
Web bookmarks to their profiles. We therefore split the BibSonomy data into a data set
containing only scientific articles and a data set containing only Web bookmarks. In the remainder of this thesis, we will refer to the BibSonomy data sets containing scientific articles
and Web bookmarks as BibArt and BibBoo respectively to avoid confusion. The website
CiteULike also covers scientific articles while Delicious covers Web bookmarks. This means
we have two data sets corresponding to the domain of scientific articles (BibSonomy and
CiteULike), and two covering the domain of Web bookmarks (BibSonomy and CiteULike).
With two pairs of data sets sharing the same domain, we can directly examine and compare
if the findings from one data set are generalizable to other social bookmarking websites in
the same domain or in a different domain altogether.
With regard to the second issue of the difference between relevance and interestingness, the
fundamental differences and similarities between these two notions are not covered in this
thesis. We therefore abstract away from this and treat relevance the same as interestingness.
Extensive user evaluations, such as those performed by McNee (2006) could shed more light
on this difference. However, this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We do not believe the third issue to have a large influence on our experimental setup and
results. Although we have no way of knowing how substantial a part of the social bookmarking website’s database is missing from collecting a crawl of the public-facing section,
we do not believe this data to be radically different in either structure or topic. Moreover,
public bookmarks are likely to comprise links to personal log-in pages that would not make
for suitable recommendations to other users at any rate. This means we assume any conclusions drawn from our experiments on the public-facing sides of social bookmarking websites
to carry over to the private part without any problems.
Constructing Proper Data Sets for Recommendation As far as we know, Herlocker et al.
(2004) are the only ones to have explicitly discussed the challenges of creating and using
data sets specifically for testing recommender algorithms. They stress that it is “very important that the tasks your algorithm is designed to support are similar to the tasks supported
by the system from which the data was collected” (Herlocker et al., 2004, p. 15). An example would be the MovieLens2 movie recommender system, which offers support for the Find
Good Items user task. This means that the recommender system tends to show those items
it is most confident about, subsequently resulting in more ratings for these good and often
more popular movies. As a consequence of this “rich get richer” effect, the MovieLens data
set is less likely to have many ratings for the more unpopular movies. Using this data set
to evaluate a different task, such as Recommend Sequence or Annotation in Context would
therefore be inappropriate (Herlocker et al., 2004). Hardly any social bookmarking services
offer item recommendation to their users at this point and certainly no data sets based on
2

http://www.movielens.org/
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these recommender systems have been made available yet3 , so this could not be taken into
account when gathering our data sets.
IR and recommendation are considerably similar in many aspects, such as the construction of test collections for IR and the construction of good data sets for recommendation.
According to Croft et al. (2009), there are three important guidelines when creating test
collections for IR experiments. We have adapted them to recommendation purposes and list
them here.
Guideline 1 It is important to use a collection that is representative of the application in
terms of the number, size, and type of resources. This echoes the point made when
describing the first issue in the beginning of this section: a good data set is a realistic
representation of actual content present in a social bookmarking service.
Guideline 2 Queries should be representative of the real-world application. In our recommendation scenario, queries correspond to the user profiles present on the social
bookmarking website—a single user profile is matched against the entire database just
as single queries are matched against the document collection. We therefore recommend collecting a realistic and sufficiently large set of user profiles in order to create
a good recommendation data set.
Guideline 3 Relevance judgments should be created by people who posed the queries or
independent judges. This guideline is especially strict in the case of recommender data
sets: judging whether an item is interesting or not is an strictly personal matter, and
cannot be done by third parties on behalf of the user for whom the recommendation
was made.
With regard to the third guideline, it is necessary to remark that it is impossible to have
a complete set of user–item judgments. Having each user judge all the items on a social
bookmarking website is simply not achievable. This is similar to IR evaluation, where it
is practically impossible to judge all query-document pairs for topical relevance. However,
according to Carterette et al. (2006), it is better for the quality of the evaluation to judge
more queries than to judge more documents. If a small number of queries are used, the
results should only be considered indicative rather than conclusive. Since all of our data
sets contain thousands of users profiles that serve as our queries, we hope that—analogous
to the findings of Carterette et al.—having many different users profiles instead of more
judged user–item pairs mitigates the issue of lacking human judgments to a certain extent.
Collecting the Data Sets The field of IR has benefited greatly from the large-scale evaluation initiatives such as the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)4 . TREC is comprised of
different research tracks, with each track focusing on a specific sub-problem of IR, such as
Web search, blog search, or entity retrieval. Each tracks works with shared data sets of
realistic size that enable the participants to compare their approaches with each other.
3

Of course it is entirely possible that a user added bookmarks to, say, his Delicious account because he or she
saw them on the Recent or Popular lists, but we have no way of knowing why a user added a specific bookmark.
4
Available at http://trec.nist.gov/.
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Unlike these large-scale initiatives for IR, however, there were no publicly available data
sets of social bookmarking websites when the work described in this thesis was started.
We therefore had to collect the CiteULike and Delicious data sets ourselves. In addition,
the BibSonomy collection was added when it became available in May 2008 as part of the
2008 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge. We understand that the quality of any scientific
experiment is dependent on the possibility of verification and comparison of the results. We
therefore make these data sets publicly available to the recommender systems community5 .
For each data set, we removed the spam content from our crawls wherever possible, as spam
users and content will only serve to disturb our recommendation experiments.
Table 3.1 lists some of the basic statistics of the raw, unfiltered data sets we collected. For
each of the four data sets, we list the size in terms of users, items, tags, and posts. In
addition, we show the average and maximum counts of the relationships of one object type
to another. For instance, the average number of tags per user for CiteULike is equal to
27.2, while the maximum numbers of users that share an item in Delicious is 764 in our
raw Delicious data set. We do not list minimum counts for any of the calculated measures,
because they are always equal to 0 or 1, depending on the measure. We also list information
about the sparsity of each of the data sets.
Table 3.1: Statistics of the four different data sets used as the basis for our experiments.

bookmarks
BibSonomy Delicious
# users
# items
# tags
# posts
avg. # items per user
avg. # users per item
avg. # tags per user
avg. # users per tag
avg. # tags per item
avg. # items per tag
max # items per user
max # users per item
max # tags per user
max # users per tag
max # tags per item
max # items per tag
% users without tags
% items without tags
% posts without tags
user-item sparsity (%)

1,913
157,304
44,194
177,334
92.7
1.1
59.1
2.5
3.6
12.6
33,381
54
11,165
257
101
35,561
0
0
0
99.9411

17,975
3,870,535
554,856
5,975,514
332.4
1.5
238.7
7.1
3.7
24.6
15,044
764
6,771
8,974
548
121,274
7.57
6.01
6.00
99.9914

articles
BibSonomy CiteULike
1,310
136,890
27,702
156,124
119.2
1.1
43.9
2.1
1.9
9.5
57,739
45
4,767
490
143
65,923
0
0.16
0.19
99.9129

18,072
585,351
129,409
672,396
37.2
1.1
27.2
3.3
3.3
13.7
6,581
546
4,045
1,399
1,282
150,979
14.22
8.40
9.23
99.9936

The origins of our four data sets are described in greater detail in Subsections 3.2.1 through
3.2.3. We briefly describe the spam problem for each of the data sets in those sections. In
Chapter 7 we examine the presence of spam in our social bookmarking data sets in more
detail, and we investigate the influence on recommendation performance.
5

The data sets are available from http://ilk.uvt.nl/~toine/phd-thesis/.
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CiteULike

CiteULike is a social bookmarking service that offers a “a free service to help you to store,
organise, and share the scholarly papers you are reading”6 . It allows its users to add their
academic reference library to their online profiles on the CiteULike website. CiteULike
was created in November 2004 by Richard Cameron and contains over 1.5 million unique
articles7 , annotated by more than 46,000 users with over 307,000 unique tags at the time
of writing. Articles can be stored with their metadata (in various formats), abstracts, and
links to the papers at the publishers’ sites. In addition, users can add reading priorities,
personal comments, and tags to their papers. CiteULike also offers the possibility of users
setting up and joining groups that connect users sharing academic or topical interests. These
group pages report on recent activity, and offer the possibility of maintaining discussion fora
or blogs. The full text of articles is not accessible from CiteULike, although personal PDF
versions can be uploaded, which are then only accessible to the uploading user. Figure 3.1
shows a screenshot of a user’s profile page in CiteULike.

Figure 3.1: Screenshot of a user’s profile page in CiteULike.

CiteULike offers daily dumps of their core database to benefit researchers wishing to analyze
or experiment with the data8 . We used the dump of November 2, 2007 as the basis for our
experiments. A dump contains all information on which articles were posted by whom,
with which tags, and at what point in time. Each line represents a user-item-tag triple with
6

http://www.citeulike.org
When we refer to items as articles, we mean not just journal articles, but also conference papers, theses,
technical reports, books, and so on.
8
Available from http://www.citeulike.org/faq/data.adp.
7
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associated timestamp of the posting. These dumps, however, do not contain any of the other
metadata described above. Because we want to investigate the usefulness of metadata in
Chapter 5 we crawled this metadata ourselves from the CiteULike website using the article
IDs. Appendix A contains more information about this crawling process and some of the
problems we had to solve. We ended up collecting the following five types of metadata.
Topic-related metadata including all the metadata descriptive of the article’s topic, such
as the title and the publication information.
Person-related metadata such as the authors of the article as well as the editors of the
journal or conference proceedings in which it was published.
Temporal metadata such as the year and, if available, month of the article’s publication.
Miscellaneous metadata such as the article type. The extracted data also includes the
publisher details, volume and number information, and the number of pages. DOI
and ISSN/ISBN identifiers were also extracted as well as URLs pointing to the online
whereabouts of the article.
User-specific metadata including the tags assigned by each user, comments by users on an
article, and reading priorities.
A total of 803,521 articles were present in our November 2007 data dump. However, metadata could be crawled for only 585,351 (or 72.8%) of these articles. To make for a fair
comparison between the recommendation algorithms that do and do not use metadata, we
removed all articles from our data set for which we could not crawl metadata. This left us
with a data set containing 18,072 user profiles and 585,351 articles. Here, the majority of
the articles with missing metadata were spam entries, so this takes care of our spam filtering
problem to a large extent. We refer the reader to Chapter 7 for we consider to be spam in
social bookmarking systems, and more information on how we know the majority of articles
with missing metadata to be spam.

3.2.2

BibSonomy

BibSonomy is a social bookmarking service for sharing bookmarks and reference lists of
scientific articles9 . It allows its users to add their academic reference library as well as their
favorite bookmarks to their online profile on the BibSonomy website. Scientific articles
are stored and represented as their BibTeX representation, and can include abstracts and
links to the papers at the publishers’ websites. Duplicate entries of resources already in
the system are allowed as personal version of the resource, but are detected automatically
by the system to improve browsing. Users can also describe their references using tags
and use these to browse and discover new and related references (Hotho et al., 2006b).
BibSonomy also allows its users to create a personal tag hierarchy by supplying the system
with information about is-a relationships between tags. Figure 3.2 shows a screenshot of a
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of a user’s profile page in BibSonomy.

user’s profile page in BibSonomy; the tag hierarchy for this user is visible in the frame on
the right-hand side.

BibSonomy is used as a testbed for research into various knowledge-organizational aspects
of social bookmarking by the Knowledge and Data Engineering group of the University
of Kassel, Germany. Some of the tasks that have been investigated using BibSonomy are
constructing topic-specific rankings of bookmarked items (Hotho et al., 2006a), ontology
learning from the BibSonomy folksonomy (Schmitz et al., 2006), tag recommendation for
new posts (Jäschke et al., 2007b), the network properties of the folksonomy (Schmitz et al.,
2007), and spam detection in social bookmarking (Krause et al., 2008). As part of their
ongoing research efforts, they organized the 2008 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge which
focused on social bookmarking. The BibSonomy data set was released to the public in May
2008 as part of this challenge10 . Each year a different domain and problem set is chosen
as that year’s Discovery Challenge, which is meant to encourage a collaborative research
effort at knowledge discovery and data mining, and an emphasis on business problems and
solutions to those problems. In 2008, two tasks were selected based on the BibSonomy
social bookmarking service: tag recommendation and spam detection. We go into more
detail about the latter task in Chapter 7. For these tasks the organizers made a snapshot of
their BibSonomy system available in the form of a MySQL dump. This dump consisted of
all resources posted to BibSonomy between its inception in 2006 and March 31, 2008,
and contains the same type of metadata for the scientific articles that we collected for
9
10

http://www.bibsonomy.org/
The website for the challenge can be found at http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/rsdc08/
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CiteULike. The distinction between bookmarks and BibTeX records is also made in this
snapshot. We therefore split this data dump into a data set containing only Web bookmarks
and a data set containing only scientific articles. Since it is possible and even encouraged
by the BibSonomy service to add both bookmarks and articles to a user profile, this means
that certain users can end up in both data sets. However, the participation in both data sets
is fairly disjoint in reality: only 22.1% of the users have added both bookmarks and articles.
As required for the spam detection task the data set came with information identifying all
spam content in the BibSonomy system. The Discovery Challenge organizers were able to
collect data of more than 2,600 active users and more than 36,000 spammers by manually
labeling users. The data dump contained these labels that identify users as spammers or
non-spammers. A large portion of all users were spammers, with almost 14 spam users for
each genuine user. We used these labels to remove all spam content from our two data sets,
leaving us with 1,913 user profiles containing Web page bookmarks and 1,310 user profiles
containing scientific articles. One of the reasons that the two BibSonomy data sets are an
order of magnitude smaller than the CiteULike and Delicious data sets is the fact that there
was so much spam content in the original data dump.

3.2.3

Delicious

Delicious is a social bookmarking service for storing, sharing, and discovering Web bookmarks11 . It was created in September 2003 by Joshua Schachter and had grown to 5.3
million users and 180 million posts by November 200812 . Delicious allows its users to save,
tag, manage, and share Web pages, and enables easy browsing of other Web pages, tags,
and users by offering separate pages for each URL, user, and tag on Delicious. Figure 3.3
displays a screenshot of a user’s profile page in Delicious. It shows the user’s bookmarks on
the left-hand side with the user-generated titles and descriptions for each bookmark, as well
as the tags assigned by the user. The numbers next to each bookmark signal how many people have added this Web page to Delicious. The user’s tag cloud is visible on the right-hand
side of the screen. Users also have the possibility of forming a social network with other
users. Users can declare themselves ‘fans’ of other users by adding them to their personal
network; reciprocal fandom by two users is considered as friendship in Delicious. Finally,
with regard to duplicate detection, Delicious does a mild form of automatic duplicate detection by calculating MD5 hashes of the URLs. However, from our experience with crawling
Delicious, this does not catch all duplicates, although we can provide no authoritative figure
or source for this.
Unlike BibSonomy and CiteULike, Delicious does not offer a data dump of their databases, so
we gathered our data set by crawling a subset of the Delicious website. Since our focus was
on item recommendation for users, our focus in crawling was to collect a balanced, unbiased
set of user profiles, i.e., the complete set of bookmarks a user had posted to Delicious. We
started our data collection process with an earlier crawl performed in November 2006,
starting from the list of the 100 most popular tags on Delicious and performing an outward
11
12

http://www.delicious.com/
According to http://blog.delicious.com/blog/2008/11/delicious-is-5.html
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of a user’s profile page in Delicious.

crawl by treating Delicious as a tripartite graph. For each URL page, all new users and
tags were added to the frontier, and for each user and tag page the frontier was likewise
expanded with the new items, users, and tags. Selecting what tags, users, and items to
crawl next was decided by ordering them by frequency, dividing the frequency range into
10 equal logarithmic bands, and then randomly selected an equal number of users, items,
and tags from each frequency band. This crawl resulted in a list of 300,000 unique users.
We randomly selected 100,000 users from this list to use as the starting point of crawling
our actual data set. For each user we crawled their profile—the entire set of bookmarks
posted by that user—and randomly selected about 18,000 of these users to match the size
of our CiteULike data set. This final data set containing 17,975 user profiles is the one
described in Table 3.1.
There are three potential problems with our data collection method. The first problem is
that doing partial crawls of small-world graphs like Delicious can lead to a data set biased
to the popular URLs, users, and tags (Heymann et al., 2008a). However, by selecting new
targets to crawl by randomly selecting them from logarithmically divided frequency bands,
we hope to have alleviated that to some extent. The second problem is that by randomly
selecting users from a list of users already present on Delicious in November 2006 and
then crawling their user profiles mid-2008, we observe that this precludes crawling any
users who joined Delicious in 2007 or later. The third potential problem is that the crawled
users have had more than a year to increase their profile, which will perhaps lead to a slight
overestimation of certain statistics such as the average user profile size. However, we do not
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believe that these problems will influence the outcome of our recommendation experiments
to a great extent.

While we were able to filter out significant amounts of spam from our BibSonomy and
CiteULike data sets, we do not have any comparable information about spam content in Delicious. However, (Heymann et al., 2008a) reported that for the data set they crawled from
Delicious—in a similar manner to our crawled method—they found almost no spam. We
therefore assume that spam presence on Delicious is not as big a problem as on BibSonomy
and CiteULike.

3.3

Data Representation

Despite having different metadata fields, we have tried to keep our data representation as
uniform as possible across domains and collections from the three different social bookmarking websites we focus on. We use two different formats to represent each data set:
one to represent the usage information and another to represent the metadata. Usage information tells us what user added which items with which tags at what point in time. Our
representation is similar to the way the public CiteULike data dumps are represented. Each
post is represented as one or more lines: one for each tag assigned to the item by that user,
represented by the user, item, time stamp, and tag. This representation is exactly the same
for all collections. Figure 3.4 shows an example of how an example post from Delicious is
represented.

USER ID

ITEM ID

Edgecrusher7711
Edgecrusher7711
Edgecrusher7711

ba7544754ea353d2540733d0f43a5829
ba7544754ea353d2540733d0f43a5829
ba7544754ea353d2540733d0f43a5829

TIMESTAMP
2008-02-28T17:50:00Z
2008-02-28T17:50:00Z
2008-02-28T17:50:00Z

TAG
hockey
sports
nhl

Figure 3.4: Example of the usage representation format.

In addition to usage data, we also have metadata available for the posts in our collection.
Naturally, the amount of assigned metadata varies from user to user and item to item, but
there is a systematic difference in the metadata fields available between the two domains of
bookmarks (Web pages and scientific articles). The following metadata fields were available
for the four different data sets.
BibSonomy bookmarks: <TITLE>, <DESCRIPTION>, and <URL>
Delicious: <TITLE>, <DESCRIPTION>, and <URL>
BibSonomy articles: <ABSTRACT>, <ADDRESS>, <AUTHOR>, <BOOKTITLE>, <CHAPTER>, <DAY>,
<DESCRIPTION>, <EDITION>, <EDITOR>, <ENTRYTYPE>, <HOWPUBLISHED>, <INSTITUTION>,
<JOURNAL>, <MONTH>, <NOTE>, <NUMBER>, <ORGANIZATION>, <PAGES>, <PUBLISHER>,
<SCHOOL>, <SERIES>, <TITLE>, <TYPE>, <URL>, <VOLUME>, and <YEAR>
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CiteULike: <ABSTRACT>, <ADDRESS>, <AUTHOR>, <BOOKTITLE>, <CHAPTER>, <EDITION>,
<EDITOR>, <ENTRYTYPE>, <HOWPUBLISHED>, <INSTITUTION>, <JOURNAL>, <MONTH>,
<NUMBER>, <ORGANIZATION>, <PAGES>, <PUBLISHER>, <SCHOOL>, <SERIES>, <TITLE>,
<TYPE>, <URL>, <VOLUME>, and <YEAR>
These sets of metadata fields show that there is little difference between the available fields
within domains. It is important to remark that we pre-process the <URL> field by replacing punctuation by whitespace, and by removing common prefixes and suffixes like www,
http://, and .com. We use an SGML format to represent our data with a separate field for
each metadata field. Figure 3.5 shows how the metadata of the example Delicious post from
Figure 3.4 is represented in our SGML format.

!"#$%&'()*+,-./)0*'(1)*22334&56)7+,892:;;2:;)9<:<.=:;>2<<.>?;<9:@=A4B&&
&&!%C%D-B&&
&&&&%1)&EF'*61&")*5F.&GG&HID&IFJK)L&M'7F*(N&%*9.)(N&O*)9K5P/&H)Q(&9P.&7F*)&&
&&!R%C%D-B&&
&&&!SMDB&&
&&&&1TUGRRQQQV61)?F'*61U)*5F.VJF7R&
&&!RSMDB&&
&&!W-$0MC"%C#HB&&
&&&&X&
&&!RW-$0MC"%C#HB&&
!R"#$%B&

Figure 3.5: Example of the metadata representation format.

3.4

Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate different recommender algorithms on our four data sets and to compare
the usefulness of the different information we have available, we need a proper framework
for experimentation and evaluation. Recommender systems evaluation—and the differences with IR evaluation—has been addressed by, among others, Breese et al. (1998) and
Herlocker et al. (1999, 2004), who make it abundantly clear that the choice for experimental setup and evaluation metrics is dependent on the recommendation task(s) a system is
supposed to support. As mentioned earlier in Section 3.1, we focus on the Find Good Items
task described by Herlocker et al. (2004), where users are provided with a ranked list of
‘best bets’ made by the system, based on their personal profile. Our experimental setup is
therefore aimed at evaluating this recommendation task.
We start our description of the experimental setup by discussing how we filtered our raw
data sets in Subsection 3.4.1. Then, in Subsection 3.4.2 we describe how we evaluated
our experiments in terms of evaluation metrics and training-test splits. Subsection 3.4.3
critically discusses the choice we made in our experimental setup.
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Filtering

It is common practice in recommender systems evaluation to select realistic subsets of the
data sets used to ensure that reliable recommendations can be generated, and to allow for
fair comparisons of different recommendation algorithms (Herlocker et al., 1999, 2004;
McNee, 2006). This is typically done by filtering out users or items whose profile size or
popularity falls below a certain threshold. It is common to retain only those users who have
added 20 items or more to their personal profile (Herlocker et al., 1999, 2004). We follow
this procedure in our preparation of the data sets as well. In addition, we filter out all items
that occur only once, since these items do not contain sufficiently reliable ties to the rest of
the data set, and thus would only introduce noise for recommendation algorithms13 . Furthermore, we filter out all untagged posts from our data sets, because we want to investigate
the influence tags can have on the recommendation process. By retaining untagged posts, it
is more difficult to properly evaluate the performance of tag-based algorithms as users who
never tag their posts would unfairly decrease the evaluation scores of the algorithms that
rely on tags to generate their recommendations. The recommendation performance for the
latter group of users can be extrapolated from the results of standard algorithms we test
such as user-based and item-based CF.
Why Perform Filtering? The rationale for restricting our data set to users with 20 items
or more in their profile is rooted in the fact that users need to have bookmarked at least
some items before the system can generate useful recommendations for that user. Here, the
20-item-threshold has emerged in the literature as an accepted and realistic filtering setup
in experiments, although there has been some research into the effect of sparse profiles on
recommendation (see e.g., Breese et al. (1998) and Wang et al. (2006a)). Users new to the
system could always be shown a list of the most popular content.
There is less consensus in the research community about the filtering threshold for item
popularity, with thresholds reported in the literature ranging from 5 to 20 users minimum.
The rationale behind setting such thresholds is that items with fewer or no ties to the rest of
the data set will be more difficult to predict. In general, the higher the thresholds are set, the
more dense the data set becomes. In turn, this reduces the set of possible items to choose
from, making it easier to generate accurate predictions. This means that by reducing the size
of the data set, performance is likely to go up, which would seem to be counterproductive to
a proper evaluation. A second problem with stronger filtering is that it makes it impossible
to dive into the long tail of items (Celma, 2008).
To ensure a realistic data set, we pick an item filtering threshold of two users and only throw
out the hapax legomena items, i.e., the items that occur only once. Compared to the related
work discussed in Subsection 2.1.1 and Section 4.5 our filtering regimen is among the most
strict, i.e., for the sake of realism we aim to exclude as few users and items as possible. As
a consequence, the recommendation task becomes more difficult, which is reflected in the
scores. Moreover, we do not believe that filtering out the unique items detracts from the
realism of our data sets. Although there is no reason to assume that the unique items are less
13

If such filtering is done symmetrically, i.e., using the same filtering threshold for all node types, this is
usually referred to as selecting the p-core of the data set, where p is the filtering threshold (Seidman, 1983;
Jäschke et al., 2007b).
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valuable to their users, we do believe that a considerable majority of these bookmarks are
too personal to be of any collaborative interest. Exploration of our data sets has shown that
these hapax items often include links to personal log-in pages or wish lists, which would not
make for good recommendations to other users14 . A third reason for filtering out the unique
items has to do with our evaluation setup and how hapaxes are impossible to predict. This
will be discussed in further detail in the next subsection.
Description of the Filtered Data Sets Table 3.2 shows the statistics of our four data sets
after filtering, and is similar in structure to Table 3.1. These are the versions of our data sets
that we will use in the experiments in the rest of this thesis, unless noted otherwise.
Table 3.2: Statistics of the filtered versions of our four data sets. Untagged posts were
removed from each data set, and in these versions each user has at least 20 items in his
profile and each item has been added by at least 2 people.

bookmarks
BibSonomy Delicious
# users
# items
# tags
# posts
avg # items per user
avg # users per item
avg # tags per user
avg # users per tag
avg # tags per item
avg # items per tag
max # items per user
max # users per item
max # tags per user
max # users per tag
max # tags per item
max # items per tag
user-item sparsity (%)

192
11,165
13,233
29,096
151.5
2.6
203.3
2.9
8.4
7.1
2,404
41
5,447
117
96
1,461
98.6427

1,243
152,698
42,820
238,070
191.5
1.6
192.1
5.6
4.8
17.0
2,451
66
1,784
737
101
12,021
99.8746

articles
BibSonomy CiteULike
167
12,982
5,165
29,720
178.0
2.3
79.2
2.6
3.1
7.7
6,325
35
461
97
129
4,497
98.6291

1,322
38,419
28,312
84,637
64.0
2.2
57.3
2.7
5.3
7.3
1,264
188
1,186
299
483
1,603
99.8334

Table 3.2 shows a number of notable characteristics of the data sets. The two largest data
sets we collected, Delicious and CiteULike, have about 1,300 users each after filtering, and
the two BibSonomy data sets are a magnitude smaller. Users appear to be the most active
on BibSonomy and Delicious with the average number of items in a user profile between
two and three times as high as in the CiteULike collection. When we look at the number
of tags assigned by the users, we see that users bookmarking Web pages tend to use the
most tags: more than twice as many as users of social reference manager websites. We
believe this reflects the greater topical diversity of Web bookmarks compared to scientific
articles. In the latter scenario there may be many different research areas and topics, but in
general the task and domain is pretty well-defined: academic research papers and articles.
For social bookmarking websites, this would only be one possible domain they could cover.
We claim that this greater topical diversity will be reflected later in performance: it is more
14

This is especially true for the BibSonomy and Delicious bookmarks data sets.
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difficult to predict for open domains than for closed domains. We revisit this notion later in
Chapter 4.
All three social bookmarking services allow their users to tag items and the same items can
be tagged by users other than the first user to post the item to the system. This means that
the aggregation of all user tags forms a broad folksonomy for each of our four data sets. This
is evident from Table 3.2: the average number of users per item is larger than 1 for all data
sets. It is interesting to note that the average number of tags assigned per item is around two
and a half times as large as the average number of users per item. This means that items are
described to a greater extent by tags than they are by the users that have added them. This
suggests that a recommendation algorithm that generates recommendations by comparing
items could benefit from using tags instead of (or in addition to) just usage information, as
the tag information is less sparse. In contrast, the average number of tags assigned by users
is lower than or equal to the average number of items per user for three of our four data
sets. This suggests that approaches that directly compare users may benefit less from using
the assigned tags than from using the items added by those users.

3.4.2

Evaluation

We take a so-called backtesting approach to evaluation that is common in recommender systems literature (Breese et al., 1998; Herlocker et al., 2004; Baluja et al., 2008). For each
user we withhold 10 randomly selected items from their profile, and generate recommendations by using the remaining data as training material. If a user’s withheld items are
predicted at the top of the ranked result list, i.e., if the algorithm is able to correctly predict
the user’s interest in those withheld items, then the algorithm is considered to perform well.
In the rest of this thesis, we will refer to the user we are trying to recommend items for as
the active user and his training set items as that user’s active items.
This approach of withholding test items from user profiles also serves as an additional justification for removing the hapax items. When a hapax item is withheld for an active user,
then it is not present in the training set anymore. If the recommendation algorithm does
not know about the item from its presence in the training set, it can never be recommended
to the active user. This puts an artificial ceiling on possible performance and makes for an
unfair evaluation of the algorithms. If any item occurs at least twice in the entire data set,
then the odds of that item being withheld for evaluation in both cases are much smaller,
sketching a more realistic picture of performance. Naturally, the odds of items not being
recommendable decrease as the item filtering threshold increases even further, the trade-off
here being between unfair and unrealistic evaluation.
The performance of learning algorithms is typically influenced by several parameters. One
way of optimizing these parameters is by maximizing performance on a given data set. Such
tuning, however, tends to overestimate the expected performance of the system, so in order
to prevent this kind of overfitting we use 10-fold cross-validation (Weiss and Kulikowski,
1991). For each of our four data sets, we first divide it into a training and a test set by
randomly selecting 10% of the users to be in our test set. The final performance is evaluated
on this 10% by withholding 10 items from each user, and using the remaining profile items
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together with the training set to generate the recommendations for those 10%. In order to
properly optimize parameters we divide our training set (containing 90% of the users in the
entire collection) up again by randomly dividing the users over 10 folds, each containing
10% of the training users. Each fold is used as a validation set once, with 10 items being
withheld for each validation fold user. The remaining profile items and the data in the
other 9 folds are then used to generate the predictions. The final values for our evaluation
metrics on the withheld items were then averaged over the 10 folds. This is comparable to
macro evaluation in IR where the individual values for precision or recall are computed first
and averaged afterwards. For our recommendation this means that the result is not biased
towards the users with profiles that might be easier to predict. The goal in recommender
systems research is to develop recommendation algorithms that can predict equally well for
any user, not just the most active ones. Figure 3.6 visualizes this experimental setup.
TRAINING SET

TEST SET

divide into 10 folds of equal size

run experiments
using 10 diﬀerent
par@@onings

Figure 3.6: Visualization of our 10-fold cross-validation setup. First, the data set is split
on user profiles into a training set and a test set (shaded). The training set is then further
divided into 10 equal folds. In ten separate experiments, each fold serves as a test test once
while the other nine folds serve as the training set. The results are then averaged over the
ten test folds scores.

In our evaluation, we adopt an IR perspective by treating each of the users as a separate
query. The 10 withheld items for each user make up the relevant items for which we have
relevance judgments. For each user a ranked list of items is produced and evaluated on
where these withheld items show up in the result list. While it is certainly possible and very
likely that the recommendation lists contain recommendations that the user would find
relevant or interesting, we cannot know this without the user judging them. This means
that because our relevance judgments correspond to items added to a user’s profile, we can
never have any items judged as being not relevant without user intervention. This also
means that the relevance judgments we derive from our experimental setup are unary and
not binary: we only know if an item is relevant but never if it was not relevant.
Herlocker et al. (2004) assessed the usefulness of different metrics for each of the 6 recommendation tasks they identified. For our “Find Good Items” task they found that metrics that
take into account the ranking of the items are most appropriate. We will therefore use Mean
Average Precision (MAP) as our metric for evaluating the performance of our algorithms.
MAP is one of the most popular metrics in IR evaluation and provides a stable “single-figure
measure of quality across recall levels” (Manning et al., 2008). Average Precision is the
average of the precision values calculated at each relevant retrieved item. To produce the
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MAP, this value is then averaged over all queries. MAP rewards the retrieval of relevant
items ahead of irrelevant items.
In addition to MAP, we evaluated the results of our experiments using three other metrics, two accuracy-based and one non-accuracy based. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is the
average over all queries of the reciprocal of the rank of the first retrieved relevant item.
Precision@N (P@N) is the precision at N retrieved items, i.e., the percentage of relevant
items in the set of N retrieved items. The individual P@N values are also averaged over
all queries to produce a single-figure measure, and we set N to 10. In our experiments we
found that these two accuracy-based metrics painted the same picture of our algorithms as
MAP did, with little or no variation in the statistical significance of differences in runs. We
believe MAP to be more representative of performance than MRR or P@10, because of its
emphasis on precision across different recall levels. For these reasons we only report MAP
scores for our experiments; MRR or P@10 scores will only be mentioned if they help clarify
the situation.
The fourth and final metric, coverage, pertains to an aspect of recommender systems evaluation that is not related to accuracy. Coverage is, depending on the definition, the percentage
of items or users that the system can produce recommendations for (Herlocker et al., 2004).
Certain recommendation algorithms need enough data on a user or item for them to be able
to reliably generate recommendations. Not all algorithms will be able to cover every user
or item. We measured user coverage (UCOV), which is the percentage of all users for which
we were able to generate any predictions at all. As most of the algorithms we will discuss
in this thesis have perfect user coverage, we will only report the UCOV measure when this
is not the case for a certain algorithm and it is relevant for the discussion. For determining
significance of differences between runs, we use a two-tailed paired T-test and report on
significant differences using Í (and Ï ) for α = .05 and Î (and È ) for α = .01. For instance,
the Í signals a statistically significant improvement over the baseline performance at an α
of 0.05. Similarly, a È signals a statistically significant decrease in performance compared
to the baseline at an α of 0.01.
Breese et al. (1998) describe different experimental protocols that represent different levels
of data-set sparsity. While the influence of sparsity on performance is an interesting issue,
we leave the sparsity issue for future work. We focus only on the complete data sets in
our experiments, i.e., we assume that, within our 10-fold cross-validation experimentation
protocol, we can use all of the profile information we have available about the active users.

3.4.3

Discussion

All experimental setups for evaluating and comparing recommendation algorithms have
their merits and their drawbacks. As the goal of a recommender system is to entice users to
view, read, purchase, or otherwise use items that are new to them and of potential interest,
the most direct and appropriate way to evaluate an algorithm is to run it in live service and
measure the acceptance rate by real users. This is commonly regarded as one side of the
evaluation spectrum. However, in a scenario where many different algorithms need to be
compared, each with their own parameter settings, it is not always practical to explore all
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these variations. Each variation would have to be run long enough and with sufficient users
to be able to draw statistically significant conclusions about the differences in performance.
Additionally, testing poorly performing variations could result in unacceptable degradation
of the live performance of the systems for a subset of the user population (Baluja et al.,
2008).
On the other end of the evaluation spectrum, backtesting and other offline evaluation methods make it easy to rapidly prototype and compare different algorithms, without having to
rely on or wait for a sufficiently large group of users to work with the system and react to
the recommendations. As it is still unclear which recommendation algorithms will perform
best in social bookmarking systems, we first need to whittle down the space of possible
variations before a live evaluation or comparison with real users should be attempted. For
this reason, we focus on backtesting evaluation in this thesis. There are a number of issues
with our system-based evaluation regimen that should be mentioned to put our results in
the right perspective.
One weakness of offline analyses such as our system-based evaluation is that we are limited
to an objective evaluation of our results, and based on this we cannot determine whether
users will prefer one particular algorithm over another algorithm (Herlocker et al., 2004).
System acceptance is dependent not just on prediction quality, but also on other more subjective criteria such as the user interface. A second problem of offline evaluation that was
already discussed earlier, is that we only possess unary relevance judgments, which do not
allow us to make any inferences about whether or not unseen items would be appreciated by
the user. In addition, because backtesting is done on a snapshot of the social bookmarking
system’s database, it hard to simulate the dynamic nature of live recommendation, where
new users and items are added continuously, with new trends and old trends coming and
going. Such aspects are harder to capture in an offline analysis.
Finally, backtesting is a quite conservative paradigm for evaluation, and is likely to underestimate real performance for actual users, since we can only quantitatively evaluate the 10
withheld items for each user (Baluja et al., 2008). Recommendation on such large data sets
is also a difficult task, since we are trying to pick the correct 10 withheld items from item
sets ranging in size from 11,000+ tot 152,000+ items. This boils down to correctly picking
out 0.09% of all items as the recommended items, which is like to trying to find a needle in
a haystack. These are two of the main reasons that MAP values can be quite low overall, as
we will see later. Ideally, our algorithms should not just be biased towards finding exactly
what the user is missing, but rather they should find all useful recommendations.

CHAPTER

4

FOLKSONOMIC RECOMMENDATION
One of the defining characteristics of any social bookmarking system that supports social
tagging, is the emergence of a folksonomy. This collaboratively generated categorization
of items in a system serves to bind users and items together through an extra annotation
layer. This extra layer of information can have many different applications, as discussed in
Chapter 2. For instance, both searching and browsing through the content in a system can
be improved by using the tags assigned to items by users. This leads us to our first research
question.
RQ 1

How can we use the information represented by the folksonomy to support and improve the recommendation performance?

More specifically, we are interested in how we can improve the performance of collaborative
filtering algorithms, which base their recommendations on the opinions or actions of other
like-minded users as opposed to item content. We have two options for incorporating the
tagging information contained in the entire folksonomy in CF algorithms. The first option is
to treat the tag layer as an extra, refined source of usage information on top of the normal
bipartite graph of users and items. Here, we take a standard Collaborative Filtering (CF)
algorithm as our starting point and examine a number of ways that tags can be used to
find like-minded users, or to re-rank the recommendations. We will refer to this as TagBased Collaborative Filtering (TBCF). The second option is to use a CF algorithm designed
to operate on the entire tripartite graph. We will refer to such approaches as Graph-Based
Collaborative Filtering (GBCF). We discuss the most important related work on GBCF approaches and compare two of the state-of-the-art GBCF algorithms to our own tag-based
algorithms.
This chapter is organized as follows. We start in Section 4.1 by establishing the notation and
definitions that we will use throughout this chapter. In Section 4.2 we establish a popularitybased recommendation baseline that is currently employed by several social bookmarking
websites. Section 4.3 establishes a stronger baseline by applying two CF algorithms to our
data sets. We examine a number of ways in which we can incorporate tags into our CF
55
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algorithms and present these TBCF algorithms in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses the
related work. on recommendation for social bookmarking websites. In Section 4.6 we look
at two state-of-the-art GBCF approaches from the related work and compare them to our
own TBCF algorithms. In Section 4.7 we answer RQ 1 and present our conclusions.

4.1

Preliminaries

We start by establishing the notation and definitions that will be used throughout this chapter. To be consistent with other work on recommendation for social bookmarking, we base
our notation in part on the work by Wang et al. (2006a), Clements et al. (2008a), and TsoSutter et al. (2008). In the social bookmarking setting that we focus on in this thesis, users
post items to their personal profiles and can choose to label them with one or more tags.
We recall that, in Chapter 2, we defined a folksonomy to be a tripartite graph that emerges
from this collaborative annotation of items. The resulting ternary relations that make up
the tripartite graph can be represented as a 3D matrix, or third-order tensor, of users, items,
and tags. The top half of Figure 4.1 illustrates this matrix view. We refer to the 3D matrix
as D(uk , il , t m ). Here, each element d(k, l, m) of this matrix indicates whether user uk (with
k = {1, . . . , K}) tagged item il (with l = {1, . . . , L}) with tag t m (with m = {1, . . . , M }),
where a value of 1 indicates the presence of the ternary relation in the folksonomy.

items

D

users

tags

Σ
u1
users
uK

i1

items

R

iL

u1
binarize

users

i1

items

iL

UI

uK

Figure 4.1: Representing the tripartite folksonomy graph as a 3D matrix. The ratings matrix R is derived from the tripartite graph itself and directly represents what items were
added by which users. Aggregation over the tag dimension of D gives us matrix UI, containing the tag counts for each user-item pair. By binarizing the values in UI we can obtain
R from UI. The figure is adapted from Clements et al. (2008a) and Tso-Sutter et al. (2008).
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In conventional recommender systems, the user-item matrix contains rating information.
The ratings can be explicit, when they are entered directly by the user, or implicit, when they
are inferred from user behavior. In our case we have implicit, unary ratings where all items
that were added by a user receive a rating of 1. All non-added items do not have a rating
and are indicated by ;. We extract this ratings matrix R(uk , il ) for all user-item pairs directly
from the tripartite graph. We denote its individual elements by x k,l = {1, ;}. As evident from
Figure 4.1, we can also extract a user-item matrix from D by aggregating over the tag dimenPM
sion. We then obtain the K × L user-item matrix UI(uk , il ) = m=1 D(uk , il , t m ), specifying
how many tags each user assigned to each item. Individual elements of UI are denoted by
PM
x k,l . We can define a binary version of this matrix UIbinary (uk , il ) as sgn m=1 D(uk , il , t m )
where the sgn function sets all values > 0 to 1. Because we filtered our data sets to include
only tagged content, as described in Chapter 3, our ratings matrix R is the same as UIbinary 1 .
Similar to the way we defined UI we can also aggregate the content of D over the user and
PL
the item dimensions. We define the K × M user-tag matrix UT(uk , t m ) = l=1 D(uk , il , t m ),
specifying how often each user used a certain tag to annotate his items. Individual elements of UT are denoted by yk,m . We define the L × M item-tag matrix IT(il , t m ) =
PK
k=1 D(uk , il , t m ), indicating how many users assigned a certain tag to an item. Individual elements of IT are denoted by zl,m . We can define binary versions of UT and IT in a
manner similar to UIbinary . Figure 4.2 visualizes the 2D projections in the users’ and items’
tag spaces.
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Figure 4.2: Deriving tagging information at the user level as UT, and the item level as IT,
by aggregating over the item and user dimensions respectively.

The ratings matrix R can be represented by its row vectors:
−
→ T −
→
T
R = [−
u→
1 , . . . , uk ] , uk = [x k,1 , . . . , x k,L ] , k = 1, . . . , K,
T
where each row vector −
u→
k corresponds to a user profile, which represents the items that
user added to his profile. R can also be decomposed into column vectors:

−
→
−
→ −
→
R = [ i1 , . . . , il ], il = [x 1,l , . . . , x K,l ] T , l = 1, . . . , L,
−
→
where each column vector il represents an item profile, containing all users that have
added that item. We can decompose the UI, UT, and IT matrices in a similar fashion. We
1

Note that this would not be the case if R contained explicit, non-binary ratings.
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−
→
will also refer to the user and item profiles taken from the UI matrix as −
u→
k and il . We
decompose the UT and IT matrices, which have the same number of columns M , into row
vectors in the following way:
−
→
−
→
−
→
UT = [ d1 , . . . , dk ] T , dk = [ yk,1 , . . . , yk,M ] T , k = 1, . . . , K

−
→
−
→
−
→
IT = [ f1 , . . . , f l ] T , f l = [zl,1 , . . . , zl,M ] T , l = 1, . . . , L
−
→
−
→
The vectors dk and f l are the tag count vectors for the users and items respectively.
Formally, the goal of each of the recommendation algorithms discussed in this chapter is
to rank-order all items that are not yet in the profile of the active user uk (so x k,l = ;) so
that the top-ranked item is most likely to be a good recommendation for the active user.
To this end, we predict a rating or score b
x k,l for each item that user uk would give to item
il . In our social bookmarking scenario we do not have explicit ratings information (e.g.,
4 out of 5 stars), so we try to predict whether a user will like an item or not. The final
recommendations for a user RECS(uk ) are generated by rank-ordering all items il by their
predicted rating b
x k,l as follows:
RECS(uk ) = { il | rank b
x k,l , x k,l = ; }.

(4.1)

Only items not yet in the user’s profile −
u→
k are considered as recommendations (x k,l = ;).
Regardless of how the ratings b
x k,l are predicted, we always generate the recommendations
according to Equation 4.1.

4.2

Popularity-based Recommendation

One of the most straightforward recommendation strategies is to recommend the most popular content in a system to every user. Such a popularity-based recommendation algorithm
ranks the items in the system by popularity, and presents every user with this list of recommendations, minus the items the user already owns. Recommending items based solely
on popularity in the system without any regard for personal preferences can be expected to
produce poor recommendations. The list of most popular items reflects the combined tastes
of all users in the system, and thus represents the ‘average’ user of the system. Rather few
actual users will be similar to this average user.
In general, most users have only a few of the most popular items in their profile. The
majority of their items, however, are in the long tail of the item distribution, and not in
the list of most popular content. As a popularity-based algorithm cannot reach into the
long tail, it cannot be expected to provide novel recommendations. We therefore consider
popularity-based recommendations to serve as a weak baseline. We include the algorithm
in this chapter, because popularity-based recommendations have become a standard feature
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of many social news and social bookmarking websites, and therefore a staple algorithm to
compare new algorithms against (Nakamoto et al., 2008; Zanardi and Capra, 2008; Wetzker
et al., 2009). Delicious is one example of such a social bookmarking website that uses
popularity-based recommendation2 . We therefore include it as our weak baseline to show
how much more sophisticated algorithms can improve upon a popularity-based algorithm.
Formally, we define popularity-based recommendation as calculating a normalized popularity score b
x k,l for each item according to Equation 4.2:

b
x k,l =

−
→
{ il | x a,l 6= ; }
K

,

(4.2)

where the total number of users that have added item il is counted and normalized by
dividing it by the total number of users K in the data set. Table 4.1 contains the results of
popularity-based recommendation runs on our four data sets. We reiterate here for the sake
of the reader that we refer to the BibSonomy data sets containing scientific articles and Web
bookmarks as BibArt and BibBoo respectively. For the sake of convenience we include them
once in Table 4.1 as well.
Table 4.1: Results of the popularity-based baseline. Reported are the MAP scores.

Run
Popularity baseline

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
(BibBoo)
(Delicious)
0.0044

0.0022

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
(BibArt)
(CiteULike)
0.0122

0.0040

As expected, the results show that popularity-based recommendation does not achieve very
high scores. Popularity-based recommendation achieves its highest MAP scores on the two
smallest data sets, BibBoo and BibArt, and the lowest scores are achieved on the Delicious
data set. However, all scores are unlikely to be of practical value for most users however.
Popularity-based recommendation achieves its highest P@10 score on BibArt at 0.0143,
which means that on average only 0.14 correct items can be found among the top 10 of
recommended items. The highest MRR rank score on BibArt is 0.0565. This means that, on
average, the first relevant withheld item is found at rank 18. The lowest MRR score on the
Delicious data set means that the first relevant item there is found at rank 51 on average.
Most users are unlikely to go through the first 50 recommended items to find only one that
would be of value to them.
The MAP scores on the CiteULike data set are high in comparison to Delicious, the other
large data set. It is easier for a popularity-based algorithm to deal with data sets with a
smaller number of total items. With less items in total, the probability of a user’s item to be
part of the fixed-size set of most popular items is larger. Another pattern we see is that the
scores on the data sets covering scientific articles are higher than those on the bookmarks
data sets at corresponding data set sizes. We believe this is a reflection of the greater topical
2

According to http://www.seomoz.org/blog/reddit-stumbleupon-delicious-and-hackernews-algorithms-exposed (last visited: July 29, 2009).
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diversity of social bookmarking websites over social reference managers as we mentioned
earlier in Subsection 3.4.1. The greater diversity is reflected in a more difficult prediction
task with lower scores.

4.3

Collaborative Filtering

A common and well-understood source of information for recommendations are usage patterns: who added or rated what content in the system? As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2,
the class of algorithms that operate on such transaction data are called Collaborative Filtering algorithms (CF). We distinguished between two classes of CF algorithms—memorybased and model-based—and described the strengths and weaknesses of both types. In the
experiments described in this chapter we focus on the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm, one of the memory-based CF algorithms, and extend it in various ways to include
tagging information in our TBCF algorithms. In this section we describe and establish the
k-NN algorithm without tagging information as our strong baseline, and evaluate its performance on our four data sets. We implement and evaluate both the user-based and the
item-based variants of the k-NN algorithm as introduced earlier in Subsection 2.1.1.
We pick the k-NN algorithm because it is a well understood algorithm that can intuitively
be extended to incorporate other additional information (Herlocker et al., 1999; Burke,
2002). While model-based algorithms such as PLSA and matrix factorization have been
shown to outperform memory-based algorithms in several cases (Hofmann, 2004; Koren,
2008), it is not always clear how to include extra information such as tags elegantly into
these algorithms. Furthermore, memory-based algorithms better allow for the generation
of intuitive explanations of why a certain item was recommended to the user. We see such
functionality as an important component of social bookmarking systems, which rely heavy
on user interaction and ease of use.
In the next Subsection 4.3.1 we formally define both variants of the k-NN algorithm. We
present the results of the experiments with these algorithms on our data sets in Subsection
4.3.2, and discuss these results in Subsection 4.3.3.

4.3.1

Algorithm

The k-NN algorithm uses the behavior of similar users or items (the nearest neighbors) to
predict what items a user might like, and comes in two ‘flavors’. In user-based filtering we
locate the users most similar to the active users, and then look among their items to generate
new recommendations for the active users. In item-based filtering we locate the items most
similar to items in the active user’s profile, and order and present those similar items to
the active user as new recommendations. In both cases the recommendation process is
comprised of two steps: (1) calculating the similarity between the active object and other
objects, and (2) using the N most similar neighboring objects to predict item ratings for
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the active user3 . In the first step we calculate the similarities between pairs of users or
pairs of items. Many different similarity metrics have been proposed and evaluated over
time, such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient and cosine similarity (Herlocker et al., 1999;
Breese et al., 1998). We use cosine similarity in our experiments because it has often been
used successfully on data sets with implicit ratings (Breese et al., 1998; Sarwar et al., 2001).
User-based CF We first describe the user-based CF algorithm. User similarities are calculated on the user profile vectors −
u→
k taken from the R matrix. We define the cosine similarity
simcosine (uk , ua ) between two users uk and ua as
−
−
→
u→
k · ua
simcosine (uk , ua ) = −
.
|| u→|| ||−
u→||
k

(4.3)

a

The next step in user-based filtering is determining the top N similar users (or items) for
user uk . We denote this set as the Set of Similar Users SSU(uk ) and define it as
SSU(uk ) = { ua | rank simcosine (uk , ua ) ≤ N , x a,l 6= ; },

(4.4)

where we rank all users ua on their cosine similarity simcosine (uk , ua ) to user uk (or on
another similarity metric), and take the top N . Consequently, |SSU(uk )| = N . For each user
ua , we only consider those items that ua added to his profile (x a,l 6= ;). The next step is
to do the actual predictions for each item and generate the list of recommendations. The
predicting score b
x k,l of item il for user uk is defined as
b
x k,l =

X

simcosine (uk , ua ),

(4.5)

ua ∈ SSU(uk )

where the predicted score is the sum of the similarity values (between 0 and 1) of all N
nearest neighbors that actually added item il (i.e., x a,l 6= ;). When applying user-based
filtering to data sets with explicit ratings, it is common to scale b
x k,l to a rating in the original
ratings scale (Sarwar et al., 2001). We do not scale our prediction b
x k,l as we are working
with unary ratings and are only interested in rank-ordering the items by their predicted
score4 .
A recurring observation from the literature about CF algorithms is that universally liked
items are not as useful in capturing similarity between users as less common items, see e.g.,
Breese et al. (1998). Items that are added, rated, or purchased frequently can dominate
the search for similar items, making it difficult to provide the user with novel recommendations. Adapted from the popular tf·idf term weighting algorithm from the field of IR (Salton
and Buckley, 1988), we also try mitigating the influence of frequently occurring items by
3
Note that since we reserved the letter k to index the users, we use N instead to denote the number of
nearest neighbors.
4
It is also common practice in CF to normalize the user’s ratings by subtracting the user’s average rating
(Herlocker et al., 1999). However, we do not need to normalize in this manner, since we are working with
implicit, unary ratings.
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5
weighting the elements of −
u→
k with the inverse user frequency of the user’s items . We define
the inverse user frequency of item il as

idf (il ) = log

K
.
−
→
|{ il | x a,l 6= ; }|

(4.6)

−
→
−
→
We then define user profile vectors u0k weighted by the inverse user frequency as u0k =
[x k,1 · idf (i1 ), . . . , x k,L · idf (i L )] T . Similarity between two idf-weighted user vectors is also
calculated using the cosine similarity. We will refer to these idf-weighted runs as U-IDF-SIM
and to the runs without idf-weighting, which effectively use binary vectors, as U-BIN-SIM.
Item-based CF The item-based k-NN algorithm follows the same general principle as the
user-based filtering algorithm. Instead of comparing users directly, we try to identify the
best recommendations for each of the items in a user’s profile. In other words, for itembased filtering we calculate the similarities between the test items of the active user uk and
the other items that uk has not yet added (so x k,b = ;). Item similarities are calculated on
−
→
the item profile vectors il taken from the R matrix. Similar to user similarity, we define
cosine similarity simcosine (il , i b ) between two items il and i b as
−
→ −
→
il · i b
simcosine (il , i b ) = −
→ −
→ .
|| il || || i b ||

(4.7)

Analogous to user-based filtering, we can also suppress the influence of the most prolific
users, i.e., users that have added a disproportionately large number of items to their profile,
such as bots or spam users. This inverse item frequency of a user uk is defined as

idf (uk ) = log

L
.
−
→
|{ uk | x k,b 6= ; }|

(4.8)

−
→
−
→
We then define item profile vectors il0 weighted by the inverse item frequency as il0 = [x 1,l ·
idf (u1 ), . . . , x K,l ·idf (uK )] T . Again, we calculate the similarity between two idf-weighted item
vectors using cosine similarity. The next step is to identify the neighborhood of most similar
items. We define the top N similar items as the Set of Similar Items SSI(il )
SSI(il ) = { i b | rank simcosine (il , i b ) ≤ N , x k,b 6= ; },

(4.9)

where we rank all items i b on their cosine similarity simcosine (uk , ua ) to item il (or on another
similarity metric), and take the top N . For each item i b , we only consider those items that
are most similar to the items uk added to his profile (x k,b 6= ;). The next step is to do the
actual predictions for each item and generate the list of recommendations. The predicted
score b
x k,l of item il for user uk is defined as
5
We refer to both the inverse user frequency and the inverse item frequency with id f for clarity and consistency with previous work.
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simcosine (il , i b ),

(4.10)

i b ∈ SSI(il )

where the predicted score is the sum of the similarity values (between 0 and 1) of all the
most similar items that were added by user uk (i.e., x k,b 6= ;). The final recommendations
RECS(uk ) for user uk for both algorithms are then generated as described in Section 4.1.
We refer to these item-based CF runs with and without idf-weighting runs as I-IDF-SIM and
I - BIN - SIM respectively. For the convenience of the reader, we have included a glossary in
Appendix B that lists all of the run names used in Chapter 4 with a brief description.
Determining the Optimal Number of Nearest Neighbors After the user and item similarities are calculated, the top N neighbors are used to generate the recommendations. For
k-NN classifiers, the neighborhood size is an algorithm parameter that can significantly influence prediction quality. Using too many neighbors might smooth the pool from which
to draw the predictions too much in the direction of the items with the highest general
popularity, whereas not considering sufficient neighbors might result in basing too many
decisions on accidental similarities.
We use our 10-fold cross-validation setup to optimize the number of neighbors N as described in Subsection 3.4.2. The questions remains of what values of N should we examine?
Examining all possible values from one single neighbor to considering all users or items as
neighbors (where N = K or L respectively) would be a form of overfitting in itself, as well
as computationally impractical on the larger data sets. We therefore follow an iterative
deepening approach as described by Van den Bosch (2004) for selecting the values of N .
We construct a clipped, pseudo-quadratic series of 100 iterations. For each iteration q, the
N value is determined by N = 1.1q , rounded off to the nearest integer. As an example we
list the first 40 unique values for N (corresponding to 55 iterations):
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 28, 30, 34, 37,
41, 45, 49, 54, 60, 66, 72, 80, 88, 97, 106, 117, 129, 142, 156, 171, 189, . . .
We employ the following heuristic optimization procedure to find the optimal number of
neighbors. We keep doing additional iterations and evaluating values of N as long as the
MAP score keeps increasing. We stop if the MAP score remains the same or decreases for a
new value of N . To prevent the problem of ending up in a local maximum, we always take 5
more additional steps. If the MAP score has not increased statistically significantly anywhere
in those 5 steps, then we take as our N the value corresponding to the maximum MAP score
we encountered so far. If there is a significant increase in MAP within those 5 extra steps,
we assume we found a local maximum and keep evaluating additional iterations. When we
reach the maximum for N (the number of users or items in the data set, depending on the
algorithm) we stop and take as N the value corresponding to the highest MAP score. For
example, if the MAP score stops increasing at when N = 13, we examine the next 5 N values
from 14 to 21. If none of those additional runs have MAP scores significantly higher than
the MAP for N = 13, we take the N with the maximum MAP score in the interval [13, 21].
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Results

The relatively low scores achieved by the popularity-based algorithm of the previous section mean that there is much room for improvement. Table 4.2 shows the results of the
two user-based and item-based variants of the k-NN algorithm. As expected, the k-NN algorithm outperforms popularity-based recommendation on all four data sets, with improvements ranging from a 109% increase on Delicious to a more than twenty-fold increase on
CiteULike. These improvements are statistically significant on all data sets except Delicious.
Table 4.2: Results of the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm. Reported are the MAP scores as
well as the optimal number of neighbors N . Best-performing runs for each data set are
printed in bold. The percentage difference between the best popularity-based run and the
best CF run is indicated in the bottom row of the table.

Runs
Popularity baseline
U - BIN - SIM
U - BIN - IDF- SIM
I - BIN - SIM
I - BIN - IDF- SIM
% Change

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
MAP
N
MAP
N
0.0044È
0.0258Î
6
0.0277Î
13
0.0224Î
13
0.0244Î
34
+529.5%

0.0022È
0.0046È
15
0.0040È
15
0.0027È
25
0.0025È
14
+109.1%

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
MAP
N
MAP
N
0.0122È
0.0865Î
4
0.0806Î
4
0.0669Î
37
0.0737Î
49
+609.0%

0.0040È
0.0746Î
15
0.0757Î
15
0.0826Î
117
0.0887Î
30
+2117.5%

User-based filtering outperforms item-based filtering on three of four data sets; only on
CiteULike does item-based filtering work better, where this difference is also statistically
significant (p < 0.05). The other differences between user-based and item-based filtering
are not significant. There appears to be no clear advantage to applying idf-weighting to the
profile vectors: there are small differences in both directions, but none of the differences
between the runs with and without idf-weighting are significant. In general, it seems that
bookmark recommendation is more difficult than article recommendation: even within the
same collection, recommending BibSonomy bookmarks on BibBoo achieves MAP scores that
are nearly three times as low as recommending BibSonomy articles using BibArt. While
the BibArt and CiteULike performance numbers are about equal despite the size difference
between the two data sets, the difference between BibBoo and Delicious is much larger.
Finally, we see that the optimal number of neighbors tends to be larger for item-based
filtering than for user-based filtering, but the actual number seems to be data set dependent.

4.3.3

Discussion

Our first observation is that memory-based CF algorithms easily outperform a recommendation approach based solely on popularity. This was to be expected as recommending items
based solely on popularity in the system without any regard for personal preferences can
be expected to produce poor recommendations. In contrast, CF learns the personal preferences of users, leading to better, more personalized recommendations. The user-based
filtering algorithm achieved higher MAP scores on three of our four data sets, although
these differences were not statistically significant. What could be the explanation for these
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differences between user-based and item-based filtering? A possible explanation for this is
that the average number of items per user is much higher than the average number of users
per item. Since there are more items to potentially match, calculating a meaningful overlap
between user profile vectors could be easier than between item profile vectors. This could
also explain why item-based filtering works worst on Delicious, as it has the lowest average
at 1.6 users per item.
The difference in the optimal number of neighbors between user-based and item-based can
also be explained by this. The average number of users per item is much lower than the
average number of items per users, which makes it more difficult to calculate meaningful
overlap between item profile vectors. It is then understandable that the item-based filtering
algorithm would need more nearest neighbors to generate correct predictions. However,
the user profile vectors in our data sets are slightly more sparse than the item profile vectors, which would put user-based filtering at a disadvantage as there might be less overlap
between the different users. In practice, these two forces are in balance, leading to the lack
of significant differences between user-based and item-based filtering.
A second observation was that recommending bookmarks appears to be more difficult than
recommending scientific articles: MAP scores on the article data sets are nearly three times
as high as the MAP scores on the bookmarks data sets. We believe this reflects that bookmark
recommendation is a more difficult problem because of the open domain. In our article recommendation task there may be many difficult research areas and topics, but in general the
task and domain is pretty well-defined: academic research papers and articles. In contrast,
the Delicious and BibBoo data sets cover bookmarked Web pages, which encompass many
more topics than scientific articles tend to do. Users can be expected to have more different
topics in their profile, making it more difficult to recommend new, interesting bookmarks
based on their profiles.
To determine whether this explanation is correct, we need to show that user profiles containing Web bookmarks are topically more diverse that profiles containing only scientific
articles. In all of our data sets we have topic representations of the content in the form of
tags. Tags often represent the intrinsic properties of the items they describe, and we can
use these tags to estimate how topically diverse the user profiles are in our four data sets.
We can expect users with topically diverse profiles to have a smaller average tag overlap
between their items. One metric that can be used to represent topical diversity is the average number of unique tags per user as reported in Table 3.2. These averages are 203.3 and
192.1 for BibBoo and Delicious respectively, which is significantly higher than the 79.2 and
57.3 for BibArt and CiteULike.
However, it is possible that Delicious and BibBoo users simply use more tags to describe
their bookmarks on average than users who describe scientific articles, but still have a low
topical diversity. To examine this, we calculate the average Jaccard overlap between the
tags assigned to the item pairs for each user profile separately, and then generate a macroaveraged tag overlap score for each data set. This number represents an approximation
of the topical diversity of a data set. We find that the average tag overlap for BibBoo
and Delicious is 0.0058 and 0.0001 respectively, whereas for BibArt and CiteULike it is
0.0164 and 0.0072 respectively. This seems to be in line with our assumption that bookmark
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recommendation is a more difficult task, because the user profiles are more diverse, and
therefore harder to predict. The difference between performance on BibBoo and Delicious
might be explained by the fact that BibSonomy, as a scientific research project, attracts a
larger proportion of users from academia. In contrast, the scientific community is only a
subset of the user base of Delicious, which could again lead to a greater diversity in topics.

4.4

Tag-based Collaborative Filtering

If we only applied the standard memory-based CF algorithms to our data sets, we would
be neglecting the extra layer of information formed by the tags, which could help us produce more accurate recommendations. As mentioned before, we consider two options for
incorporating the tags: (1) extending existing CF algorithms to create TBCF algorithms, or
(2) recommending based on the entire tripartite graph (GBCF algorithms). In this section
we propose three different TBCF algorithms, corresponding to three different ways of extending the standard k-NN algorithm to incorporate tag information and find like-minded
users.
The first TBCF algorithm employs user and item similarities based on the overlap in tags
assigned to items. We discuss this algorithm in Subsection 4.4.1. Subsection 4.4.2 describes
the second type of TBCF algorithm, which calculate user and item similarities based on
the overlap in tagging intensity, without looking at the actual overlap between tags. The
third TBCF algorithm, described in Subsection 4.4.3, combines tagging information with
usage information by fusing together (1) the similarities based on tagging overlap, from the
first type of TBCF algorithm, and (2) the similarities based on usage information, i.e., from
regular CF. We present the results of our experiments with these three TBCF algorithms in
Subsection 4.4.4 and discuss the results in Subsection 4.4.5.

4.4.1

Tag Overlap Similarity

The folksonomies present in our four data sets carry with them an extra layer of connections
between user and items in the form of tags. The tag layer can be used to examine other ways
of generating similarities between users or items. For instance, users that assign many of
the same tags and thus have more tag overlap between them, can be seen as rather similar.
Items that are often assigned the same tags are also more likely to be similar than items that
share no tag overlap at all. We propose calculating the user and item similarities based on
overlap in tagging behavior as opposed to usage information that only describes what items
a user has added. We will refer to a TBCF algorithm using tag overlap similarities for CF as
TOBCF.
What do we expect from such an approach? In the previous section we signaled that sparsity
of user profile and item profile vectors can be a problem for the standard memory-based CF
algorithms. As users tend to assign multiple tags to an item—with averages ranging from
3.1 to 8.4 in our data sets—when they post it to their personal profile, this means a reduced
sparsity, which could lead to better predictions. We expect this effect to be the strongest
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for item-based filtering. On average, the number of tags assigned to an item is 2.5 times
higher than the number of users who have added the item. This means that, on average,
item profile vectors from the IT matrix are less sparse than item profile vectors from the UI
matrix. This difference is not as well-pronounced for the items per user and tags per user
counts: in some data sets users have more items than tags on average, and more tags than
items in other data sets. This leads us to conjecture that using tags for user-based filtering
will not be as successful.
Many different similarity metrics exist, but we restrict ourselves to comparing three metrics:
Jaccard overlap, Dice’s coefficient, and the cosine similarity. The only difference between
this approach and the standard CF algorithm is in the first step, where the similarities are
calculated.
User-based Tag Overlap CF For user-based TOBCF, we calculate tag overlap on the UT
matrix or on the binarized version UTbinary , depending on the metric. These matrices are
derived as shown in Figure 4.2. Both the Jaccard overlap and Dice’s coefficient are set-based
metrics, which means we calculate them on the binary vectors from the UTbinary matrix. The
Jaccard Overlap simJaccard (dk , da ) between two users dk and da is defined as
−
→ −
→
| dk ∩ da |
simUT−Jaccard (dk , da ) = −
→ −
→.
| dk ∪ da |

(4.11)

Likewise, Dice’s coefficient simDice (dk , da ) is defined as
−
→ −
→
2| dk ∩ da |
simUT−Dice (dk , da ) = −
→
−
→.
| dk | + | da |

(4.12)

We refer to the user-based runs with Jaccard overlap and Dice’s coefficient as UT-JACCARD SIM and UT- DICE - SIM respectively. The cosine similarity is calculated in three different ways.
First, we calculate it on the regular tag count vectors from UT as simUT−cosine−tf (dk , da ),
and on the binary vectors from the UTbinary matrix as simUT−cosine−binary (dk , da ). In addition
to this, we also experiment with idf-weighting of the tags in the user tag count vectors
according to Equation 4.6. We then calculate the cosine similarity simUT−cosine−tfidf (dk , da )
between these weighted user profile vectors. In each case, the cosine similarity is calculated
according to
−
→ −
→
dk · da
simUT−cosine (dk , da ) = −
→ −
→ .
|| dk || || da ||
We refer to these three runs as

UT-TF- SIM , UT- BIN - SIM ,

and

UT-TFIDF- SIM

(4.13)

respectively.

Item-based Tag Overlap CF For item-based TOBCF, we calculate the item-based versions
of the similarity metrics simIT−Jaccard ( f l , f b ), simIT−Dice ( f l , f b ), and simIT−cosine−binary (dk , da )
on ITbinary . We calculate the tag frequency and weighted tag frequency vectors similarities
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simIT−cosine−tf (dk , da ) and simIT−cosine−tfidf (dk , da ) on IT. We refer to these five item-based
runs as IT-JACCARD -SIM, IT-DICE-SIM, IT-BIN-SIM, IT-TF-SIM, and IT-TFIDF-SIM respectively.

4.4.2

Tagging Intensity Similarity

Instead of looking at tag overlap as a measure of user or item similarity, we can also look
at another aspect of tagging behavior to locate kindred users or items: tagging intensity.
Adding a tag costs the user a small amount of effort, which could signal that users are more
invested in those items they to which assign many tags. Tagging intensity could therefore
be seen as an approximation to a user actively rating his items. Here, more effort invested
in tagging corresponds to a higher rating for that item. If two users both assign many tags
to the same items and only few tags to other items, they can be thought of as being more
similar in tagging behavior.
Naturally, users might very well assign many different tags to an item for different reasons.
Some items might simply be too complex to describe by just one or two tags. Furthermore,
the assumption that more richly tagged items would also be rated more highly by the users
is not without its caveats. Indeed, Clements et al. (2008a) investigated this for their data
set based on the LibraryThing6 data set. They compared actual book ratings to the number
of tags assigned to the books and found only a weak positive correlation between the two.
We can not repeat this, since we only have unary ratings in our data sets. However, the idea
has its merits, since Clements et al. did not find any significant differences between using
actual ratings for recommendation compared to using the tag counts.
We propose our own user (and item) similarity metrics that compare users (and items)
on the intensity of their tagging behavior. We will refer to the algorithms that use these
similarity metrics as TIBCF algorithms. The UI matrix contains the tag counts associated
with each post in a data set. These represent how many tags were assigned to a certain item
by a user. For user-based TIBCF we calculated these tag intensity-based similarities on the
user profile vectors from UI according to Equation 4.3. For item-based TIBCF we calculate
the item similarities on the item profile vectors from UI according to Equation 4.7. The rest
of the approach follows the standard k-NN algorithm described in Subsection 4.3.1.

4.4.3

Similarity Fusion

The third TBCF algorithm we propose is one that combines two different algorithms: (1) the
standard k-NN CF algorithm from Section 4.3, which uses data about all users’ preferences
for items to generate recommendations, and (2) the TOBCF algorithm from Subsection 4.4.1,
which looks at the overlap in tagging behavior to identify the like-minded users and generate recommendations. As both approaches use different information to generate their
recommendations, it is possible that an approach that combines the best of both worlds will
outperform the individual approaches.
6

http://www.librarything.com
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There are many different ways of combining different approaches. We propose one possibility here, similarity fusion , where we linearly combine different sets of user similarities
into a single set of similarities, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The same principle holds for
item-based filtering: there, we linearly combine the item similarities. We will refer to this
approach as SimFuseCF.
Usage‐based user
similari/es
u1

Tag overlap user
similari/es

uK

users

u1

users

Fused user
similari/es

uK

u1

u1

u1

u1

users

users

users

λ∙

uK
0.4

uK

=

+ (1 ‐ λ) ∙
uK

users

uK
0.75

λ ∙ 0.4 + (1 ‐ λ) ∙ 0.75

Figure 4.3: Fusing the usage-based and tag-based similarity matrices for user-based TBCF.
The highlighted cells show how individual user-user similarities are combined. Similarity
between a user and himself is always equal to 1.

In our SimFuseCF algorithm, we take as input the similarity matrices from two different
approaches and linearly combine them element by element using a weighting parameter λ
of which the value lies in the range [0,1]. The similarities were normalized into the [0, 1]
range for each set of similarities separately. Fusing the two different similarity sources is
done according to

simfused = λ · simusage + (1 − λ) · simtag−overlap ,

(4.14)

where simusage and simtag−overlap are the usage-based and tag-based similarities for either
user pairs or items pairs, depending on the choice for user-based or item-based filtering. By
varying λ, we can assign more weight to one type of similarity or the other. The optimal λ
value as well as the optimal number of neighbors N were optimized doing parameter sweeps
using our 10-fold cross-validation setup. For each data set, we determined the optimal value
of λ using a parameter sweep, examining all values between 0 and 1 with increments of
0.1. Setting λ to either 0 or 1 corresponds to using the similarities from the TOBCF or the
CF algorithm respectively. Linearly combining the different similarity types is not the only
possible combination approach. However, while more sophisticated feature combination
and fusion approaches have been proposed for collaborative filtering in the past (Wang
et al., 2006a), we leave a more principled combination of usage and tag information for
future work.
We also considered two alternative fusion schemes. In the first, we combined usage-based
similarities from standard CF with the similarities generated for the TIBCF algorithm in
Subsection 4.4.2. The second fusion scheme combines the similarities from the TOBCF algorithm with the TIBCF algorithm, in effect combining the similarities based on tag overlap
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and tagging intensity. Preliminary experiments suggested, however, that these two fusion
schemes do not produce any acceptable results. We therefore restricted ourselves to fusing
the usage-based similarities from CF with the tag overlap similarities from TOBCF.

4.4.4

Results

Below we present the results for our three algorithms based on tag overlap (TOBCF), tagging intensity (TIBCF), and similarity fusion (SimFuseCF).
Tag Overlap Similarity Table 4.3 shows the results of the user-based and item-based variants of the TOBCF algorithm. We consider the best-performing CF runs from Section 4.3
runs as the baseline runs and compare them to the TOBCF runs. What we see in Table 4.3
is that item similarities based on tag overlap work well for item-based filtering, as three of
our four data sets show considerable improvements over the best CF baseline runs. Performance increases range from 27% on BibArt to almost 120% on Delicious, but these are
only statistically significant on the Delicious data set. A first observation is the opposite
trend for user-based filtering, where tag overlap results in significantly worse scores for almost all variants on all data sets, with performance decreases ranging from 40% to 63%.
This means that using tag overlap in item-based filtering now makes item-based filtering
outperform user-based filtering on all four data sets. A second observation is that on the
bookmark collections tag overlap performs even worse for user-based filtering than on the
data sets containing scientific articles. The reverse seems to be true for item-based filtering.
It seems that the domain of the social bookmarking website influences the effectiveness of
the TOBCF algorithm.
The results of the different tag overlap metrics tend to be close together and differences
between them are not statistically significant. Even though the best performing metrics are
dependent on the data set, we do see that the metrics operating on the binary vectors from
the UTbinary and ITbinary matrices are among the top performing metrics. It is interesting to
note that although that the runs with idf-weighting tend to perform worst of all five metrics,
the IT-TFIDF-SIM produces the best results on the BibArt collection.
A final observation concerns the number of nearest neighbors N used in generating the recommendations. In general, the optimal number of neighbors is slightly lower than when
using similarities based on usage data. For the item-based runs on BibBoo and BibArt the
number of neighbors is lower than for user-based which is unexpected, given the neighborhood sizes of regular CF in Table 4.2.
Tagging Intensity Similarity Table 4.4 shows the results of the two user-based and itembased variants of the k-NN algorithm that use similarities based on tagging intensity. Tagging intensity does not appear to be representative of user or item similarity: 14 out of
16 runs perform worse than the best CF runs on those data sets, but most of them not
significantly. It is interesting to note that tagging intensity similarities do produce small
improvements in MAP scores on the user-based runs on Delicious. If we disregard these
statistically not significant improvements, using tagging intensity as a source of user or item
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Table 4.3: Results of the TOBCF algorithm. Reported are the MAP scores as well as the
optimal number of neighbors N . Best-performing tag overlap runs for both user-based and
item-based are printed in bold. The percentage difference between the best baseline CF
runs and the best tag overlap runs are indicated after each filtering type.

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
MAP
N
MAP
N

Runs

Best UB CF run
UT- JACCARD - SIM
UT- DICE - SIM
UT- BIN - SIM
UT-TF- SIM
UT-TFIDF- SIM
% Change over best UB CF run

Best IB CF run
IT- JACCARD - SIM
IT- DICE - SIM
IT- BIN - SIM
IT-TF- SIM
IT-TFIDF- SIM
% Change over best IB CF run

% Change over best CF run

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
MAP
N
MAP
N

0.0277È
13
(U-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0070È
8
0.0069Ï
6
0.0102È
5
0.0069Ï
2
0.0018Ï
6
-63.2%

0.0046È
15
(U-BIN-SIM)
0.0015È
11
0.0007È
6
0.0017È
11
0.0015Ï
25
0.0013Ï
17
-63.0%

0.0865È
4
(U-BIN-SIM)
0.0459È
6
0.0333Ï
4
0.0332Ï
4
0.0368È
4
0.0169È
2
-46.9%

0.0757È
15
(U-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0449È
5
0.0439È
2
0.0452È
3
0.0428È
8
0.0400È
2
-40.7%

0.0244È
34
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0370È
3
0.0317È
2
0.0334È
2
0.0324È
4
0.0287È
8
+51.6%

0.0027È
25
(I-BIN-SIM)
0.0083Í
21
0.0089Í
25
0.0101Í
23
0.0100Í
11
0.0058È
7
+274.1%

0.0737È
49
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0909È
6
0.0963È
8
0.0868È
5
0.0823È
4
0.1100È
7
+49.3%

0.0887È
30
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0810È
14
0.0814È
8
0.0779È
10
0.0607È
17
0.0789È
21
-8.2%

+33.6%

+119.6%

+27.2%

-8.2%

similarity decreases performance by around 20% on average. In fact, the performance of
item-based filtering on Delicious is even worse than the popularity-based algorithm.
Table 4.4: Results of the TIBCF algorithm. Reported are the MAP scores as well as the
optimal number of neighbors N . Best-performing tagging intensity runs for each data set
are printed in bold. The percentage difference between the best baseline CF run and the
best CF run with tagging intensity similarities is indicated in the bottom row of the table.

Runs

Best CF run
U -TF- SIM
U -TFIDF- SIM
I -TF- SIM
I -TFIDF- SIM
% Change

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
MAP
N
MAP
N
0.0277È
13
(U-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0229È
13
0.0244È
8
0.0179È
21
0.0140È
21
-11.9%

0.0046È
15
(U-BIN-SIM)
0.0061È
60
0.0052È
45
0.0004È
10
0.0013Ï
10
+32.6%

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
MAP
N
MAP
N
0.0865È
4
(U-BIN-SIM)
0.0711È
11
0.0705È
9
0.0624È
17
0.0654È
17
-17.8%

0.0887È
15
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0700È
14
0.0709È
37
0.0774È
34
0.0800È
34
-9.8%

Similarity Fusion Table 4.5 shows the results of the experiments with the user-based and
item-based filtering variants of the SimFuseCF algorithm. Fusing the different similarities
together does not unequivocally produce better recommendations. For user-based filtering
we see modest improvements of up to 26% for the two bookmark data sets BibBoo and
Delicious. Similarity fusion, however, does not help us on the BibArt and CiteULike data
sets. For item-based filtering, we see small improvements in MAP scores for two runs,
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BibBoo and Delicious after fusing the item-based similarities from the two best component
runs. The other two item-based SimFuseCF runs perform worse than the best component
runs. However, none of the performance increases or almost none of the decreases are
statistically significant. It is interesting to note that in two cases the SimFuseCF algorithm
actually performs worse than both component runs. Apparently, the combined similarities
cancel each other out to a certain extent there.
Finally, when we look at the optimal λ values we see that for user-based filtering the λ
values are closer to 1, while for item-based filtering the λ values are closer to 0. This is
to be expected as it corresponds to assigning more weight to the similarities of the best
performing component run of each fusion pair.
Table 4.5: Results of the SimFuseCF algorithm. Reported are the MAP scores as well as
the optimal number of neighbors N and the optimal value of λ. We report each of the
best performing component runs and print the best-performing SimFuseCF runs in bold
for both user-based and item-based filtering. The percentage difference between the best
component run and the best fused run is indicated in the bottom rows of the two tables.

bookmarks
Runs

BibSonomy
MAP
N

Best UB CF run
Best UB tag run
User-based fusion
% Change

λ

0.0277È
13
(U-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0102È
5
(UT-BIN-SIM)
0.0350È
8
0.8
+26.4%

Delicious
MAP
N

articles
λ

0.0046È
15
(U-BIN-SIM)
0.0017È
11
(UT-BIN-SIM)
0.0056È
45
0.7
+21.7%

BibSonomy
MAP
N

0.0865È
4
(U-BIN-SIM)
0.0459È
6
(UT-JACCARD -SIM)
0.0319Ï
8
0.8
-63.1%

bookmarks
Runs

BibSonomy
MAP
N

Best IB CF run
Best IB tag run
Item-based fusion
% Change

4.4.5

λ

0.0244È
34
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0370È
21
(IT-JACCARD -SIM)
0.0348È
15
0.3
-5.9%

Delicious
MAP
N

CiteULike
MAP
N

λ

λ

0.0757È
15
(U-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0452È
3
(UT-BIN-SIM)
0.0554È
25
0.7
-26.8%

articles
λ

0.0027È
25
(I-BIN-SIM)
0.0101È
23
(IT-BIN-SIM)
0.0102È
25
0.3
+1.0%

BibSonomy
MAP
N

λ

0.0737È
49
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.1100È
5
(IT-TFIDF-SIM)
0.1210È
14
0.1
+10.0%

CiteULike
MAP
N

λ

0.0887È
30
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0814È
34
(IT-DICE-SIM)
0.0791È
28
0.4
-10.8%

Discussion

Below we discuss the experimental results of our three algorithms based on tag overlap
(TOBCF), tagging intensity (TIBCF), and similarity fusion (SimFuseCF).
Tag Overlap Similarity Earlier we saw that the benefits of using tag overlap are dependent on the type of TOBCF algorithm. While user-based TOBCF does not seem to get a boost
from user-user similarities based on tag overlap, item-based TOBCF improves markedly by
using tag overlap between items as its similarity metric.
Why do we see this performance dichotomy? Earlier, in Subsection 4.4.1, we put forward
that the reduction in sparsity from using tag overlap could produce better recommendations
for item-based filtering. On average, the number of tags assigned to an item is 2.5 times
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higher than the number of users who have added the item. This means that, on average,
item profile vectors from the IT matrix are less sparse than item profile vectors from the
UI matrix. Using more values in the similarity calculation leads to a better estimate of the
real similarity between two items. We believe this is why using tag overlap works better
for item-based filtering. For user-based TOBCF this difference is not as well-pronounced:
in some data sets users have more items than tags on average, and more tags than items
in other data sets. This explains why we do not see the same performance increase for the
user-based filtering runs based on tag overlap.
We also noted earlier that the performance on the bookmarks data sets shows the strongest
reaction to using tag overlap: item-based TOBCF performs best on the bookmark data sets,
while user-based TOBCF performs worst on them. The explanation for the lower performance of user-based TOBCF on bookmarks is that, as we showed earlier, the profiles of
bookmark users are more diverse topically speaking and therefore harder to match against
other profiles. As the tags assigned by the users to their bookmarks are about as numerous
as their items, this does not reduce the sparsity, thereby not providing any help in matching
the users up correctly. For item-based TOBCF, in the bookmarks case the sparsity is reduced
by a factor 3 on average, while in the articles case sparsity is only reduced by a factor of 1.5.
This means that sparsity is reduced more for bookmarks, and subsequently that items can be
matched better on tag overlap in the bookmarks case, thereby improving performance more
than in the article case. In addition, performance on the bookmarks data sets was already
lower, making it easier to achieve a bigger percentage-wise improvement. We do not have a
specific explanation for the particularly large increase in performance of item-based TOBCF
on the Delicious data set. However, it should be noted that even the best scores on Delicious
are still considerably lower than on the other data sets; the size of the Delicious data set
with its magnitude more items makes recommendation difficult, no matter what metrics or
algorithms are used.
Tagging Intensity Similarity We found that the tagging intensity, i.e., the number of tags
users assign to items, is not a good source of user and item similarity. Most of our TIBCF
runs that used tagging intensity similarities performed considerably worse than the baseline
k-NN algorithm that uses transaction data to locate the nearest neighbors. How can we
explain this? The simplest and most likely explanation is the number of tags simply is not
a good predictor for interest in an item, and that the topical overlap between items cannot
be captured by the number of tags assigned to them.
One way of investigating this is by looking at the topical overlap between users and items
as we did in Subsection 4.3.3 using the tags. We assume that, more often than not, a user
will be interested in new items that share some overlap in topics with the items already
owned by that user. If tagging intensity is indeed a good indicator of topical overlap, then
the similarity between two users in tagging intensity should be a good predictor of the
topical similarity between those users, and vice versa. We therefore correlate (1) the cosine
similarity between two users based on the tags they assigned with (2) the cosine similarity
between two users based on how intensively they tagged their items7 . What we find is
7

Effectively, this means we are correlating the user similarities of the
of the U-TF-SIM run.

UT-TF- SIM

run with the user similarities
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that there is a negligible correlation between these similarities: the correlations range from
-0.017 to 0.076.
We posited earlier that the latent complexity of the items might govern how many tags
are needed to describe them—more complex items might simply require more tags. We
therefore also correlated the item similarities based on tag overlap with the item similarities
based on how intensely they were tagged8 . Here again, we found similar, weak correlations between the two similarity sets. These findings lead us to conclude that looking at
tagging intensity is not a good way of locating nearest neighbors in social bookmarking systems. Finally, it is interesting to note that tagging intensity similarities did produce a small
improvement in MAP scores on the user-based runs on Delicious. We do not have a clear
explanation for this.
Similarity Fusion The results of our SimFuseCF algorithm were not clear-cut: some runs
on some data sets saw an increase in performance, while others saw performance drops,
sometimes even below the scores of the original component runs. User-based SimFuseCF
worked best on the two bookmark data set BibBoo and Delicious. Here, the sum of the
parts is greater than the whole as both usage-based information and tag overlap are best
combined to match users. There appears to be no clear pattern in when similarity fusion
yields improvements and when it does not. From the lack of statistically significant results
we may conclude that similarity fusion is neither an effective nor an efficient method of
recommendation: scores are not improved significantly, which does not warrant the double
effort of calculating two sets of similarities and merging them—computationally the most
expensive part of the k-NN algorithm. We believe this to be because the distributions of the
two set of similarities are too different even after normalization. If the optimal number of
neighbors is very different for the two algorithms using the two sets of similarities, fusing the
similarities themselves does not results in the best of both worlds, but rather a sub-optimal
compromise between the optimal neighborhood sizes.

4.5

Related work

Social bookmarking and social tagging in general are relatively new phenomena and as a
result there is not a large body of related work. We saw earlier in Chapter 2 that the majority
of the literature so far has focused on the information seeking and organization aspects of
tags and on the benefits of tags for information retrieval and Web search. In terms of
recommendation, most of the research efforts have focused on tag recommendation. With
the exception of the 2008 Discovery Challenge, there is also an striking absence of large
scale experimentation and evaluation initiatives such as TREC or CLEF in the field of IR.
This lack of standardized data sets combined with the novelty of social bookmarking makes
for a relatively small space of related work on item recommendation for social bookmarking.
We discuss three different types of related work: graph-based, memory-based, and modelbased recommendation for social bookmarking
8

Effectively correlating the item similarities of IT-TF-SIM runs with item similarities of I-TF-SIM runs.
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Graph-based Recommendation One of the first approaches to recommendation for social
bookmarking websites was done by Hotho et al. (2006a), who proposed a graph-based
algorithm called FolkRank. They start by constructing an undirected tripartite graph of all
users, items, and tags, and perform the same aggregations over these three dimensions as
we described in Section 4.1 to arrive at the 2D projections UI, UT, and IT. They combine
these into a single square matrix with as many rows as nodes in the original tripartite
graph. Like PageRank (Page et al., 1998), the FolkRank algorithm is based on a random
walk model that calculates the fully converged state transition probabilities by taking a
walk of infinite length. The probabilities then represent the rank-ordering of the users,
items, and tags on popularity. FolkRank also allows for the incorporation of a preference
vector, similar to the teleporting component of PageRank. In this preference vector, specific
users, items, or tags can be assigned a higher weight to generate user- or topic-specific
rankings. They empirically evaluate their algorithm on a self-crawled Delicious data set,
making it difficult to compare with other approaches. Clements et al. (2008a) also proposed
a random walk model for item recommendation. They test their approach on a data set
based on LibraryThing, which includes both tagging and rating information. They construct
a similar matrix like Hotho et al., but include the ratings matrix R from their data set instead
of the UI matrix. They also incorporate self-transition probabilities in the matrix and use
the walk length as an algorithm parameter. We describe this approach in more detail in the
next section when we compare it directly with our own approaches.
Memory-based Recommendation Adaptations of memory-based algorithms that include
information about the tags assigned by users to items have also been proposed. Szomszor
et al. (2007) proposed ranking items by the tag overlap with the active user’s tag cloud
and compare it to popularity-based recommendation. They take on the task of movie recommendation based on the Netflix data set9 and harvest the tags belonging to each movie
from the IMDB10 . Their approach corresponds to calculating the tag overlap on the regular
UT matrix using simUT−cosine and tf·idf weighting. They found that tag overlap outperformed popularity-based recommendation. Yin et al. (2007) also calculate direct user-item
similarities in their approach to recommending scientific literature. Nakamoto et al. (2007)
augmented a user-based k-NN algorithm with tag overlap. They calculate the similarities
between users using cosine similarity between the user tag profiles (i.e., simUT−cosine on
the regular UT matrix with tag frequency weighting). They evaluated their approach in
Nakamoto et al. (2008), where they compared it with popularity-based recommendation,
which was outperformed by their tag-augmented approach. In their paper, Tso-Sutter et al.
(2008) also propose a tag-aware k-NN algorithm for item recommendation. In calculating
the user and item similarities they include the tags as additional items and users respectively.
They then calculate cosine similarity on these extended profile vectors and fuse together the
predictions of the user-based and item-based filtering runs. We describe this approach in
more detail in the next section when we compare it directly with our own approaches. Zanardi and Capra (2008) propose an approach called Social Ranking for tag-based search
in social bookmarking websites. Inspired by CF techniques, to find content relevant to the
query tags, they first identify users with similar interests to the active users. Content tagged
by those users is scored higher, commensurate with the similarity between users based on
9
10

http://www.netflixprize.com/
http://www.imdb.com/
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cosine similarity of the tag profiles (i.e., simUT−cosine on the regular UT matrix with tag frequency weighting). In addition, they expand the original query tags with related tags to
improve recall. Tag similarity is calculated on the TI matrix using cosine similarity and item
frequency weighting. Their algorithm showed promising performance on a CiteULike data
set compared to popularity-based rankings of content. Finally, Amer-Yahia et al. (2008) explore the use of item overlap and tag overlap to serve live recommendations to users on the
Delicious website. They focus especially on using the nearest neighbors for explaining the
recommendations: why was a certain item or user recommended?
Model-based Recommendation Symeonidis et al. (2008b) were among the first to propose a model-based approach that incorporates tagging information. They proposed using
tensor decomposition on the third-order folksonomy tensor. By performing higher-order
SVD, they approximate weights for each user-item-tag triple in the data set, which can then
be used to support any of the recommendation tasks. They evaluated both item and tag
recommendation on a Last.FM data set (Symeonidis et al., 2008b,a). Comparing it to the
FolkRank algorithm (Hotho et al., 2006a), they found that dimensionality reduction based
on tensor decomposition outperforms the former approach. Wetzker et al. (2009) take
a Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) approach, which assumes a latent lower
dimensional topic model. They extend PLSA by estimating the topic model from both useritem occurrences as well as item-tag occurrences, and then linearly combine the output of
the two models. They test their approach on a large crawl of Delicious, and find it significantly outperforms a popularity-based algorithm. They also show that model fusion yields
superior recommendation independent of the number of latent factors.

4.6

Comparison to Related Work

While several different classes of recommendation algorithms are reported to have been
modified successfully to include tag, it remains difficult to obtain an overview of best practices. Nearly every approach uses a different data set, crawled from a different social bookmarking website in a different timeframe. Looking closer, we can also find a large variation
in the way these data sets are filtered on noise in terms of user, item, and tag thresholds, and
the majority of approaches are filtered more strongly than we proposed in Subsection 3.4.1.
There is also a lack of a common evaluation methodology, as many researchers construct
and motivate their own evaluation metric. Finally, with the exception of Symeonidis et al.
(2008b) who compared their approach with FolkRank, there have been no other comparisons of different recommendation algorithms on the same data sets using the same metric,
making it difficult to draw any definite conclusions about the algorithms proposed.
In this thesis, we attempt to alleviate some of these possible criticisms. With regard to the
data sets, we have enabled the verification of our results by selecting publicly available data
sets. In addition, we follow the recommendations of Herlocker et al. (2004) in selecting
the proper evaluation metric. In this section, we will compare two of the state-of-the-art
graph-based CF (GBCF) approaches with our own TBCF approaches on our data sets with
the same metrics to properly compare the different algorithms.
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In Subsections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 we describe two GBCF algorithms in more detail. We present
the experimental results of the GBCF algorithms in Subsection 4.6.3, and contrast them
with the results of our best-performing TBCF algorithms. We discuss this comparison in
Subsection 4.6.4.

4.6.1

Tag-aware Fusion of Collaborative Filtering Algorithms

The first GBCF approach to which we want to compare our work is that of Tso-Sutter et al.
(2008). In their paper, they propose a tag-aware version of the standard k-NN algorithm for
item recommendation on social bookmarking websites. We elect to compare our work to this
algorithm, because it bears many similarities, yet calculates the user and item similarities in
a different manner. Their approach consists of two steps: (1) similarity calculation and (2)
similarity fusion. In the first step, they calculate the similarities between users and between
items based on the R matrix, but extend this user-item matrix by including user tags as items
and item tags as users. Effectively, this means they concatenate a user’s profile vector −
u→
k
−
→
with that user’s tag vector dk , which is taken from UTbinary . For item-based filtering the item
−
→
−
→
profile vector il is extended with the tag vector for that item f l , also taken from ITbinary .
Figure 4.4 illustrates this process.

users

users

items

tags

R

UT

User‐based
ﬁltering

D
tags
items

tags

IT T

Item‐based
ﬁltering

items

Figure 4.4: Extending the user-item matrix for tag-aware fusion. For user-based filtering,
the UT matrix is appended to the normal UI matrix so that the tags serve as extra items to
use in calculating user-user similarity. It does so by including user tags as items and item
tags as users. For item-based filtering, the transposed IT matrix is appended to the normal
UI matrix so that the tags serve as extra users to use in calculating item-item similarity.
Adapted from Tso-Sutter et al. (2008).

By extending the user and item profile vectors with tags, sparsity is reduced when calculating the user or item similarities, compared to using only transaction data from R to calculate
the similarities. Adding the tags also reinforces the transaction information that is already
−
→
present in −
u→
k and il . At the end of this phase they use the k-NN algorithm with cosine similarity to generate recommendations using both user-based and item-based filtering. When
generating recommendations, the tags are removed from the recommendation lists; only
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items are ever recommended. While this is related to our idea of similarity fusion, it is not
−
→
completely the same. We fuse together the similarities calculated on the separate −
u→ and d
k

k

vectors in the case of, for instance, user-based filtering11 . Tso-Sutter et al. first fuse together
−
→
the −
u→
k and dk vectors and then calculate the similarity between profile vector pairs. The
difference is identical for item-based filtering.
In the second phase of their approach, similarity fusion, Tso-Sutter et al. (2008) fuse the
predictions of the user-based and item-based filtering algorithms together, to try to effectively capture the 3D correlations between users, items, and tags in social bookmarking data
sets. Their fusion approach was inspired by Wang et al. (2006a), who proposed two types
of combinations: (1) fusing user- and item-based predictions, and (2) using the similar item
ratings generated by similar users. Tso-Sutter et al. (2008) only considered the first type of
combinations as the second type did not provide better recommendations for them. We also
employed this restriction. They fused the user- and item-based predictions by calculating
a weighted sum of the separate predictions. In our comparison experiments, we evaluated both the fused predictions as well as the separate user-based and item-based filtering
runs using the extended similarities. We refer to the latter two runs as U-TSO -SUTTER-SIM
and I-TSO -SUTTER-SIM. The optimal combination weights were determined using our 10-fold
cross-validation setup. Tso-Sutter et al. (2008) tested their approach on a self-crawled data
set from Last.FM against a baseline k-NN algorithm based on usage similarity. They reported
that in their experiments they found no improvements in performance using these extended
similarities in their separate user-based and item-based runs. They did report significant
improvements of their fused approach over their baseline runs, showing that their fusion
method is able to capture the 3D relationship between users, items, and tags effectively. We
refer the reader to Tso-Sutter et al. (2008) for more details about their work.

4.6.2

A Random Walk on the Social Graph

The second GBCF approach against which we wish to compare our work is the random
walk method of Clements et al. (2008a). They propose using a personalized Markov random walk on the tripartite graph present in social bookmarking websites. While others
have used random walks for recommendation in the past (Aggarwal et al., 1999; Yildirim
and Krishnamoorthy, 2008; Baluja et al., 2008), applying them to the tripartite social graph
is new. Furthermore, the model allows for the execution of many different recommendation tasks, such as recommending related users, interesting tags, or similar items using the
same elegant model. Clements et al. (2008a) represent the tripartite graph of user, items,
and tags, created by all transactions and tagging actions, as a transition matrix A. A random walk is a stochastic process where the initial condition is known and the next state is
given by a certain probability distribution. A contains the state transition probabilities from
each state to the other. A random walk over this social graph is then used to generate a
relevance ranking of the items in the system. The initial state of the walk is represented in
→
the initial state vector −
v 0 . Multiplying the state vector with the transition matrix gives us
the transition probabilities after one step; multi-step probabilities are calculated by repeat→
→
ing −
v n+1 = −
v n · A for the desired walk length n. The number of steps taken determines
11

I.e. the similarities from the U-BIN-SIM and

UT- BIN - SIM

runs.
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the influence of the initial state vector versus the background distribution: a longer walk
→
increases the influence of A. A walk of infinite length (−
v ∞ ) results in the steady state distribution of the social graph, which reflects the background probability of all nodes in the
graph. This is similar to the PageRank model (Page et al., 1998) for Web search and similar,
but not identical, to the FolkRank algorithm (Hotho et al., 2006a). The transition matrix
A is created by combining the usage and tagging information present in the R, UT, and IT
matrices into a single matrix. In addition, Clements et al. (2008a) include the possibility of
self-transitions, which allows the walk to stay in place with probability α ∈ [0, 1] . Figure
4.5 illustrates how the transition matrix A is constructed.

USERS

ITEMS

TAGS

USERS

α∙S

(1 ‐ α) ∙
½∙R

(1 ‐ α) ∙
½ ∙ UT

ITEMS

(1 ‐ α) ∙
½ ∙ RT

α∙S

(1 ‐ α) ∙
½ ∙ IT

TAGS

(1 ‐ α) ∙
½ ∙ UT T

(1 ‐ α) ∙
½ ∙ IT T

α∙S

uk

tm

1‐θ

θ

= A

= v0

= vn
item state probabili6es
Figure 4.5: The transition matrix A is constructed by combining the R, UT, and IT matrices
and their transposed versions. Self-transitions are incorporated by super-imposing a diagonal matrix of ones S on the transition matrix, multiplied by the self-transition parameter
α. In the initial state vector the θ parameter controls the amount of personalization for
→
the active user. The highlighted part of the final probability vector −
v n after n steps are the
item state probabilities; these are the final probabilities that we rank the items on for the
active users.

A is a row-stochastic matrix, i.e., all rows of A are normalized to 1. Clements et al. (2008a)
introduce a third model parameter θ that controls the amount of personalization of the
random walk. In their experiments with personalized search, two starting points are assigned in the initial state vector: one selecting the user uk and one selecting the tag t m
they wish to retrieve items for. The θ parameter determines the influence of the personal
profile versus this query tag. In our case, we are only interested in item recommendation
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based on the entire user profile, so we do not include any tags in the initial state vector.
This corresponds to setting θ to 0 in Clements et al. (2008a). In addition, we set α, the
self-transition probability, to 0.8 as recommended by Clements et al.. We optimize the walk
length n using our 10-fold cross-validation setup. After n steps, the item ranking is produced
→
→
by taking item transition probabilities from −
v n for the active user (−
v n (K + 1, . . . K + L))
and rank-ordering them by probability after removal of the items already owned by the active user. An advantage of the random walk model of Clements et al. (2008a) is that it can
support many different recommendation tasks without changing the algorithm. Supporting
tag recommendation instead of item recommendation, for instance, can be done by simply
selecting a user and an item in the initial state vector, and then ranking the tags by their
probabilities from the final result vector. Item recommendation for entire user groups could
also be supported by simply selecting the group users in the initial state vector, and then
ranking by item probabilities.
Clements et al. (2008a) tested their approach on a data set based on LibraryThing12 , which
includes both tagging and rating information. In addition, they artificially constructed a narrow version of this LibraryThing folksonomy to compare the effectiveness of their method
on collaborative and individual tagging systems. They compared different parameter settings of their random walk algorithm and found that, because of the lower density of the
narrow folksonomy, it is difficult to retrieve and recommend items in an individual tagging
system. We refer the reader to Clements et al. (2008a) for more details about their work.

4.6.3

Results

Table 4.6 shows the results of the tag-aware fusion and random walk algorithms on our
four data sets. The best-performing CF runs are also listed in the table. What we see, is
that of the two runs using the extended user-item matrices for similarity comparison, I-TSO SUTTER - SIM performs better than U -TSO - SUTTER - SIM . While U -TSO - SUTTER - SIM performs better
than using simple usage-based similarities from Section 4.3 on three of the data sets, it does
not improve upon our best CF runs. The I-TSO -SUTTER-SIM, however, does: the extended
item similarities outperform the standard tag overlap similarities on every data set. The
performance increases there range from 16% to 37%.
Fusing the user- and item-based predictions produces the best results so far. For all four
data sets, the fused predictions improve performance by 18% to 64%, depending on the
data set. Performance on CiteULike is improved significantly. For most of the data sets,
the optimal λ assigns more weight to the item-based predictions, which also yield the best
results on their own. The differences between the fused run and the I-TSO -SUTTER-SIM run
are not statistically significant.
The random walk model does not fare as well on any of our four data sets: performance is
lower than our best CF run and it is especially bad on the Delicious data set. The random
walk method does outperform the popularity-based baseline on the BibBoo, BibArt, and
CiteULike data sets.
12

http://www.librarything.com/
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Table 4.6: Results of the tag-aware and random walk approaches. Reported are the MAP
scores as well as the optimal number of neighbors N . For the random walk model, N
corresponds to the walk length n. In addition, we report the best-performing CF runs
using usage-based similarity and tag overlap similarity. The best-performing runs for each
data set are printed in bold. The percentage difference between the best approaches from
related work and our best CF runs is indicated in the bottom rows of the two tables.

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
MAP
N
MAP
N

Runs

Best CF run
U -TSO - SUTTER - SIM
I -TSO - SUTTER - SIM
Tag-aware fusion
Random walk model
% Change

4.6.4

0.0370È
3
(IT-JACCARD -SIM)
0.0303È
13
0.0468È
7
0.0474È
λ = 0.5
0.0182È
5
+28.1%

0.0101È
23
(IT-BIN-SIM)
0.0057È
54
0.0125È
13
0.0166È
λ = 0.3
0.0003È
3
+64.4%

articles
BibSonomy
MAP
N

CiteULike
MAP
N

0.1100È
7
(IT-TFIDF-SIM)
0.0829È
13
0.1280È
11
0.1297È
λ = 0.2
0.0608È
8
+17.9%

0.0887È
30
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)
0.0739Ï
14
0.1212Î
10
0.1268Î
λ = 0.2
0.0536È
14
+43.0%

Discussion

According to our results on the four data sets, extending the user-item matrix by including user tags as items and item tags as users is the superior way of calculating user and
item similarities. Both for user-based and item-based filtering, combining usage and tag
information before computing the similarities outperforms using just one of those similarity
sources. We believe sparsity reduction to be a main reason for this. As user profile vectors
increase in length, they also gain more non-zero elements. The density of the user profile
vectors increases by 54% for the Delicious data set and by approximately 6% for the other
data sets. This means that, on average, larger parts of the vectors can be matched against
each other in the user similarity calculation, leading to more accurate user similarities. For
item-based filtering, we see the same thing happening, leading to improved performance
over the separate CF or TOBCF runs. As for the item-based runs with tag overlap, richer
item descriptions lead to better matched items and therefore higher quality recommendations. These results are different from those reported by Tso-Sutter et al. (2008), who did
not find CF with their extended similarities to outperform the standard CF algorithm. This
effect might have been specific to their data set.
Fusing the user-based and item-based predictions leads to the best results, superior to any
of our own CF-based runs. This is to be expected, as it combines the best of both worlds.
We can confirm with our experiments that tag-aware fusion of CF algorithms is able to
capture the three-dimensional correlations between users, items and tags. Although the tagaware fusion method does not significantly improve over its component runs, it does provide
consistent improvements. An interesting question is why our own proposed SimFuseCF
algorithm did not show such consistent improvements. We believe this to be because the
distributions of the two set of similarities were too different even after normalization. If
the optimal number of neighbors is very different for the two algorithms using the two
sets of similarities, fusing the similarities themselves does not result in the best of both
worlds, but rather a sub-optimal compromise between the optimal neighborhood sizes. In
Chapters 5 and 6 we will take another look at other possibilities for combining different
recommendation techniques.
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The random walk method is not competitive on our data sets with our best CF runs or with
the tag-aware fusion method. We can think of several reasons for this. First, we performed
more strict filtering our of data sets than Clements et al. (2008a) did, and the higher density
of their LibraryThing data set could have led to better results. For instance, we removed
only untagged posts from our crawls, whereas Clements et al. required all tags to occur at
least five times. Increasing the density of our data sets through stricter filtering is likely
to improve the results of all the approaches discussed so far. A second possible reason for
the poor performance is the lack of explicit ratings. While Clements et al. have explicit,
five-star ratings in their LibraryThing data set, we only have implicit transaction patterns to
represent item quality. However, in their work they did not find any significant differences
when using the ratings from the UI matrix. Finally, we did not perform extensive parameter
optimization: we only optimized the walk length n, but not the self-transition probability α,
which could have positively influenced performance on our data sets.
The random walk method performs much better on the article data sets than on the bookmark data sets. We believe this to be because the BibArt and CiteULike data sets comprise a
specific domain of scientific articles. We reported earlier that the user profiles of BibArt and
CiteULike users are more homogeneous than the bookmark users, whose profiles reflect a
larger variety of topics. The larger number of tags per user on the bookmark data sets, mean
that the random walk has more nodes it can visit. This means the transition probabilities
are spread out over more nodes, making it more difficult to distinguish between good and
bad items for recommendation. This effect is especially pronounced on the Delicious data
set, as is evident in the significantly lower MAP score there. Narrower domains such as scientific articles, books, or movies lead to a more compact network and make it easier for the
random walk model to find the best related content. The data set used by Clements et al.
(2008a) has a similarly ‘narrow’ domain as our BibArt and CiteULike data sets, making it
easier to find related content and generate recommendations.

4.7

Chapter Conclusions and Answer to RQ 1

Collaborative filtering algorithms typically base their recommendations on transaction patterns such as ratings or purchases. In a social bookmarking scenario, the broad folksonomy
provides us with an extra layer of information in the form of tags. In this chapter we focused
on answering our first research question.
RQ 1

How can we use the information represented by the folksonomy to support and improve recommendation performance?

We started our exploration by comparing a popularity-based algorithm with the user-based
and item-based variants of the standard nearest-neighbor CF algorithm. The only information used here consisted of the user-item associations in the folksonomy, and these experiments showed that personalized recommendations are preferable over ranking items by
their overall popularity.
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We then extended both nearest-neighbor CF variants with different tag similarity metrics,
based on either the overlap in tags (TOBCF) or the overlap in how intensely items were
tagged (TIBCF). We found that the performance of item-based filtering can be improved by
using the item similarities based on the overlap in the tags assigned to those items. The
reason for this is reduced sparsity in the item profile vectors; something we did not find in
user-based filtering, which as a result did not benefit from using tag similarity. We found
that bookmark recommendation was affected more strongly than reference recommendation. Using tagging intensity as a source of user or item similarity did not produce good
recommendations, because the amount of tags a user assigns to an item is not correlated
with its perceived value. We also examined merging usage-based and tag-based similarities
together to get the best of both worlds. However, the results of this SimFuseCF algorithm
were inconclusive, probably due to the different distributions of the sets of similarities.
To promote repeatability and verifiability of our experiments, we used publicly available
data sets, and we compared our algorithms with two state-of-the-art GBCF algorithms. The
first algorithm, based on random walks over the social graph, performed worse than our
best tag-based approaches. The second approach was a tag-aware k-NN algorithm which
merged usage and tag data before the similarity calculation instead of after. By combining
two different representations and combining the results of two different algorithms, this
approach outperformed our TOBCF, TIBCF, and SimFuseCF algorithms. From these results
we may conclude that tags can be used successfully to improve performance, but that usage
data and tagging data have to be combined to achieve the best performance.

CHAPTER

5

EXPLOITING METADATA FOR
RECOMMENDATION
Social bookmarking services offer their users the possibility to annotate the content of their
items with metadata. The extent of this annotation is largely dependent on the domain and
the items being annotated. Services such as Delicious typically allow users to add metadata
such as titles and descriptions to their Web bookmarks. Social reference managers reflect the
more complex creation and publication process of scientific papers; CiteULike for instance
allows its users to add all kinds of citation-related metadata such as author information,
publication venue, and abstracts. In this chapter we investigate the role that metadata can
play in recommending interesting bookmarks or references as formulated in our RQ 2.
RQ 2

How can we use the item metadata available in social bookmarking systems to provide accurate recommendations to users?

This general research question gives rise to two more specific subquestions.
RQ 2a

What type of metadata works best for item recommendation?

RQ 2b

How does content-based filtering using metadata compare with folksonomic recommendations?

To answer these three questions, we propose and evaluate two different approaches to using
item metadata. The standard method for using metadata is content-based filtering, which
focuses on representing the content in a system and then learning a profile of the user’s
interests. Subsequently, the content representations are matched against the user profile to
find the items that are most relevant to that user. In our content-based filtering approach
we propose matching the metadata assigned by active users directly with the metadata of
all unseen items in a single step. Another perspective on exploiting the metadata is to see it
as yet another source for calculating user and item similarities in addition to the transaction
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patterns from Chapter 4. We can then plug the newly calculated user and item similarities
into a standard Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithm. The resulting algorithm is a hybrid
of CF and content-based filtering, and we refer to this perspective as hybrid filtering.
Chapter 5 is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we start by describing the metadata available in our data sets. We categorize the different metadata fields according to the function
they perform in describing the items in our data sets. Section 5.2 discusses our different
approaches to exploiting metadata for recommendation in more detail. We compare the
results of these different approaches in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses the related work,
and we conclude this chapter in Section 5.5.

5.1

Contextual Metadata in Social Bookmarking

The type of metadata used to annotate content in social bookmarking systems can vary
greatly with the domain used, its conventions, and between individual social bookmarking
systems. This variability is also reflected in our four data sets. The two data sets dealing
with Web bookmarks contain only four different metadata fields, DESCRIPTION, TAGS, TITLE,
and URL—whereas the two data sets that cover scientific articles reflect the variety inherent
their the more complicated process of creation. The BibArt and CiteULike data sets offer
24 and 27 different metadata fields respectively. Table 5.1 lists the different metadata fields
we were able to obtain for our four data sets (see also Section 3.3). In the experiments
described in this chapter, we have included the tags assigned to an item as an additional
metadata field. Since we expect that the different metadata fields vary in how beneficial they are to recommendation performance, we would like to determine which (sets of)
metadata fields contribute most to improving performance. For structuring our research,
we divide the metadata into two different groups: item-intrinsic metadata and item-extrinsic
metadata.
Item-intrinsic metadata fields relate directly to the content of the item being annotated.
Three of the most representative examples include TITLE, DESCRIPTION, or ABSTRACT, all of
which partly describe the content of the item. Other fields, such as AUTHOR and JOURNAL
can also be seen as intrinsic to the item and its creation. The intuition behind assigning
metadata fields to the item-intrinsic category is that these fields can be used as stand-alone
sources for recommending other content. For instance, given a certain paper from a user’s
profile, papers with similar abstracts, papers written by the same author, or papers published
at the same workshop are likely to be relevant recommendations.
In contrast, item-extrinsic metadata fields—such as PAGES, MONTH, or ENTRYTYPE—cannot
be used to directly generate appropriate recommendations. We define extrinsic metadata as
administrative information that could play a supporting role in generating recommendation,
but never serve as a stand-alone source. For example, that fact that a paper was published in
the same month or allocated to the same pages in some proceedings does not mean that all
other papers published in March or on pages 17 through 24 are relevant to the user as well.
The exact categorization of metadata fields into these two categories is system-dependent
and depends largely on the usage of the different fields. However, we believe that every
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data set is likely to have metadata fields that fall into one of these two categories, and that
classifying them as such is relatively easy, regardless of the domain.
Table 5.1 gives an overview of how we assigned the metadata fields available to us to the
different classes. We will use this categorization to guide the experiments in the rest of
this chapter, and define different subsets of our data based on this dichotomy. We will
run experiments using only the combination of all intrinsic metadata fields, and perform
separate runs for each of the intrinsic fields individually to investigate their contribution.
In addition, we will run experiments with the combined set of all intrinsic and extrinsic
metadata fields. Because of the supporting nature of the extrinsic metadata, we do neither
investigate the stand-alone usage of this subset, nor do we examine the influence of the
extrinsic metadata fields separately.
Table 5.1: Metadata categorization and distribution over the four data sets at the post,
item, and user level. Numbers in the table indicate the percentage of posts, items, or users
that have a value assigned for this field. The top half of the table lists the intrinsic metadata
fields and the bottom half the extrinsic metadata fields.

Metadata field
All intrinsic fields

ABSTRACT
AUTHOR
BOOKTITLE
DESCRIPTION
EDITOR
JOURNAL
NOTE
SERIES
TAGS
TITLE
URL
All extrinsic fields

ADDRESS
CHAPTER
DAY
EDITION
ENTRYTYPE
HOWPUBLISHED
INSTITUTION
MONTH
NUMBER
ORGANIZATION
PAGES
PUBLISHER
SCHOOL
TYPE
VOLUME
YEAR

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
Post
Item
User
Post
Item
User

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
Post
Item
User
Post
Item
User

98.4
28.8
98.4
98.4
97
-

98.4
10.4
95.3
38.9
48.4
17
34.8
2.7
4.7
98.4
98.4
25
98.4
25.5
0.8
0.5
1.5
100
2.4
5.3
15.4
20.7
0.7
54.9
41.6
2.3
1.4
36.6
94.1

100
48.8
100
100
98.2
-

100
90.1
100
100
100
-

98.4
14.2
98.4
98.4
98.4
-

100
19.8
100
99.9
100
-

100
79.9
100
100
100
-

100
13.8
96.8
40.2
80
19.6
37
3.9
5.3
100
100
29.8
100
29.9
1.0
0.6
1.9
100
4.0
5.7
17.2
21.9
1.1
57.5
44.4
2.4
1.6
38.5
95.0

100
80.2
100
92.2
73.1
90.4
96.4
62.9
68.3
100
100
91.6
100
94.6
23.4
24.0
43.7
100
52.1
64.7
90.4
93.4
40.1
98.8
97.6
45.5
40.1
97.0
100

98.4
66.4
97.5
13.5
1.3
65.4
0.3
98.4
98.4
95.9
98.4
38.2
0.1
0.1
100
9.0
0.5
62.6
55.6
0.3
67.4
32.7
0.2
0.0
60.6
93.6

100
67.7
98.9
13.4
1.4
67.8
0.4
100
100
97
100
37.2
0.1
0.1
100
8.2
0.5
60.5
56.4
0.3
68.5
31.1
0.3
0.0
61.9
93.5

100
99.8
100
67.5
33.4
98.9
11.9
100
100
100
100
94.2
4.1
6.2
100
52.5
19.1
99.5
98.6
11.6
98.7
95.6
10.5
0.4
98.9
100

The numbers in the columns in Table 5.1 denote what percentage of the posts, items, and
users have a value assigned to a particular metadata field. For instance, only 10.4% of the
post in the BibArt data set were assigned an ABSTRACT. At the item level this increases to
13.8%, whereas 80.2% of all users have added at least one ABSTRACT to one of their posts.
We report two observations here that give more insight into how users employ metadata
to describe their content. We also conjecture how these observations could influence item
recommendation based on metadata, and revisit these observations later.
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First, going to a higher level of granularity typically decreases the sparsity. While a user
might not assign a value to each metadata field for each of his posts, many users do so for at
least one of their posts. The only two fields that have a value for every single post in all four
data sets are TITLE and TAGS1 It is interesting to note that only a minority of the posts have
been assigned descriptions, but most users have done so for at least one of their items. The
decrease in sparsity at higher levels of granularity level could imply that more fine-grained
representations, such as a representation at the post level, could make the matching process
more difficult because of missing data.
A second observation is that the overall usage rate of the different fields varies strongly
between fields and data sets. Some of item-intrinsic fields are only very sparsely filled at
the post and item level, such as SERIES, EDITOR, and BOOKTITLE, suggesting that recommendation based solely on these fields is likely to lead to a lack of accuracy and coverage. We
see the same variation in sparsity for the extrinsic metadata fields, but this is not likely to
lead to a lack of coverage since the extrinsic fields will only be used in combination with the
intrinsic fields.

5.2

Exploiting Metadata for Item Recommendation

The presence of rich metadata offers many different possibilities for improving the recommendation performance. Metadata could, for instance, be used for re-ranking purposes or
incorporated as priors. Certain metadata fields also offer the possibilities of exploring additional link graphs for recommendation, such as author or citation networks. In this chapter
we focus on two specific methods of using the metadata to aid the recommendation process:
content-based filtering and hybrid filtering. We discuss them below in Subsections 5.2.1 and
5.2.2 respectively. Both methods comprise a shared similarity matching step; we describe
this similarity matching in more detail in Subsection 5.2.3. We conclude this section in
Subsection 5.2.4 by describing which combinations of metadata fields we experiment with.

5.2.1

Content-based Filtering

The focus of content-based filtering for social bookmarking is on properly representing the
content in our social bookmarking data sets. Based on these representations our aim is
to construct an interest profile of an active user, and then use this profile to rank-order
the unseen items by similarity to the profile, thereby approximating possible interest in
those items. We propose two different algorithms for content-based filtering: profile-centric
matching and post-centric matching. The difference between the two algorithms is the level
of aggregation. We discuss both algorithms below and illustrate them by means of the same
toy example for the sake of clarity.
Profile-centric Matching The profile-centric matching algorithm consists of two steps when
generating recommendations for an active user: (1) generating collated user and item profiles, and (2) matching the active user’s profiles against the item profiles of the unseen items.
1

The latter is because we filtered out all untagged content, cf. Subsection 3.4.1.
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In the first step, we start by collating all of the user’s assigned metadata into a single user
profile. The intuition here is that by aggregating all of the metadata assigned by the user
we can completely capture his interests. Similarly, we construct item profiles that capture
all of the metadata assigned to those items by all users in the training set.
The second step consists of matching the active user’s profile against the item profiles on
similarity to produce a ranking of all items. Items that have been assigned metadata that
is similar to the metadata used by an active user to describe his items are likely to be
good matches and thus good recommendations for that active user. After removing the
items already in the active user’s profile, we are left with the final rank-ordered list of
recommendations. Figure 5.1 illustrates the profile-centric matching algorithm.
Proﬁle‐centric matching
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of our profile-centric matching algorithm for item recommendation. In the profile-centric approach, we directly match the active user’s profile against the
item profiles with the purpose of ranking the items in order of metadata similarity.

The bottom half of Figure 5.1 visualizes our toy data set with four users and five items.
The user-item pairs in this toy data set have been divided into a training set and a test
set. We have only one active user, D, for whom we are trying to predict items 3 and 4 as
interesting. Using the profile-centric matching algorithm, we first build up a user profile for
D that contains all of the metadata that D has added so far (items 1 and 2). Then the item
profiles are built up for the items unseen by D, i.e., items 3, 4, and 5. The profile of D is
then matched against item profiles 3, 4, and 5 to determine which of the items show the
greatest textual match in metadata. We explain this similarity matching in more detail in
Subsection 5.2.3.
A potential problem of the profile-centric matching algorithm is that by aggregating individual posts into high-level profiles we risk sacrificing precision for recall. Active users with
a large number of items are likely to contain metadata for many different topics. With
more and more different topics (and thus terminology) are covered by a profile, we can
also expect a greater number of user (or item) profiles to partially match it. This is likely
to increase recall, but could also reduce precision by producing false positives. At a certain
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profile size nearly every other profile will match at least some small part of the active user’s
profile, making it harder to find the best neighbors for that user.
Post-centric Matching Our second content-based filtering algorithm, post-centric matching, operates at the level of individual posts instead of a higher level of aggregation. This
could potentially reduce the influence of topical noise on the matching process when large
quantities of metadata are aggregated2 . The post-centric matching algorithm consists of
three steps when generating recommendations for an active user. In the first step, we generate representations of all posts in the data set. We populate these representations with
the metadata assigned to a specific post.
The second step then consists of matching each of the active user’s posts separately against
all the other posts of unseen items in the training set. This similarity matching is described
in in more detail in Subsection 5.2.3. The second step leads to a list of matching posts in
order of similarity for each of the active user’s posts. Since the same item could have been
added by multiple users, it is possible that the same item occurs multiple times in the ranked
list of posts.
This leads us to the third step of post-centric matching: aggregating the ranked lists of posts
into a single list of recommended items for the active user. To this end, we start by normalize the original similarity scores simoriginal , as retrieval scores are not directly comparable
between runs (Lee, 1997). We normalize simoriginal into [0, 1] using the maximum and
minimum similarity scores simmax and simmin using the following formula from Lee (1997):

simnorm =

simoriginal − simmin
simmax − simmin

.

(5.1)

There are different methods for combining the different results lists into a single list of
recommended items. Two examples include calculating the average score for each item
or summing the different scores each item receives from each post it was retrieved from.
Preliminary experiments with combination methods showed that a third method, calculating a rank-corrected sum of similarity scores for each item, gave the best performance. This
means that if an item occurs many times it increases the odds of being recommended. At the
same time, items that are recommended hundreds of times but with very low scores do not
dominate the rankings unfairly. The final list of recommendations ranks all unseen items
by their rank-corrected score score(i) for an item i, calculated according to the following
formula:

score(i) =

X

simnorm (i)
log(rank(i)) + 1

.

(5.2)

After removing the items already in the active user’s profile, we are left with the final rankordered list of recommendations. Figure 5.2 illustrates the first two steps of the post-centric
2

In contrast, having considerably less metadata when matching the representations could also result in more
false negatives. Our evaluation will have to determine the effect of the different aggregation levels.
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matching algorithm using the same toy data set as in Figure 5.2. First, the post representations are generated by the algorithm. Then, in the second step, each of user D’s training
posts is matched against all other, unseen posts. First, D’s post of item 1 is matched against
all other posts: user A’s item 2 post, user A’s item 3 post, user B’s item 2 post, and so on.
This results in a ranked lists of posts which serves as input to the third step of post-centric
matching. The same post matching process then takes place for user D’s post of item 2,
again resulting in a ranked list of posts.
(b) post‐centric matching
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Figure 5.2: Visualization of our post-centric matching algorithm for item recommendation. In the post-centric approach, we match metadata at the post level with the purpose
of locating the posts most similar to those of the active user in terms of metadata. The
individual recommendations are then aggregated into a unified list.

5.2.2

Hybrid Filtering

In addition to focusing solely on using the metadata for recommendation, we also consider a hybrid approach that joins content-based filtering and CF. By combining these two
techniques, we hope retain the best elements from both techniques. Combining the separate approaches can help diminish their individual shortcomings, and thus produce a more
robust system. In our hybrid filtering approach we view metadata in social bookmarking systems as another source of information for locating the nearest neighbors in CF algorithms.
Analogous to the CF algorithm described in Section 4.3, hybrid filtering also comes in two
variants: (1) user-based hybrid filtering and (2) item-based hybrid filtering.
Instead of only looking at the overlap in items that two users (or two items) have in common when calculating user (or item) similarities, we can use the overlap in the metadata
applied to items to determine the most similar neighbors. For the user-based hybrid filtering, for instance, users that describe their profile items using the same terminology are
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likely to share the same interests, making them a good source of recommendations. This
is similar to the way we used the tag clouds of users to calculate similarity between users
in the user-based TOBCF algorithm in Chapter 4. In fact, TOBCF could also be considered
to be a hybrid filtering approach, combining tag overlap with CF. In this subsection, we
extend this approach to all metadata assigned to bookmarks or references. The user and
item similarities we derive in this way are then plugged into the standard memory-based
CF algorithms as described in Section 4.3. The resulting algorithm is a hybrid of CF and
content-based filtering.
User-based hybrid filtering User-based hybrid filtering is the first variant of hybrid filtering. Analogous to the CF algorithm described in Section 4.3, it consists of two steps: (1)
calculating the most similar neighbors of the active user, and (2) using those neighbors to
predict item ratings for the active user. The second step is performed in the same manner
as described earlier in Subsection 4.3.1.
As in the previous section, we approach the first step from an information retrieval perspective and calculate the textual similarities between users or items. For each user we
generate user profile representations, and then retrieve the most relevant user profiles for
all of the active users. These representations are constructed as follows. All of the metadata text of a user’s posts is collated into a single user profile representation for that user.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the first step in user-based hybrid filtering using the same toy data set
from Subsection 5.2.1. In the first step, the user profiles are generated for all of the users.
For user C, for instance, this means concatenating all the metadata assigned by C to items
1, 3, 4, and 5. After constructing the user profiles, the user similarities are then calculated
as described in Subsection 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.3: Visualization of our user-based hybrid filtering algorithm for item recommendation. In the user-based approach, the metadata assigned by a user to his items is concatenated to form a user profile. User similarities are then calculated by matching active
user profiles with the other training user profiles.
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Item-based hybrid filtering The second variant of hybrid filtering is item-based hybrid
filtering, which again consists of two steps: (1) calculating the most similar neighbors of the
active user’s items, and (2) using those neighboring items to predict which unseen items the
active user would. The second step is performed in the same manner as described earlier in
Subsection 4.3.1. For each item we generate item profile representations, and then retrieve
the most relevant item profiles for all of the active user’s items. The item representations
are constructed as follows. We create item profiles for each item by concatenating all of
the metadata assigned to that item by all the users who have the item in their profile. This
means that items are represented by their aggregated community metadata and not just
by a single user’s data. After constructing the item profiles, the item similarities are then
calculated as described in Subsection 5.2.3.
Figure 5.4 illustrates the first step in item-based hybrid filtering using the same toy data set
as before. In the first step, the item profiles are generated for all of the active user’s items.
For item 1 of user D, for instance, this means concatenating all the metadata assigned by
users A, C, and D to item 1. After constructing the item profiles, the item similarities are
then calculated as described in Subsection 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of our item-based hybrid filtering algorithm for item recommendation. In the item-based approach we combined the item metadata to form item profiles.
The item similarities are then calculated by matching active item profiles with the other
training item profiles.

5.2.3

Similarity Matching

Both the content-based and hybrid filtering algorithms contain a similarity matching step
where user, item, or post representations are matched against each other on similarity in
the metadata assigned. There are many different methods of calculating the similarity between representations. These methods are typically based on techniques from IR, machine
learning, or both (see also Section 5.4). We chose to approach content-based and hybrid
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filtering from an IR perspective because of the rich textual nature of many of the metadata
fields.
To calculate the similarities between the different user, item, and post profiles, we used
the open-source retrieval toolkit Lemur3 . The Lemur toolkit implements different retrieval
algorithms based on language modeling as well as probabilistic and Vector Space-based
retrieval algorithms. We used version 2.7 of this toolkit to perform our experiments. The
toolkit also offers support for options such as stemming and stop word filtering. We refer
the reader to Strohman et al. (2005) for more information about the Lemur toolkit.
In order to decide which retrieval algorithm to use for our similarity matching, we compared
four different algorithms (Strohman et al., 2005): (1) language modeling with JelinekMercer smoothing, (2) language modeling with Dirichlet smoothing, (3) the OKAPI model,
and (4) the Vector Space model with tf·idf term weighting. Preliminary experiments showed
that language modeling with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing was the best-performing retrieval
method. Jelinek-Mercer smoothing interpolates the language model of a user or item profile
with the language model of a background corpus—in our case the training collection of all
user or item profiles. In our experiments, the weighting parameter λ was set to 0.9. The
language models we used were maximum likelihood estimates of the unigram occurrence
probabilities. Our preliminary findings with regard to Jelinek-Mercer smoothing were in
line with the findings of Zhai and Lafferty (2004), who found it to work better for verbose
queries than other smoothing methods such as Dirichlet smoothing, and with our previous
work on news article recommendation in Bogers and Van den Bosch (2007). We also examined stemming and stop word filtering using the SMART stop word list in our preliminary
experiments. Based on the results we filtered stop words and did not perform stemming.

5.2.4

Selecting Metadata Fields for Recommendation Runs

In Section 5.1, we described the range of metadata fields we have available in our four
data sets, and how we divided these into intrinsic and extrinsic metadata fields. We wish
to address RQ 2a by examining which (combinations of) metadata fields provide the best
performance for the four algorithms we described in the previous section. Experimenting
with every single possible combination of metadata fields would lead to a combinatorial
explosion of possible sets of metadata fields. In this section we describe which sets of
metadata fields we decide to examine.
The item-intrinsic metadata fields relate directly to the content of the item being annotated.
We will therefore examine the contribution of all intrinsic metadata fields separately, as well
as running experiments using the set of all intrinsic metadata fields combined. In contrast,
the item-extrinsic fields can only play a supporting role in generating recommendations.
We will therefore only examine the extrinsic metadata fields in conjunction with all of the
intrinsic metadata fields combined.
This results in the following experiments. For the two bookmarks data sets, BibBoo and Delicious, we have only four different intrinsic metadata fields and no extrinsic metadata. This
3

Available at http://www.lemurproject.org
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results in five different runs for both data sets: one run for each of the intrinsic metadata
fields separately, and one run for all intrinsic metadata fields combined.
The data sets covering scientific articles, BibArt and CiteULike, contain more metadata
fields. The BibArt data set offers 11 item-intrinsic metadata fields and 16 item-extrinsic
metadata fields; CiteULike offers 9 item-intrinsic and 15 item-extrinsic metadata fields. This
results in 13 different experimental runs on the BibArt data set: 11 separate runs for each
of the intrinsic metadata fields, an additional run for all intrinsic metadata fields combined,
and final run with all intrinsic and extrinsic metadata fields combined. For the CiteULike we
have 11 experimental runs in total, because of two missing intrinsic metadata fields. This
results in a total number of 34 experimental runs for each of the four algorithms, allowing
us to determine what metadata works better for which algorithm.

5.3

Results

In this section we present the results of the four algorithms we described in Subsection 5.2.1
and 5.2.2 on the 34 experimental runs described in Subsection 5.2.4. For each algorithm
we use the same tabular form to present our results: in the top part of the table we list
the results of a particular algorithm using only the individual intrinsic metadata fields. The
bottom part shows the results for the two runs with the combined metadata fields. We
group together the results of the two content-based filtering algorithms in Subsection 5.3.1
and the two hybrid filtering algorithms in Subsection 5.3.2 for comparison purposes. In
Subsection 5.3.3 we compare the results of recommendation using metadata to the best
TBCF and GBCF algorithms from Chapter 4.

5.3.1

Content-based Filtering

Table 5.2 contains the results of the two content-based filtering approaches. When we compare the two algorithms, we see that, overall, the best-performing approach is the profilecentric approach where we match complete user profiles against complete item profiles. It
outperforms the post-centric approach on three of our four data sets; significantly so on the
CiteULike data set with an improvement of 117% (p < 10−6 ). Only on the Delicious data
set does post-centric matching perform significantly better (p < 0.05). If we look at all the
individual runs, we see that on 22 of 34 runs the profile-centric approach achieves the best
results. This advantage is even stronger on the article data sets, where 75% of the time the
profile-centric approach performs best.
Metadata Comparison How do the individual fields contribute towards performance of
the profile- and post-centric approaches? The best-performing single fields are AUTHOR,
DESCRIPTION, TAGS, and TITLE, which provide the best individual results on all four data
sets for both content-based filtering approaches. This is not surprising, as these fields are
the least sparse of all the intrinsic fields, and they are aimed directly at describing the content of the items, more so than the conference or journal titles or the editors. In ten out of
thirteen instances, these fields perform best in a profile-centric approach. On the CiteULike
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Table 5.2: Results of the profile-centric (top) and post-centric (bottom) content-based
filtering approaches. Reported are the MAP scores. The best-performing runs for each data
set and approach are printed in bold.
Profile-centric approach
Runs

ABSTRACT
AUTHOR
BOOKTITLE
DESCRIPTION
EDITOR
JOURNAL
NOTE
SERIES
TAGS
TITLE
URL
All intrinsic fields
All intrinsic + extrinsic fields

bookmarks
BibSonomy Delicious
0.0084
0.0350
0.0138
0.0119
0.0402
-

0.0004
0.0013
0.0014
0.0012
0.0011
-

articles
BibSonomy CiteULike
0.0132
0.0625
0.0135
0.0977
0.0063
0.0095
0.0167
0.0108
0.0980
0.0502
0.0059
0.1279
0.1188

0.0497
0.0422
0.0182
0.0000
0.0121
0.0005
0.0593
0.0660
0.0165
0.0978
0.0987

Post-centric approach
Runs

ABSTRACT
AUTHOR
BOOKTITLE
DESCRIPTION
EDITOR
JOURNAL
NOTE
SERIES
TAGS
TITLE
URL
All intrinsic fields
All intrinsic + extrinsic fields

bookmarks
BibSonomy Delicious
0.0110
0.0159
0.0107
0.0146
0.0259
-

0.0003
0.0036
0.0018
0.0013
0.0023
-

articles
BibSonomy CiteULike
0.0176
0.0347
0.0124
0.0809
0.0128
0.0045
0.0140
0.0142
0.0715
0.0215
0.0071
0.1190
0.1149

0.0254
0.0191
0.0079
0.0000
0.0063
0.0011
0.0377
0.0285
0.0048
0.0455
0.0441

data set, these differences are all significant. Interestingly, on Delicious the best run is the
post-centric run using only the TAGS field which performs better than all the other runs,
and significantly so on all runs except the post-centric run with all intrinsic fields combined.
Here, it appears that the extra information actually confuses the recommendation algorithm
compared to using the individual fields.
In general though, the runs with all intrinsic fields combined outperform the runs using
individual fields. On the article data sets, these differences are significant in the majority
of the cases; on the bookmark data sets the intrinsic combined runs were only significantly
better in a few cases. If we look at the runs where the two groups of fields are combined, we
see that using only the intrinsic results in slightly better results than using both the extrinsic
and the intrinsic metadata fields. In three out of four cases on the BibArt and CiteULike
data sets, the runs with intrinsic fields are slightly better than the runs with all fields, but
these differences are never significant. This suggests that adding the extrinsic fields that
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describe non-content-based aspects of the items might confuse the k-NN algorithm slightly
when making predictions.

5.3.2

Hybrid Filtering

Table 5.3 contains the results of the two hybrid filtering approaches: user-based and itembased hybrid filtering.
Table 5.3: Results of the user-based (top) and item-based (bottom) hybrid filtering approaches. Reported are the MAP scores as well as the optimal number of neighbors N . The
best-performing runs for each data set and approach are printed in bold.
User-based approach

Runs

ABSTRACT
AUTHOR
BOOKTITLE
DESCRIPTION
EDITOR
JOURNAL
NOTE
SERIES
TAGS
TITLE
URL
All intrinsic fields
All intrinsic + extrinsic fields

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
MAP
N
MAP
N

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
MAP
N
MAP
N

0.0099
0.0168
0.0183
0.0218
0.0197
-

0.0121
0.0360
0.0274
0.0128
0.0066
0.0319
0.0203
0.0231
0.0158
0.0410
0.0073
0.0155
0.0105

2
2
2
2
2
-

0.0007
0.0016
0.0020
0.0029
0.0039
-

8
13
8
13
13
-

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0.0494
0.0605
0.0434
0.0358
0.0409
0.0079
0.0405
0.0608
0.0536
0.0536
0.0545

2
2
3
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
2

Item-based approach

Runs

ABSTRACT
AUTHOR
BOOKTITLE
DESCRIPTION
EDITOR
JOURNAL
NOTE
SERIES
TAGS
TITLE
URL
All intrinsic fields
All intrinsic + extrinsic fields

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
MAP
N
MAP
N

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
MAP
N
MAP
N

0.0083
0.0399
0.0059
0.0106
0.0267
-

0.0179
0.0705
0.0104
0.0754
0.0081
0.0165
0.0165
0.0094
0.0773
0.0300
0.0107
0.1510
0.1482

2
11
8
2
14
-

0.0003
0.0014
0.0007
0.0006
0.0017
-

8
4
9
3
7
-

17
10
5
13
7
6
2
7
13
23
3
21
28

0.0423
0.0325
0.0103
0.0000
0.0096
0.0022
0.0746
0.0475
0.0078
0.0719
0.0716

54
9
6
8
11
7
21
25
3
49
49

We see that the best-performing runs for each data set are all from the item-based hybrid
filtering approach. On the BibArt and Delicious data sets these differences are statistically
significant and especially large at 268% (p < 0.05) and 112% respectively (p < 0.01). It is
interesting to note that on the majority of the 28 individual runs, the user-based approach
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performs best in 19 cases. However, most of these runs are using fields that were only
sparsely filled. It is to be expected then that user-based filtering, the method that aggregates
the most information, can best deal with these more sparsely populated fields.
Metadata Comparison How do the individual fields contribute towards performance of
the user- and item-based approaches? As with the content-based filtering approaches, the
best-performing single fields are AUTHOR, DESCRIPTION, TAGS, and TITLE, which provide the
best individual results on all four data sets in 75% of the cases. In addition, however, we
see that the URL, JOURNAL, and BOOKTITLE also tend to perform well, especially for the userbased approach. On the bookmark data sets BibBoo and Delicious, the runs using only the
content of the URL actually perform best of all individual runs, which is surprising. Another
interesting observation is that the TITLE field serves as a better source of user and item
similarity on the article data sets than on the bookmark data sets. Apparently, the titles
assigned to bookmarks are not as descriptive as the titles assigned to scientific articles,
leading to this big performance gap.
If we look at the runs where the two different groups of fields are combined, we see again
that there are only small performance differences between these two runs. In three out of
four cases, the runs with intrinsic fields are slightly better, but these differences are never
significant. Finally, we see that in five out of eight cases, the runs where all intrinsic fields
are combined are actually outperformed by runs using only the metadata from a single field.
This suggests that for calculating user and item similarities combining all the intrinsic fields
often confuses the recommendation algorithms.

5.3.3

Comparison to Folksonomic Recommendation

In this subsection, we compare the best recommendation results obtained by using metadata
with the best results obtained in Chapter 4 where we only used the folksonomy to generate
recommendations. Table 5.4 shows the results of the best content-based and hybrid filtering
runs, as well as the best CF and TOBCF runs from Chapter 4. In addition, we compare it
to the tag-aware fusion approach of Tso-Sutter et al. (2008), the best-performing GBCF
algorithm.
We can see in Table 5.4 that on three out of four data sets our recommendation algorithm that uses metadata is better than the best CF run. Only on the Delicious data set do
all metadata-based approaches perform significantly worse than the CF runs that use only
information from the folksonomy. The best-performing runs are all runs that use the combination of intrinsic and/or extrinsic fields to calculate the similarities between users and
items. The best metadata-based approach is strongly dependent on the data set, but the
profile-centric approach performs best on two of our four data sets, BibBoo and CiteULike.
When we compare all metadata-based approaches with each other, we see that most differences are not statistically significant. On the BibArt data set, the item-based hybrid filtering
approach is significantly better than the user-based approach (p < 0.05). On the CiteULike
data set, the profile-centric approach also significantly outperforms the post-centric and
user-based approaches.
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Table 5.4: Results comparison of the metadata-based runs with our best folksonomic recommendation runs. Reported are the MAP scores as well as the optimal number of neighbors N . The best-performing metadata-based runs are printed in bold. In addition, we
compare our best runs so far from both chapters with the tag-aware fusion algorithm we
examined in Subsection 4.6.1. The percentage difference between our best CF approaches
and between the tag-aware fusion method are listed in the appropriate rows.

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious
MAP
N
MAP
N

Runs

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike
MAP
N
MAP
N

0.0370È
3
(IT-JACCARD -SIM)

0.0101È
23
(IT-BIN-SIM)

0.1100È
7
(IT-TFIDF-SIM)

0.0887È
30
(I-BIN-IDF-SIM)

% Change over best CF run

0.0402È
(all intrinsic)
0.0259È
(all intrinsic)
0.0218È
2
(URL)
0.0399È
11
(TAGS)
+8.6%

0.0014È
(TITLE)
0.0036Ï
(TAGS)
0.0039Ï
13
(all intrinsic)
0.0017È
8
(all intrinsic)
-61.4%

0.1279È
(all intrinsic)
0.1190È
(all intrinsic)
0.0410È
2
(TITLE)
0.1510È
21
(all intrinsic)
+37.3%

0.0987È
(all extrinsic)
0.0455È
(all extrinsic)
0.0608È
2
(TITLE)
0.0746È
21
(TAGS)
+11.3%

Tag-aware fusion
% Change over tag-aware fusion run

0.0474È
-15.1%

0.0166È
-50.0%

0.1297È
+16.4%

0.1268È
-22.2%

Best CF run
Profile-centric filtering
Post-centric filtering
User-based hybrid filtering
Item-based hybrid filtering

-

-

-

If we compare the metadata-based runs to the tag-aware fusion algorithm, we find that tagaware fusion is the strongest recommendation algorithm for social bookmarking we have
seen so far. Compared to the metadata runs, only the item-based hybrid filtering approach
on the BibArt data set outperforms the tag-aware fusion approach by 16% and this is not
statistically significant. On the other three data sets, tag-aware fusion is the best approach.
On the two largest data set Delicious and CiteULike these differences are even statistically
significant (p < 0.05).

5.4

Related Work

We start in Subsection 5.4.1 by discussing the related work on content-based filtering. In
Subsection 5.4.2 we then discuss the related work on hybrid filtering approaches in recommendation.

5.4.1

Content-based Filtering

While a significant amount of research has focused on CF for recommending interesting
items, there has also been considerable work on content-based filtering, which can be seen
as an extension of the work done on information filtering (Belkin and Croft, 1992). Typically, content-based filtering approaches focus on building some kind of representation of
the content in a system and then learning a profile of the user’s interests. The content
representations are then matched against the user’s profile to find the items that are most
relevant to that user. The type of representations that are constructed depend on the learning methods employed, which typically include techniques from IR, machine learning, or
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both. Content-based filtering has been applied to many different domains. We discuss approaches that cover six of these domains: news, movies, books, music, cultural heritage,
and personal agents.
News Early work on content-based filtering in the news domain included the NewsWeeder
system by Lang (1995), which used the words contained in newsgroup messages as its features and found that a probabilistic approach based on the Minimum Description Length
principle outperformed tf·idf weighting. In their approach to personalization of an online
newspaper, Maidel et al. (2008) used an ontology of news concepts to recommend interesting news articles to users, because the dynamic nature of news precludes the use of CF.
Articles were rank-ordered based on the distance between ontological concepts covered by
the user and item profiles. Their experiments showed that using a hierarchical ontology
produces better recommendations compared to a flat ontology.
Movies Alspector et al. (1997) compared a CF approach to movie recommendation with
content-based filtering. For their content-based component they built metadata representations of all movies using fields such as directory, genre, and awards, and used linear regression and classification and regression trees to learn user profiles and rank-order the items
for those users. They found that CF performed significantly better than the content-based
methods, but noted that this was likely due to the poor feature set they used.
Books Mooney and Roy (2000) describe LIBRA, a content-based book recommender system. In their approach, they crawled the book metadata from the Amazon website and
represented each book as a bag-of-words vector. They then used a Naive Bayes classifier to
learn user profiles and to rank-order unseen books for the user, with good results.
Music Music retrieval and recommendation is a fourth domain that content-based filtering
has been applied to. It is one of the typical fields where content analysis of the audio signal
is often difficult and costly, so metadata and tags are often used for content-based music
retrieval instead. Whitman and Lawrence (2002), for instance, crawled textual descriptions
of artists on web pages, online groups, and discussion forums to do content-based music
recommendation. They then used this data to calculate artist similarity and recommend
related artists. They calculated tf·idf-based similarity based on extracted noun phrases and
adjectives, and attained good results compared to human-edited lists.
Cultural heritage De Gemmis et al. (2008) tackled the problem of cultural heritage personalization using content-based recommendation. They represented user profiles as feature vectors containing both the metadata and the tags assigned to a user’s selected content,
and used the Naive Bayes algorithm to learn user profiles and predict what unseen items
might be of interest to the users. On their small data set, they found that using metadata
and tags together results in the best performance.
Personal agents A sixth domain in which content-based filtering techniques are often
used is that of personal agents, the so-called Information Management Assistants (IMAs),
that locate and recommend relevant information for the user by inferring a model of the
user’s interests. We already discussed IMAs extensively earlier on in Subsection 2.1.4. We
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noted that the majority of these IMAs approach content-based filtering from an IR perspective. Typically, they condense the Web pages or documents that a user has shown an implicit
or explicit interest in, into a set of keywords that then sent off to various search engines.
The results are subsequently ranked and presented to the users. The keywords are also
commonly used to build up a representation of the user to further personalize the recommendations. This type of approach to content-based filtering inspired our own approaches,
with the difference that we do not condense our item representations into queries, but instead let the retrieval engine take care of this.

5.4.2

Hybrid Filtering

We are not the first to propose a union of CF and content-based filtering. The advantages of
both approaches are largely complementary. CF is the more mature of the two approaches
and works best in a situation with a stable set of items and a dense user base that is divided
into different neighborhoods. In such situations, they are good at exploring new topics and
taking quality into account in the form of ratings. However, CF algorithms are known to
have problems with users with unique tastes and so-called ‘gray sheep’ users with unremarkable tastes that are hard to categorize (Claypool et al., 1999). Content-based filtering
methods are better at dealing with sparse, dynamic domains such as news filtering, and are
better at recommending for users that are hard to peg. They are also known to produce
focused, high precision recommendations, and to suffer less from the cold-start problem.
Several hybrid methods that try to combine the best of both worlds have been proposed
over the years. We briefly describe five of them. Basu et al. (1998) were among the first to
propose a hybrid recommender system that used both collaborative and content features to
represent the users and items. The collaborative features captured what movies a user likes
and the content features include metadata fields such as actors, directors, genre, titles, and
tag lines. They used Ripper, a rule-based machine learning algorithm to learn user profiles
and predict which items are interesting. They found that the combination of collaborative and content-based features did indeed produce the best results. Claypool et al. (1999)
present a weighted hybrid recommender system that calculates a weighted average of the
output of two separate CF and content-based filtering components. The CF component receives a stronger weight as the data sets grows denser, gradually phasing out the influence
of the content-based component. They did not find any significant differences between the
performance of the separate components or the combined version. A third hybrid filtering
method is that by Baudisch (1999), who proposed an innovative approach to incorporating
metadata into CF algorithms by joining the metadata descriptions to the user-item matrix
as additional users. This is similar to the approach taken by Tso-Sutter et al. (2008), who
added tags as extra users and items in their approach. The fifth hybrid filtering approach
is that of Basilico and Hofmann (2004). They performed movie recommendation and combined usage information with metadata collected from IMDB. Their hybrid approach used
Joint Perceptron Ranking with different kernels representing the user correlations and metadata features to predict movie ratings. Basilico and Hofmann found that using metadata
performed significantly worse than using usage information, but reported that this was due
to the relatively low quality of the metadata collected.
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There are at least three approaches that come closer to our own hybrid in the sense that they
calculate user or item similarities based on extra information and plug those into traditional
CF algorithms. First, Burke (2002) designed a hybrid restaurant recommender system that
combines CF with a knowledge-based recommender system. They took the semantic ratings
assigned to restaurants (e.g. ‘expensive’, ‘lively’, ‘haute cuisine’) and used those to calculate
a semantic similarity between users. These user similarities were then plugged into a CF
algorithm to generate recommendations. Second, Paulson and Tzanavari (2003) also come
close to our own approach. They used the distance-based similarities between concepts in a
domain ontology to determine the similarity between users, and plugged those similarities
into a CF algorithm. Third, Ziegler et al. (2004) take a similar approach using a book
taxonomy to extend the similarity calculation between users. All three of these approaches
report significant improvements over traditional CF similarity metrics.
We present two findings with regard to the review of related work on hybrid filtering. First,
while some researchers report significant improvements of their hybrid approaches over the
separate algorithms, other researchers do not find any improvement at all. This makes it
difficult to draw any definite conclusions as to the performance benefits of hybrid recommender systems. This inconclusiveness is caused partly by the second prevalent finding in
the literature: the performance of content-based filtering depends strongly on (1) the quality of the metadata used and (2) the constructed features based on this metadata. Poor
performance is most often attributed to low quality metadata.

5.5

Discussion

In this section, we step back and take stock of our findings with regard to exploiting metadata for social bookmarking recommendation. We start by discussing our findings with
regard to our content-based filtering and hybrid filtering methods. We then describe the
influence the different (combinations of) metadata fields have on recommendation performance. We end this section by discussing the results of our comparison with algorithms
from the related work.
Content-based Filtering We first compared the two content-based filtering algorithms,
profile-centric matching and post-centric matching. We found that a profile-centric approach, where we match the aggregated metadata of a user directly against the aggregated
metadata of items, outperforms a similar approach at the post level. A likely explanation
for the latter finding is that posts, as a lower level of information objects, carry much less
metadata. Indeed, Table 5.1 shows that metadata coverage goes up as we proceed from the
post level to the item and user levels of granularity. Metadata sparseness can be a problem
for the post-centric approach: when most of the metadata fields are not filled for each post
this means that some posts simply cannot be matched to other posts because there is not
enough data. At the profile level, posts that lack certain metadata are combined with other
posts that do have this metadata, ensuring more richly filled user and item representations,
and subsequently better matching between profiles.
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On the Delicious data set the post-centric approach performed better than the profile-centric
approach. A possible reason for this is that the user profiles on Delicious show the greatest
topical variety. Aggregating all posts into a single profile here might result in too broad a
user representation, where there is always a part of the representation that matches some
item. A more fine-grained approach might be able to overcome this. However, we do not
see as strong an effect on BibBoo and do not have a clear explanation for this.
Hybrid Filtering When comparing our two hybrid filtering algorithms, user-based and
item-based hybrid filtering, we found that item-based hybrid filtering performed best. However, it should be noted that user-based filtering was better in many of the individual field
runs. We could expect the same explanation for the difference between profile-centric and
post-centric to hold here: aggregation at a higher level suffers less from metadata sparseness. However, item profiles are a higher-level aggregation than posts, and coverage is
indeed a bit higher for item representations. The DESCRIPTION fields in the BibBoo and
BibArt data sets, for instance, have their coverage nearly doubled when aggregating post
metadata into item representations.
Most importantly, we believe the algorithmic difference between user-based and item-based
CF comes into play here. For user-based matching we calculate the user similarities based
on content, but this content plays only a small role in generating the final recommendations.
For the sake of argument, let us say that we only use the nearest neighbor for predictions
(i.e., N = 1). We can expect certain items of the neighbor to be better recommendations
than others, and indeed those items are what the active user and the neighbor user matched
on so strongly. However, in selecting the items to be recommended no attention is paid to
the actual topical overlap between the active user’s items and the neighbor’s items. Instead,
each of the items of the active user’s nearest neighbor is promoted equally, scored with the
similarity between the users. In the item-based approach, there is a direct focus on the items
of the active users and what other items in the data set they best match up with. If we hold
N at 1 again, then new items are promoted directly according to their topical similarity with
the active user’s items. If the item similarity calculation is not hampered by sparsity as it was
in usage-based CF, then we may expect this approach to generate better recommendations
than the user-based approach. This argument also holds for larger neighborhood sizes.
Metadata Fields We observed that certain metadata fields provide better recommendations than other fields. The TITLE field, for instance, was found to perform worse on bookmark data sets than on article data sets. A likely explanation for this is that article titles are
picked by the authors and are fixed to the articles. Aggregating the TITLE field into item
profiles, for instance, will usually amount to mere duplications of the title. Users posting
bookmarks, however, are free to change the title of the bookmark and are more likely to do
so. These personalized versions of titles are less likely to match the right related items.
An interesting question is how much of an influence the sparseness of a metadata field
has on performance. If we look at the correlation between coverage at the different levels
of granularity and MAP, we find only weak correlations at the user level. Most metadata
fields have high coverage at the user level, so it is mainly the quality of the field that has the
biggest influence on the recommendation. At the item and user levels however, we find weak
to moderate positive correlations ranging from 0.34 to 0.50. The latter finding suggests that
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performance tends to go up as the coverage increases. Upon closer examination, we see that
the fields with high sparsity always correspond to low performance. The fields with high
coverage do not automatically achieve high MAP scores, suggesting that the usefulness for
recommending related items and the quality of the metadata field play a larger role here,
confirming the findings in the related work.
The influence of metadata quality on recommendation is also evident from the fact that
in some cases the runs based on individual fields outperformed runs that combined all
metadata fields. This shows that combining highly predictive fields with lower-quality fields
can hurt performance and introduce too many false positives in the list of recommendations.
We believe that feature selection techniques could be used here to determine the optimal set
of metadata fields (Jain and Zongker, 1997). We found no significant differences between
the runs with all intrinsic fields versus the runs with both intrinsic and extrinsic fields. This
absence of significant differences implies that these supporting fields do not add anything
to the recommendation process.
We cannot declare one of our four metadata-based algorithm as the best one. The optimal
metadata-based algorithm depends on the data set and the metadata fields used. Based on
our experimental results, however, we may conclude (1) that profile-centric matching and
item-based hybrid filtering are most consistently among the best-performing algorithms,
and (2) that using (at least) all of the intrinsic metadata fields combined typically yields the
best performance.
Comparison to Folksonomic Recommendation In Section 5.4 we discussed a substantial
body of related work for both our content-based and hybrid filtering approaches. We explained that our choice for an IR approach was inspired by the work on IMAs in the 1990s.
A main difference is that, where they condensed item representations into the most salient
keywords, we use the entire representation in the matching process. It is complicated, however, to compare findings from the early work on IMAs to those from our own work, because
of the different conceptual designs and usage scenarios, and the temporal difference.
When comparing our metadata-based algorithms to the CF and TOBCF algorithms from
Chapter 4, we found that our best metadata-based runs outperformed the best CF and TOBCF runs. Metadata-based runs performed best on three of our four data sets: BibBoo,
BibArt, and CiteULike. We believe this is because using metadata results in richer representations for matching users and items. All of our best metadata runs use the combined
metadata fields. On their own, each field can be seen as imperfect representations of the
items and users, but combined they alleviate each others weak points and better represent
the content than they do separately. This is in accordance with, for instance, the principle
of polyrepresentation of Ingwersen (1994). However, we do not have an explanation as to
why the CF runs performed better on the Delicious data set.
In addition, we compared the best GBCF algorithm from Section 4.6—the tag-aware fusion
method of Tso-Sutter et al. (2008)—to our metadata-based algorithms in Subsection 5.3.3.
The tag-aware fusion method outperforms our best meta-data algorithms on three of our
data sets. Tag-aware fusion combines different representations—transaction patterns and
tagging patterns—with different algorithms by fusing user-based and item-based filtering
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predictions. In contrast, our metadata-based algorithms only combine different representations.
Because of the clear benefit of fusing different recommendation algorithms and different
representation, we expect that combining different algorithms that use different parts of
the data set to generate recommendations will lead to improvements over the component
algorithms. In this light it would be interesting to combine the best CF runs with the best
metadata-based runs. We will examine this and compare different combination methods in
the next chapter.
An interesting question to ask is why one should consider other recommendation approaches,
given that tag-aware fusion outperforms most of the other algorithms proposed so far. We
can think of two reasons. The first reason is implementation effort. The metadata-based
approaches are based on textual similarity matching as is commonly performed by search
engines. The existing search infrastructure of a social bookmarking website could therefore be leveraged to implement metadata-based recommendation. However, the tag-aware
fusion algorithm would have to be implemented from scratch. As the best metadata-based
approaches are quite competitive compared to tag-aware fusion, we conjecture that it might
be more efficient to implement metadata-based recommendation when mature search infrastructure is available. A second reason to choose another algorithm over tag-aware fusion
could be running time of the algorithm. The similarity calculation phase in CF algorithms
takes up the majority of the computational resources. As tag-aware fusion extends the normal ratings matrix R with two extra matrices UT and IT T , similarity computation also takes
up more time because of the larger size of the combined matrices. This could be another
reason to prefer one of the TOBCF algorithms, where the user and item similarities are
calculated on only one of the matrices.

5.6

Chapter Conclusions and Answer to RQ 2

The metadata that users assign to their items is a rich source of information that could
potentially improve recommendation performance. In this chapter we answered our second
research question and its two subquestions.
RQ 2

How can we use the item metadata available in social bookmarking
systems to provide accurate recommendations to users?

RQ 2a

What type of metadata works best for item recommendation?

RQ 2b

How does content-based filtering using metadata compare with folksonomic recommendations?

To address RQ 2, we proposed two types of recommendation methods that employ metadata: content-based filtering and hybrid filtering. Inspired by the work on IMAs, we took
an IR approach to content-based filtering. We constructed textual representations of the
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metadata assigned by users, assigned to items, and assigned to separate posts. We proposed
two variants of content-based filtering, profile-centric matching and post-centric matching.
The difference between the two variants is the level of granularity at which metadata representations are matched. We found that a profile-centric approach, where all of the metadata
assigned by a user is matched against metadata representations of the items worked better
than a post-centric approach that matched representations at a finer level of granularity. We
believe this is due to sparseness issues of the fine-grained post-centric approach.
Our hybrid filtering method combined a standard nearest-neighbor CF algorithm with contentbased filtering. Analogous to the standard CF algorithm we defined two variants: user-based
hybrid filtering and item-based hybrid filtering. For both algorithms we use the metadata
representations to calculate the user and item similarities respectively. These similarities
are then used to locate the nearest neighbors to generate the recommendations according
to the standard user-based and item-based CF algorithm. Of these two algorithms we found
that item-based filtering with the metadata-derived similarities works best, as it did with
tag overlap similarities.
When comparing all four metadata-based algorithms, we cannot single out a single-best
combination of algorithm and metadata fields. Based on our experimental results, however,
we may conclude (1) that profile-centric matching and item-based hybrid filtering are most
consistently among the best-performing algorithms, and (2) that using (at least) all of the
intrinsic metadata fields combined typically yields the best performance.
In answer to RQ 2a, we divided our 27 different metadata fields that occurred in our four
data sets into two broad categories. The first category was item-intrinsic metadata, which
relate directly to the content of the item being annotated. The second category was itemextrinsic metadata, which cover the administrative information that could never serve as a
stand-alone source for recommendations. To determine the influence of the different types
of metadata, we experimented with using different (combinations of) metadata fields. For
each algorithm, we ran between 5 and 13 different experiments with different metadata
fields, depending on the data set. We found that while sparsity of an individual metadata
field does have an influence on recommendation performance, the quality of the information contained in the field is just as important. Based on our experimental results, we may
conclude that combining all intrinsic metadata fields together tends to give the best performance, whereas extrinsic information, i.e., information not directly related to the content,
does not.
Finally, to answer RQ 2b we compared our metadata-based approaches to the folksonomic
recommendation algorithms proposed in Chapter 4. We found that recommending using
metadata works better on three of our four data sets, making it a viable choice for recommendation despite being underrepresented in the related work so far.

CHAPTER

6

COMBINING RECOMMENDATIONS
In Chapters 4 and 5 we learned that combinations of different algorithms and representations tend to outperform individual approaches. Guided by our third research question, we
examine this phenomenon in more detail in this chapter.
RQ 3

Can we improve performance by combining the recommendations generated by different algorithms?

The problem of effective item recommendation is too complex for any individual solution to
capture in its entirety, and we expect that by combining different aspects of this problem we
can produce better recommendations. Earlier, we saw evidence for the potential success of
combination in the approach by Tso-Sutter et al. (2008) who successfully fused together the
predictions of different algorithms using different representations of the data. We already
proposed two combination approaches ourselves in the previous two chapters: our similarity
fusion algorithm in Subsection 4.4.3 and our hybrid filtering algorithm in Subsection 5.2.2.
On some data sets these produced superior recommendations, but the results were not
conclusive. This naturally leads us to the following subquestion.
RQ 3a

What is the best recipe for combining the different recommendation
algorithms?

In this chapter we will examine the possibilities of data fusion1 in more detail. Instead of
augmenting or combining features for recommendation, we will examine the effectiveness
of combining the output of different recommendation runs (RQ 3), and compare the results
against the other fusion variants we have proposed so far (RQ 3a).
Chapter 6 is organized as follows. We start in Section 6.1 by discussing related work on data
fusion in the fields of recommender systems, IR and machine learning, and highlight some
1

The term ‘data fusion’ can be ambiguous to a certain extent. In this chapter, we take it to mean output
fusion, i.e., fusing the recommendation lists from different runs, analogous to the use of the term in the field of
IR.
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of the reasons why fusion is often successful. Then, in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, we describe our
approach to fusing recommendations and which individual runs we select for this. Section
6.4 then describes our results, addressing RQ 3 and RQ 3a. In addition, we compare them to
the similarity fusion and hybrid filtering techniques proposed in the previous two chapters
(RQ 3a). We end with a discussion of the results in Section 6.5.

6.1

Related Work

We start in Subsection 6.1.1 by discussing related work on fusing different recommendation
algorithms to improve upon the performance of the individual algorithms. Then, in Subsection 6.1.2, we discuss successful approaches to data fusion in two other fields: machine
learning and IR. We conclude in Subsection 6.1.3 by looking at the underlying explanations
for the success of data fusion to aid in the analysis of our own experiments with combining
recommendations.

6.1.1

Fusing Recommendations

In the past decade, the field of recommender systems has already seen several different
approaches to combining different recommendation algorithms. Burke (2002) presented
a taxonomy of seven different methods for creating hybrid recommendation algorithms,
which we reproduce here in Table 6.1. We briefly describe them below.
Table 6.1: A taxonomy of recommender system combination methods, as given by Burke
(2002).

Hybridization method

Description

Mixed

Recommendations from several different recommenders are
presented at the same time.
The system switches between recommendation techniques depending on the current situation.
Features from different recommendation data sources are
thrown together into a single recommendation algorithm.
One recommender refines the recommendations given by another.
The output from one technique is used as an input feature to
another technique.
The model learned by one recommender is used as input to
another.
The scores of several recommendation techniques are combined
together to produce a single recommendation.

Switching
Feature combination
Cascade
Feature augmentation
Meta-level
Weighted

The mixed hybridization method, arguably one of the most straightforward methods, presents
all outputs of the different individual algorithms at the same time. The practical applicability
of this technique is dependent on the scenario in which recommendations have to be produced; if a single results list is called for, then the recommendations will have to be merged.
A switching hybrid algorithm switches between the different component algorithms based
on certain criteria. For instance, the cold-start problem we mentioned in Subsection 2.1.1
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could be a reason to base initial recommendations on the output of a content-based filtering algorithm. As soon as sufficient ratings are collected from the users, the system could
then switch to a CF algorithm. In a feature combination approach, features from different
types of algorithms (i.e., collaborative information, content-based, or knowledge-based)
are combined and used as the input feature set for a single recommendation algorithm. Our
similarity fusion approach from Subsection 4.4.3 is an example of a feature combination approach, as it uses both collaborative and topic-based information in the form of tags. Burke
also describes two hybridization approaches that sequence two different recommendation
algorithms. In the cascaded hybrid approach, one recommendation algorithm is first used to
produce a coarse ranking of the candidate items, and the second algorithm then refines or
re-ranks this candidate set into the final list of recommendations. In contrast, in a feature
augmented hybrid algorithm one technique is employed to produce a rating of an item, after
which that rating is used as an input feature for the next recommendation technique. As
mentioned before, we view our hybrid filtering approach from Subsection 5.2.2 as a feature
augmentation approach. The meta-level hybrid approach takes this a step further by using
the entire model generated by the first algorithm as input for the second algorithm. Finally,
a popular and straightforward way of combining algorithms is by producing a weighted combination of the output lists of the individual algorithms, where the different algorithms are
all assigned separate weights.
While each of these seven combination methods has its merits and drawbacks, there has not
been a systematic comparison of them on the same data sets using the same experimental
setup. The lack of such a comparison makes it difficult to draw conclusions about which
method is most effective in which situation. Most of the related work on recommender systems fusion has focused on combining content-based filtering with collaborative filtering.
We discussed the most important of these approaches in Section 5.4, and these range from
feature combination (Basu et al., 1998) and feature augmentation approaches (Mooney and
Roy, 2000) to weighted combination algorithms. The latter combination method is one we
will examine in more detail in this chapter, and the focus of the remainder of this related
work subsection. For instance, Claypool et al. (1999) presented a weighted hybrid recommender system that calculated a weighted average of the output of two separate CF and
content-based filtering components. The CF component receives a stronger weight as the
data sets grows denser, gradually phasing out the influence of the content-based component. They did not find any significant differences between the performance of the separate
components or the combined version. Pazzani (1999) combined three different recommendation algorithms: a CF algorithm, content-based filtering, and recommendation based on
demographic information. They then used a majority-voting scheme to generate the final
recommendations which increases precision over the individual approaches. Finally, the
tag-aware fusion approach by Tso-Sutter et al. (2008) that we examined earlier, is also an
example of a weighted hybrid recommender system, as it calculates a linearly weighted combination of separate user-based and item-based filtering predictions. This fusion approach
was originally inspired by the work of Wang et al. (2006a), who formulated a generative
probabilistic framework for the memory-based CF approach. Wang et al. generated the final
ratings by not only fusing predictions based on three sources: (1) ratings of the same item
by other users (i.e., user-based filtering); (2) different item ratings made by the same user
(i.e., item-based filtering); and (3) data from other but similar users that rated other but
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similar items. Their original model showed a significant performance increase compared to
standard user-based and item-based filtering, and an improved resistance to ratings sparseness.

6.1.2

Data Fusion in Machine Learning and IR

Data fusion has been shown to improve performance not only in the field of recommender
systems, but also in related fields. We discuss related work in two such fields: machine
learning and IR.
Machine Learning In machine learning we see similar methods for combination and hybridization as those discussed by Burke (2002), but under different names. We discuss three
of the most popular combination methods in machine learning. The first is stacking, where
the output of one classifier serves as input feature for the next classifier (Wolpert, 1992).
This method is known to be capable of recognizing and correcting recurring errors of the
first-stage classifier, and corresponds to Burke’s feature augmentation method. A second
combination method is bagging, which generates multiple versions of a predictor by making
bootstrap replicates of the original data sets (Breiman, 1996). The set of predictors are then
used to obtain an aggregated predictor by doing majority voting when predicting an output
class. Bagging is similar to Burke’s weighted combination method. Third, boosting involves
learning an optimally weighted combination of a set of weak classifiers to produce a strong
classifier (Freund and Schapire, 1996). The process is iterative, as repeatedly misclassified
instances receive a higher weight in the next round of learning the weak classifier. This way
the entire data set can be covered correctly by the resulting strong classifier.
Information Retrieval Throughout this thesis we have taken an IR perspective on recommendation in our evaluation and algorithm design. We turn our attention to discussing
related work on data fusion in IR in this section. An important distinction to make here
is the one between results fusion, where the results of different retrieval algorithms on the
same collection are combined, and collection fusion, where the results of one or more algorithms on different document collections are integrated into a single results list. We are not
interested in the latter approach, and refer the interested reader to, for instance, Voorhees
et al. (1995) for more information.
In IR, there are two prevalent approaches to results fusion: (1) combining retrieval runs
that were generated using different query representations but with the same algorithm, or
(2) combining retrieval runs that were generated using the same query, but with different
algorithms. In our social bookmarking scenario, the first type of data fusion corresponds to
using different representations of the user profile for recommendations—such as transaction patterns, tagging behavior, or assigned metadata—and then combining those different
recommendation runs. The second approach corresponds to combining different recommendation algorithms—such as CF and content-based filtering—and fusing those predicted
items into a single list of recommended items. Most approaches in IR also fall in one of
these two categories, with some approaches spanning both. Our contribution in this chapter is that we will investigate the usefulness of both approaches for social bookmarking
recommendation in answering RQ 3 and RQ 3a.
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The earliest approaches to data fusion in IR stem from the 1990s when Belkin et al. (1993)
investigated the effect of combining the result lists retrieved using different query representations of the same information need. They showed that progressive combination of query
formulations leads to progressively improving retrieval performance, and extended their
own work in Belkin et al. (1995) with an additional set of experiments confirming their
earlier findings. Later work on combining different query and document representations
includes the work by Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005), who view the fusion problem from a
cognitive IR perspective. They formulated the principle of polyrepresentation in which each
query or document representation, searcher, and retrieval model can be seen as a different
representation of the same retrieval process (Ingwersen, 1994, 1996). The validity of this
principle has been confirmed for queries, documents, searchers, and retrieval algorithms in
Skov et al. (2008) and Larsen et al. (2009).
Some of the earliest work on fusing the results of different retrieval algorithms includes
Croft and Thompson (1987), who fused a probabilistic retrieval model with a vector space
model. Bartell et al. (1994) also examined results fusion using different retrieval algorithms. They proposed a linear combination of retrieval runs using different variants of the
same IR algorithm, and showed significant improvements over the individual runs. Vogt
and Cottrell (1998) later revisited this work and used linear regression to determine the
optimal combination of run weights. Fox and Shaw (1994) investigated a set of unweighted
combination methods that have become standard methods for data fusion in IR. They tested
three basic combination methods CombMAX, CombMIN, and CombMED that respectively
take the maximum, minimum, and median similarity values of a document from among the
different runs. In addition, they also proposed three methods CombSUM, CombMNZ, and
CombANZ that have consistently shown to provide good data fusion results. The CombSUM method fuses runs by taking the sum of similarity values for each document separately; the CombMNZ and CombANZ methods do the same but respectively boost and
discount this sum by the number of runs that actually retrieved the document. Fox and
Shaw (1994) showed that the latter three methods were among the best performing fusion methods. This work was later extended by Lee (1997) with a more thorough analysis,
and they found that CombSUM and CombMNZ were again the best-performing methods.
Periodically, these combination methods have been re-examined in different settings, such
as monolingual retrieval (Kamps and De Rijke, 2004), or against different probabilistic fusion methods (Croft, 2000; Aslam and Montague, 2001; Renda and Straccia, 2003). The
CombSUM and CombMNZ methods have been shown to consistently improve upon the
performance of the individual retrieval runs.

6.1.3

Why Does Fusion Work?

In this section, we introduce various reasons that have been proposed in the related work
to explain the success of data fusion. Because of our IR perspective on recommendation,
we focus exclusively on explanations from this field. We will use these explanations later on
in the analysis of our experiments to explain what is happening in recommender systems
fusion.
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Belkin et al. (1993) argue that the success of query result fusion is due to the fact that the
problem of effective representation and retrieval is so complex that individual solutions can
never capture its complexity entirely. By combining different representations and retrieval
models, more aspects of this complex situation are addressed and thus more relevant documents will be retrieved. This is similar to the explanation from the polyrepresentation
point of view (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2005), which states that using different representations and retrieval models will retrieve different sets of information objects from the same
collection of objects with a certain amount of overlap. Merging cognitively different representations and retrieval models corresponds to modeling different aspects of the task as
suggested by Belkin et al. (1993), and the overlapping documents are therefore seen as
more likely to be relevant.
The latter effect of overlapping documents having a higher likelihood of being relevant was
dubbed the Chorus effect by Vogt and Cottrell (1998). The Chorus effect is also related to
what Vogt and Cottrell define as the Skimming effect:

“

The Skimming Effect happens when retrieval approaches that represent their
collection items differently may retrieve different relevant items, so that a
combination method that takes the top-ranked items from each of the retrieval approaches will push non-relevant items down in the ranking.

”

A third, contradictory explanation by Vogt and Cottrell for the success of fusion is the Dark
Horse effect, which states that certain retrieval models might be especially suited to retrieving specific types of relevant items compared to other approaches.
Spoerri (2007) describes the two of these effects, the Chorus and Skimming effects, under
different names: the Authority effect and the Ranking effect. The Authority effect describes
the phenomenon that the potential relevance of a document increases as the number of
systems retrieving it increases, while the Ranking effect describes the observation that documents higher up in ranked lists and found by more systems are more likely to be relevant.
They provide empirical evidence for these effects as the cause for the success of fusion. In
addition, they show that the two effects can be observed regardless of the type of query
representation.
It is clear from all of the above definitions that it is possible for one effect to conflict with
another. For instance, although one algorithm might be particularly well-suited for retrieving specific types of relevant items (i.e., the Dark Horse effect), they might be pushed down
too far in the ranking by other items, relevant or not, that occur in multiple retrieval runs
(i.e., the Chorus effect).

6.2

Fusing Recommendations

When combining the output of different recommendation algorithms, a decision needs to
be made about what to combine: the scores or ratings assigned to the recommended items,
or the ranks of the items in the list of recommendations. These two options are commonly
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referred to as score-based fusion and rank-based fusion in the related work. Earlier studies
reported on the superiority of using retrieval scores over document ranks for data fusion
(Lee, 1997), but later studies have re-examined this and found few significant differences
between the two (Renda and Straccia, 2003). We opt for using score-based fusion in our
experiments, since we could find no conclusive evidence to suggest that rank-based fusion
is better. The decision between score-based and rank-based fusion can also be seen as a
decision of what should be normalized: the item ranks or the item scores. In the field of
IR, different retrieval runs can generate wildly different ranges of similarity values, so a
normalization method is typically applied to each retrieval result to map the score into the
range [0, 1]. We find the same variety in score ranges when fusing different recommendation runs, so we also perform normalization of our recommendation scores. Typically, the
original recommendation scores scoreoriginal are normalized using the maximum and minimum recommendation scores scoremax and scoremin according to the formula proposed by
Lee (1997):

scorenorm =

scoreoriginal − scoremin
scoremax − scoremin

.

(6.1)

Several other normalization methods have also been proposed, such as Z-score normalization and Borda rank normalization (Aslam and Montague, 2001; Renda and Straccia,
2003). However, none of these methods have been proven to result in significantly better
performance, so we use simple score-based normalization according to Equation 6.1.
We introduced six standard fusion methods in our discussion of the related work in Subsection 6.1.2. We select the three methods for our experiments that have shown the best
performance in related work: CombSUM, CombMNZ, and CombANZ. These standard combination methods are defined as follows. Let us consider a set of N different recommendation runs R for a specific user that we want to fuse together. Each run rn in the set R consists
of a ranking of items, and each item i has a normalized recommendation score score(i, rn ) in
that run rn . Let us also define the number of hits of an item in R as h(i, R) = |{r ∈ R : i ∈ r}|,
i.e., the number of runs that i occurs in. We can then represent all three combination
methods CombSUM, CombMNZ, and CombANZ using the following equation:

scorefused (i) = h(i, R)γ ·

N
X

score(i, rn ).

(6.2)

n=1

The γ parameter governs which combination method we use and can take one of three
values. Setting γ to 0 is equal to the CombSUM method, where we take the sum of the
scores of the individual runs for an item i. For CombMNZ, we take the sum of the scores of
the individual runs for an item i, multiplied by the number of hits of an item h(i, R). Here, γ
is set to 1. Finally, setting γ to −1 results in the CombANZ combination method, where we
take the sum of the scores of the individual runs for an item i and divide it by the number
of hits of an item h(i, R). In other words, we calculate the average recommendation score
for each item.
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These three combination methods are all unweighted, i.e., each run has an equal weight
in the fusion process. However, a different common fusion approach in both recommender
systems and IR research is to do a linear combination of the individual runs as proposed
by Bartell et al. (1994) and Vogt and Cottrell (1998). The benefit of weighting different
runs separately is obvious: not every run exhibits the same level of performance, and would
therefore not be assigned the same weight in the optimal combination. When we linearly
combine runs, each run is assigned a preference weight w n in the range [0, 1]. We also
test weighted versions of the CombSUM, CombMNZ, and CombANZ combination methods.
The weighted versions of the methods are defined as:

γ

scorefused (i) = h(i, R) ·

N
X

w n · score(i, rn ).

(6.3)

n=1

In the situations where we combine the results of two or more recommendation runs, the
optimal combination weights could be determined by a simple exhaustive parameter sweep,
as we did for our similarity fusion approach in Subsection 4.4.3. When combining more
than two runs, however, performing an exhaustive search for the optimal weights quickly
becomes intractable, as it is exponential in the number of weights. We therefore used
a random-restart hill climbing algorithm to approximate the optimal weights for all our
fusions runs (Russel and Norvig, 2003). We randomly initialized the weights for each run,
then varied each weight between 0 and 1 with increments of 0.1. We selected the value
for which the MAP score is maximized and then continued with the next weight. The order
in which run weights were optimized was randomized, and we repeated the optimization
process until the settings converged. We repeated this process 100 times, because the simple
hill climbing algorithm is susceptible to local maxima. We used our 10-fold cross-validation
setup to determine these optimal weights. We then selected the weights that result in the
best performance and generated the recommendations on our final test set using these
optimal weights.

6.3

Selecting Runs for Fusion

After deciding how to fuse recommendation runs together in the previous section, we then
need to determine which runs we should fuse together. We let ourselves be guided here
by the intuition brought forward in the work of Belkin et al. (1993) and Ingwersen and
Järvelin (2005), who argue that recommendations generated using cognitively dissimilar
representations and algorithms, i.e., that touch upon different aspects of the item recommendation process yield the best fused results. We consider two aspects of recommendation
in our selection of recommendation runs: representations and algorithms. For instance, we
consider item-based filtering runs that use transaction patterns as a source of item similarity
to be the same algorithmically as item-based filtering runs that use tag overlap similarities,
but different in the way they represent the users and items in the system. Our two hybrid
filtering approaches on the other hand use the same metadata representation of the system
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content, but are different algorithms2 . We do not consider fusing runs that do not differ on
at least one of these dimensions. For instance, combining two user-based filtering runs that
both use transaction patterns for finding the nearest neighbors and only differ in the type of
weighting is not likely to result in improved recommendations after fusion. Table 6.2 shows
which fusion experiments we perform.
Table 6.2: An overview of our ten fusion experiments. The second and third columns
denote if the fusion experiment fuses together runs using different representations or different algorithms respectively.

Run ID

Diff. repr.

Diff. alg.

Fusion A

No

Yes

Fusion B

No

Yes

Fusion C
Fusion D
Fusion E

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Fusion F
Fusion G
Fusion H
Fusion I
Fusion J

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Description
Best user-based and item-based filtering runs based on usage
similarity (from Section 4.3).
Best user-based and item-based filtering runs based on tag overlap similarity (from Subsection 4.4.1).
Best usage-based and tag overlap runs together.
Best content-based filtering runs (from Subsection 5.2.1).
Best user-based and item-based filtering runs based on
metadata-based similarity (from Subsection 5.2.2).
Best content-based and hybrid filtering runs together.
Best folksonomic and metadata-based runs together.
All four best runs from fusion experiments A and B together.
All four best runs from fusion experiments D and E together.
All eight best runs from fusion experiments A, B, D, and E.

In the first seven of our fusion experiments we fuse only pairs of best-performing runs
within a specific set of runs. From Chapter 4, for instance, we combine the best user-based
and item-based runs for the similarity representations: usage-based and tag overlap. We
also combine the best runs of each representation type. We perform three similar fusion
experiments for Chapter 5. Fusion experiment G then combines the best runs from Chapter
4 and 5 together. In addition to these seven pairwise fusion runs, we also experiment
with fusing the best four runs from each chapter together in fusion experiments H and I
respectively. Finally, we fuse all eight best runs from chapters 4 and 5 together. This results
in a total of ten experiments.

6.4

Results

Table 6.3 lists the results of our fusion experiments. What we see is that, overall, fusing
recommendation results is successful: in 36 out of 40 fusion runs we find a performance
increase over the best individual runs. The best fusion runs on our four data sets show
improvements ranging from 14% to 73% in MAP scores. When we take a look at the three
different fusion methods, we see that CombSUM and CombMNZ both consistently provide
good performance, and that they outperform each other in half of the cases. The difference
between the two is never significant. In contrast, the CombANZ method performs poorly
across the board: only on the Delicious data set does it achieve reasonable performance in
2

Even though they are both memory-based algorithms, we consider user-based and item-based filtering to
be different algorithms.
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Table 6.3: Results of our fusion experiments. Reported are the MAP scores and the bestperforming fusion methods for each set of fusion experiments are printed in bold. Boxed
runs are the best overall. Significant differences are calculated over the best individual
runs of each fusion run. The percentage difference between the best fusion experiment
and the best individual run from the previous chapters is indicated in the bottom row.
Run

Fusion A

Fusion B

Fusion C

Fusion D

Fusion E

Fusion F

Fusion G

Fusion H

Fusion I

Fusion J

Method

CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
CombSUM
CombMNZ
CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ

% Change over best individual run

bookmarks
BibSonomy
Delicious

articles
BibSonomy
CiteULike

0.0282È
0.0249È
0.0175È
0.0362È
0.0336È
0.0303È
0.0360È
0.0350È
0.0245È
0.0374È
0.0434È
0.0314È
0.0424È
0.0389È
0.0229È
0.0482È
0.0477È
0.0305È
0.0322È
0.0320È
0.0257È
0.0388È
0.0387È
0.0311È
0.0410È
0.0371È
0.0247È
0.0514È
0.0473È
0.0323È
0.0418È
0.0415È
0.0142È
0.0492È
0.0494È
0.0379È
0.0470È
0.0472È
0.0235È

0.0050È
0.0065È
0.0043È
0.0056È
0.0065È
0.0043È
0.0024È
0.0032È
0.0023È
0.0102È
0.0093È
0.0105È
0.0102È
0.0061È
0.0057È
0.0109È
0.0115 È
0.0089È
0.0020È
0.0021È
0.0013È
0.0035È
0.0037È
0.0038È
0.0051È
0.0037È
0.0036È
0.0051È
0.0043È
0.0042È
0.0049È
0.0050È
0.0023È
0.0051È
0.0056È
0.0038È
0.0051È
0.0046È
0.0051È

0.0910È
0.0924È
0.0687È
0.0995È
0.1017È
0.0924È
0.1062È
0.1104È
0.0904È
0.1171È
0.1196È
0.1028È
0.1543È
0.1453È
0.0787È
0.1593È
0.1529È
0.1262È
0.1273È
0.1273È
0.0142È
0.1303È
0.1302È
0.1127È
0.1314È
0.1349È
0.0636È
0.1579È
0.1596È
0.1028È
0.1590È
0.1593È
0.0313Ï
0.1600È
0.1599È
0.1475È
0.1468È
0.1404È
0.1368È

0.0871È
0.0871È
0.0691È
0.0949Í
0.0947Í
0.0934Í
0.0788È
0.0801È
0.0560Ï
0.0945Í
0.0952Í
0.0798È
0.1235Î
0.1239Î
0.0896È
0.1275Î
0.1278Î
0.0973È
0.0883Ï
0.0884Ï
0.0112È
0.1005È
0.1008È
0.0371È
0.0889È
0.0926Í
0.0464Ï
0.0908Î
0.0945Î
0.0636È
0.1117Î
0.1099Í
0.0284È
0.1127Î
0.1136Í
0.0699È
0.1511Î
0.1448Î
0.0084È

0.0524È
0.0539È
0.0421È

0.0102È
0.0109È
0.0098È

0.1539È
0.1506È
0.1430È

0.1556Î
0.1478Î
0.0866È

0.0441È
0.0463È
0.0134È
0.0619È
0.0616È
0.0247È
0.0507È
0.0502È
0.0171È
0.0565È
0.0559È
0.0307È
0.0507È
0.0502È
0.0085È

0.0049È
0.0047È
0.0041È
0.0077È
0.0092È
0.0069È
0.0042È
0.0035È
0.0027È
0.0065È
0.0052È
0.0033È
0.0056È
0.0062È
0.0027È

0.1137È
0.1129È
0.0627È
0.1671È
0.1409È
0.1063È
0.1468È
0.1479È
0.0049È
0.1749È
0.1716È
0.1206È
0.1617È
0.1613È
0.0163Ï

0.1064È
0.1117Î
0.0540Ï
0.1276Î
0.1286Î
0.0901È
0.1057È
0.1077È
0.0084È
0.1188Î
0.1157Í
0.0454È
0.1211È
0.1260Í
0.0163Ï

0.0681È
0.0695 È
0.0309È

0.0090È
0.0086È
0.0039È

0.1983Í
0.1904Í
0.0954È

0.1531Î
0.1381Î
0.0589È

+72.9%

+13.9%

+31.3%

+57.6%
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some cases. The CombANZ method performs especially poorly on the CiteULike data set: in
many cases it performs significantly worse than the individual runs. When we compare the
unweighted combination methods against the weighted combination method, we find that
the latter consistently outperform the unweighted fusion approaches. In some cases, these
differences are statistically significant, as is the case in fusion run J for BibArt and CiteULike.
Here, the weighted CombSUM runs achieve the data set-best MAP scores of 0.1983 and
0.1556 respectively, which are significantly higher than the unweighted CombSUM runs at
0.1617 (p = 0.04) and 0.1211 (p = 1.9 · 10−6 ). This confirms the findings of others such as
Vogt and Cottrell (1998) and Kamps and De Rijke (2004) who found similar advantages of
weighted combination methods. Typically, the best performing component runs are assigned
the higher weights than the other runs. The optimal weights for the 120 different weighted
combination runs are included in Appendix C.
We considered two different recommendation aspects when deciding which runs to combine: representations and algorithms. Pairwise fusion runs A, B, D, and E all combine
different algorithms that use the same representations, whereas runs C, F, and G combine
pairs of runs that vary both in representation and algorithm. The results show that the latter
type of fusion, where different recommendation aspects are combined consistently performs
better than when only one of the aspects is varied among the paired runs. We observe the
same thing for runs H, I, and J, that combine more than two runs at the same time. Run
J combines eight different runs that represent six different algorithms and four different
types of representations, and achieves the best overall MAP scores on three of our four data
sets. On the Delicious data set though, we find that increasing the number of runs to be
combined is not always beneficial: we see better performance on the pairwise B, C, and G
fusion runs than on the fusion runs that combine more individual runs.
In the next subsection we extend our analysis from determining which weighted combination methods work best to why these methods provide such superior performance (Subsection 6.4.1). Then, in Subsection 6.4.2, we compare the best weighted combination methods
to the similarity fusion and hybrid filtering techniques introduced in Subsection 4.4.3 and
Subsection 5.2.2 respectively.

6.4.1

Fusion Analysis

While it is useful to determine exactly which combination methods provide the best performance, it would be equally interesting and useful to find out what it is exactly that makes
fusion outperform the individual runs. Belkin et al. (1993) provides two different rationales
for the success of fusion approaches that we already mentioned in Section 6.1. The first is
a precision-enhancing effect: when multiple runs are combined that model different aspects
of the task, the overlapping set of retrieved items are more likely to be relevant. In other
words, more evidence for the relevance of an item to a user translates to ranking that item
with higher precision. The second rationale is a recall-enhancing effect, and describes the
phenomenon that multiple runs that model different aspects will retrieve different set of
relevant items. Fusing these individual runs can then merge these sets and increase recall
of the relevant items.
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Let us zoom in on two of the more successful combination runs, and analyze why we see the
improvements that we do. We select two runs that significantly improve over the individual
runs: (1) fusion run G for CiteULike, where we combine the best folksonomic recommendation run with the best metadata-based run, and (2) fusion run J for BibArt, where we
combine all eight best individual runs from A, B, D, and E. Both runs combine different
algorithms and different representation types. In our analysis we take an approach similar to Kamps and De Rijke (2004) who analyzed the effectiveness of different combination
strategies for different European languages. We manipulate our results in two different
ways before the MAP scores are calculated to highlight the improvements in precision and
recall due to fusion. Each time we compare the fused run with each of the individual runs
separately to determine the effects of those runs.
For identifying the enhancements due to increased precision, we ignore the ranking of items
that did not occur in the individual run in our calculation of the MAP scores. This neutralizes the effect of additionally retrieved items and isolates the contribution of items receiving
a better ranking (Kamps and De Rijke, 2004). Table 6.4 shows the results of our analysis
for the two fusion runs, and the fourth column shows the MAP scores attributed to better
ranking of the items that were originally present. For example, if we disregard the additionally retrieved items from the fused run in the top table, and only look at the relevant items
already retrieved by run 2, we see that for run 2 we get a MAP score of 0.1546. This is an
increase of 56.6% in MAP score over the original MAP score of 0.0987, which is due to a
better ranking of the items retrieved by run 2.
Table 6.4: Results of our fusion analysis. For each individual run we report the original MAP score, the total number of relevant retrieved items by the run, the MAP score
attributed to enhanced precision, and the MAP score attributed to enhanced recall.

Run
Run 1
Run 2
Fused run

Run
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
Run 6
Run 7
Run 8
Fused run

CiteULike – Fusion run G – Weighted CombSUM
Original MAP Relevant docs Precision-enh. MAP
0.0887
0.0987
0.1556

579
791
791

+51.3%
+56.6%

0.1343
0.1546

Recall-enh. MAP
+22.1%
+0.5%

0.1084
0.0992

-

-

Bibsonomy bookmarks – Fusion run J – Weighted CombSUM
Original MAP Relevant docs Precision-enh. MAP
Recall-enh. MAP
0.0853
0.0726
0.0452
0.1084
0.1261
0.1173
0.0404
0.1488
0.1983

86
92
55
55
115
111
66
90
115

+121.5%
+106.7%
+190.9%
+25.0%
+57.1%
+67.7%
+323.0%
+24.9%

0.1889
0.1501
0.1315
0.1355
0.1981
0.1970
0.1709
0.1859
-

+9.8%
+47.5%
+148.5%
+55.4%
+0.2%
+1.1%
+57.9%
+6.9%

0.0937
0.1071
0.1123
0.1685
0.1263
0.1186
0.0638
0.1591
-

For identifying the enhancements due to increased recall, we look at the contributions the
items newly retrieved by the fusion run make to the MAP score. This means we treat the
items retrieved by an individual run as occurring at those positions in the fused run as well.
Any increases in MAP are then due to newly retrieved items that were not present in the
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individual run, i.e., increased recall, and not due to a better ranking because of combined
evidence (Kamps and De Rijke, 2004). These MAP scores are listed in the sixth column in
Table 6.4. For example, if we consider only the additionally retrieved items from the fused
run in the top table compared to run 1, we see that for run 1 we get a MAP score of 0.1084.
This is an increase of 22.1% in MAP score over the original MAP score of 0.0887, which is
due to the improved recall of the fusion run.
The results in Table 6.4 show that combining different runs increases the number of relevant items retrieved by the combination run (third column). However, this increased recall
does not necessarily mean that the improvement in the MAP scores is also due to these
additionally retrieved items. We see from the adjusted MAP scores that both precision- and
recall-enhancing effects are present. However, fusion clearly has a stronger effect on increasing the precision of the recommendations, and the increases in MAP score are almost
always due to a better ranking of the documents. These results for these two fusion runs
are representative for other fusion runs that (significantly) improved over their component
runs. In addition, our findings confirm those of Kamps and De Rijke (2004): most of the
effects of fusion they observed were also due to the improved ranking of the documents.

6.4.2

Comparing All Fusion Methods

Earlier in this thesis, in Subsections 4.4.3 and 5.2.2, we already proposed two other fusion
approaches. The first, similarity fusion, was a feature combination approach and involved
fusing two similarity matrices together in their entirety. The second, hybrid filtering, was
a feature augmentation approach and used content-based user and item similarities in a
CF algorithm. How do these two approaches stack up against our weighted fusion runs
from this chapter? Table 6.5 compares the best fusion runs of this chapter for each data set
against the best runs of the other two fusion approaches.
Table 6.5: Comparison of our three different approaches to recommender systems fusion.
Reported are the MAP scores and the best-performing fusion method for for each data set
is printed in bold. Significant differences are calculated between the best and second-best
runs for each data set.

Run
Similarity fusion (from Section 4.4.3)
Hybrid filtering (from Section 5.2.2)
Weighted run fusion
% Change over second best run

bookmarks
BibSonomy Delicious
0.0350È
0.0399È
0.0695È
+74.2%

0.0102È
0.0039È
0.0115È
+12.7%

articles
BibSonomy CiteULike
0.1210È
0.1510È
0.1983Í
+31.3%

0.0791È
0.0987È
0.1531Î
+55.1%

We can clearly see that taking a weighted combination of recommendation runs is superior
to the other two approaches. This difference is significant on both the BibArt and CiteULike
data sets, and the weighted run fusion approach is also significantly better than the hybrid
filtering approach on the BibBoo data set.
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Finally, we would like to remark that, except for the Delicious data set, weighted run fusion
outperforms the tag-aware fusion approach of Tso-Sutter et al. (2008). These improvements
are statistically significant (p < 0.05) on the BibArt and CiteULike data set.

6.5

Discussion & Conclusions

We found that combining different recommendation runs yields better performance compared to the individual runs, which is consistent with the theory behind data fusion and
with the related work. Weighted fusion methods consistently outperform their unweighted
counterparts. This is not surprising as it is unlikely that every run contributes equally to the
final result, and this was also evident from the optimal weight distribution among the runs.
In addition, we observed that combination methods that reward documents that show up in
more of the base runs—CombSUM and CombMNZ—are consistently among the best performers. In contrast, the CombANZ method performed worse than expected on our data
sets. One reason for this is that CombANZ calculates an average recommendation score
across runs for each item. There is no bonus for items that occur in multiple runs such as
CombSUM and CombMNZassign, and run overlap is an important indicator of item relevance. In addition, the averaging of CombANZ can lead to exceptionally performing base
runs being snowed under; this is especially apparent for the fusion experiments where four
and eight runs were combined. When more runs are combined, CombANZ starts performing
worse, relative to the performance of pairwise fusion runs with CombANZ.
A third finding from our fusion experiments was a confirmation of the principle put forward by Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005) and Belkin et al. (1993): it is best to combine
recommendations generated using cognitively dissimilar representations and algorithms,
touching upon different aspects of the item recommendation process.
We explored two different aspects to recommendation, representation and the choice of
algorithm, and indeed found that runs that combine multiple, different recommendation
aspects perform better than runs that consider variation in only one recommendation aspect.
We also observed that for two data sets, BibBoo and BibArt, combining more runs tends
to produce better performance. Here, the best performing fusion runs were those that
combined eight base runs that varied strongly in the type of algorithm and representation.
A separate analysis confirmed that most of the gains achieved by fusion are due to the
improved ranking of items. When multiple runs are combined, there is more evidence
for the relevance of an item to a user, which translates to ranking that item with higher
precision. Improved recall plays a much smaller role in improving performance. Overall,
we find strong evidence for the Chorus effect in our experiments and, to a lesser extent,
support for the Ranking effect. The lack of recall-related improvements suggests that we do
not see the Dark Horse effect occurring in our fusion experiments.
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Chapter Conclusions and Answer to RQ 3

We observed earlier in Chapters 4 and 5 that combining different algorithms and representations tends to outperform the individual approaches. Guided by our third research
question and its subquestion, we examined this phenomenon in more detail in this chapter.
RQ 3

Can we improve performance by combining the recommendations generated by different algorithms?

RQ 3a

What is the best recipe for combining the different recommendation
algorithms?

We found a positive answer to RQ 3: combining different recommendation runs yields better
performance compared to the individual runs on all data sets. In answer to RQ 3a, we
identified several ingredients for successfully combining recommendation algorithms, such
as combining approaches that cover different aspects of the item recommendation task. By
combining different algorithms and different representations of the data, we achieved the
best results. We compared weighted fusion methods with unweighted fusion methods and
found that weighted methods performed best. This is understandable, since not every run
contributes equally to the final result. Another ingredient for successful fusion is using a
combination method that rewards documents that show up in more of the individual runs,
harnessing the Chorus and Authority effects. After a detailed analysis, we learned that these
performance improvements were largely due to a precision-enhancing effect: the ranking
of overlapping items improves when they are retrieved by more runs. While fusion also
increases recall, this has only a weak effect on performance.

II

GROWING PAINS: REAL-WORLD ISSUES
SOCIAL B OOKMARKING

IN

So far in this thesis, we have focused on recommendation in the social bookmarking scenario from a rather idealized perspective. All of the experiments described in the previous
chapters were performed on snapshots of the respective social bookmarking websites. We
froze the situation at a certain point in time to enable a fair comparison between the different recommendation algorithms. In real life, however, a social bookmarking website is far
from static. Delicious, for instance, is one of the most popular social bookmarking services
and received an average of 140,000 posts per day in 2008 according to the independently
sampled data collected by Philipp Keller3 .
In addition to freezing our datasets, we also implicitly assumed that all items in our datasets
were unique and of equal quality, at least from the viewpoint of the recommendation algorithm. However, with the dynamic growth of social bookmarking also emerged its growing
pains. One such problem is spam, and social bookmarking services—as is inevitable for
nearly any website supporting user interaction—also suffer from this problem. Here, malicious users add items designed to mislead, or items that the site’s genuine users do not wish
to receive. Obviously, these spam items should never be recommended to any user, but how
serious is this problem? What is the proportion of spam items on social bookmarking websites and does it pose a problem for recommendations if these spam items are not detected,
demoted, or prevented? A second possible problem for social bookmarking is the presence
of duplicates. Users rarely take the time to check if the items they posted already exist on
the social bookmarking website and many websites do not offer any user interface mechanisms for detecting duplicates. However, the question may be raised: does the presence of
duplicate content dilute the connections between users? And if so, (1) how can we detect
these duplicates, and (2) how does this influence the recommendation process?
In Part II of this thesis, we will broaden our narrow perspective on recommendation and
investigate the effects of the aforementioned growing pains of social bookmarking from a
recommendation perspective. Both issues are addressed separately in the next two chapters
and come with their own research questions.
3

Available at http://deli.ckoma.net/stats; last visited January 2009.
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Part II. Growing Pains: Real-world Issues in Social Bookmarking
RQ 4

How big a problem is spam for social bookmarking services?

RQ 5

How big a problem is the entry of duplicate content for social bookmarking services?
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This part of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 7 we look at how pervasive spam is
in the social bookmarking services. Moreover, we focus on how we can detect such content
automatically, and what kind of effect spam has on the recommendation process. Chapter 8
follows a similar path in assessing the problem of duplicate content.

CHAPTER

7
SPAM

The term ‘spam’ was originally used to refer to the abuse of electronic messaging systems
that started in the mid-1990s on Usenet newsgroups, and quickly crossed over to e-mail
messaging. According to conservative estimates, in the first half of 2008 around 85% of all
e-mail sent in the world was spam1 . The notion of spam is subjective by nature, but we define it here as content designed to mislead the perceiver, or content that the legitimate users
of a system, site, or service do not wish to receive. Motivation for spamming can range from
making a profit through advertising and self-promotion to disruption and disparagement of
competitors (Heymann et al., 2007). Spamming is economically viable because joining the
abused systems and injecting spam content into them is straightforward in general. Spamming also requires virtually no operating costs beyond the management of the automatic
spamming software. In addition, it is often difficult to hold spammers accountable for their
behavior.
Any system that relies on user-generated content is vulnerable to spam in one form or another. Indeed, many other electronic systems that allow users to store, share, and find
online resources have also come under attack from spamming attempts in recent years.
Search engines, for instance, suffer increasingly from so-called spamdexing attempts with
content especially created to trick search engines into giving certain pages a higher ranking than they deserve (Gyöngyi and Garcia-Molina, 2005). Spam comments are also becoming an increasingly bigger problem for websites that allow users to react to content,
such as blogs and video and photo sharing websites (Mishne and de Rijke, 2006). Finally,
Wikipedia—another system focusing around user-generated content—has also seen an increase in research interest in automatic approaches to spam detection (Priedhorsky et al.,
2007).
Social websites and social bookmarking services have become an increasingly popular part
of the Web, but their focus on user-generated content also makes them vulnerable to spam,
threatening their openness, interactivity, and usefulness (Heymann et al., 2007). In this
1
According to http://www.maawg.org/about/MAAWG_2008-Q2_Metrics_Report9.pdf, last visited July
21, 2009.
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thesis, we recognize spam to be one of the growing pains social bookmarking systems experience as they attract more users. In this chapter, we wish to find out how big of a
problem spam is for social bookmarking and whether we can automatically detect spam in
social bookmarking systems. We will also investigate whether and what kind of effect the
presence of spam has on recommendation. Are anti-spam measures necessary to protect
recommendation quality? Or do spammers form a separate clique in the social network
that has no influence on the recommendation process? This leads us to our fourth research
question and two, more specific subquestions.
RQ 4

How big a problem is spam for social bookmarking services?

RQ 4a

Can we automatically detect spam content?

RQ 4b

What influence does spam have on the recommendation performance?

To answer these questions we need to extend our data sets with spam labels that identify the
spam users or entries as such. For an adequate orientation we start by giving an overview of
related work of combating spam in social bookmarking websites in Section 7.1. Section 7.2
then describes our two collections and how we obtained the spam labeling necessary for our
experiments. It also describes the setup of our spam detection experiments, and contains an
analysis of the spam problem for social bookmarking services (RQ 4). Then, in Section 7.3,
we describe and evaluate a promising method of automatic spam detection using language
models (RQ 4a). In Section 7.4 we investigate the influence that spammers and spam posts
have on the recommendation quality (RQ 4b).

7.1

Related Work

Spam issues in social bookmarking services have received relatively little attention so far.
Heymann et al. (2007) were the first to examine the relationship between spam and social
bookmarking in detail. They classified the anti-spam strategies commonly in practice into
three different categories: prevention, demotion, and detection.
Prevention-based approaches are aimed at making it difficult to contribute spam content to
the social bookmarking system by restricting certain types of access through the interface
(such as CAPTCHAs2 ) or through usage limits (such as post or tagging quota). The nofollow
HTML attribute of hyperlinks can also serve as a spam deterrent, since it instructs search
engines that a hyperlink should not influence the link target’s ranking in the search engine’s
index, thereby removing the main motivation of spammers.
Demotion-based strategies focus on reducing the prominence and visibility of content likely
to be spam. Rank-based methods, for instance, try to produce orderings of the system’s
2

A CAPTCHA is a challenge-response test used to prevent automated software from abusing online services.
This is typically done by asking humans to perform a task that is difficult for a computer to perform properly, such as deciphering distorted characters (Von Ahn et al., 2008). The word ‘CAPTCHA’ is an acronym for
‘Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart’.
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content that are both more accurate and more resistant to spam (Heymann et al., 2007).
A demotion-based strategy for combating spam is described by Heymann et al. (2007) and
in more detail by Koutrika et al. (2007). The authors constructed a simplified model of
tagging behavior in a social bookmarking system and compared different ranking methods
for tag-based browsing. Moreover, they investigated the influence of various factors on these
rankings, such as the proportion and behavior of spam users and tagging quota (Koutrika
et al., 2007). More importantly, they found that approaches that take into account the
agreement in tagging behavior between users are best able to decrease the influence of
spam users for single-tag queries. Heymann et al. (2007) also found that restricting users to
tag budgets—limiting the number of tags per users—decreased the influence of spammers,
although at the cost of restraining the positive impact on the system due to good user
activity.
Spam detection methods try to identify likely spam either manually or automatically, and
then act upon this identification by either deleting the spam content or visibly marking it
as such for the user (Heymann et al., 2007). Krause et al. (2008) describe, as far as we
know, the only published effort of automatic spam detection with regard to social bookmarking websites. Krause et al. investigated the usefulness of different machine learning
algorithms and features to automatically identify spam (Krause et al., 2008). They tested
their algorithms on a data dump of the BibSonomy system and found that Support Vector Machines (SVM) and logistic regression performed best on the spam detection task.
They examined the individual contribution of the different feature sets, and found that
co-occurrence features—such as the number of co-occurrences of a user with spammers
and non-spammers, and semantic features—contributed most to separating spammers from
non-spammers.
In 2008, the Discovery Challenge workshop of the ECML/PKDD conference focused on two
data mining tasks related to social bookmarking. One of these was detecting spam users
in a social bookmarking system. So far, this has been the only TREC-like initiative focusing on the task of spam detection. With a total of 13 submissions, the majority of the
participants’ approaches used machine learning for the prediction task. Six out of the top
eight approaches that beat the baseline used a large variety of different content-based and
co-occurrence-based features combined with machine learning algorithms to separate the
spammers from the genuine users (Hotho et al., 2008). The seventh of the top eight submissions used a graph-based algorithm for the detection task (Krestel and Chen, 2008). Our
approach, described in Bogers and Van den Bosch (2008b) and in more detail in Bogers
and Van den Bosch (2009a) (see also Section 7.3), finished fourth at the 2008 Discovery
Challenge. Wetzker (2008) analyzed a large crawl of Delicious and briefly addressed the
presence of spam in their data set. Contrary to the findings of Heymann et al. (2008a),
they found a considerable spam presence on Delicious and reported that a large proportion
of spam is created by a small number of users, suggesting automated posting routines for
these accounts.
Casting our nets a bit wider than just social websites, we can also find a wealth of other antispam approaching in related fields such as blogs. Mishne et al. (2005) were among the first
to address the problem of spam comments in blogs and used language model disagreement
between the blog post itself, the comments, and any pages linked to from the comments to
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identify possible spam comments. Their work inspired our approach to spam detection in
social bookmarking. In 2006, the TREC Blog Track also paid attention to the problem of
blog spam (Ounis et al., 2006) by examining the influence of spam posts on blog retrieval.
Ounis et al. found that low performing systems were not more likely to retrieve more spam
documents than high performing systems, and that spam posts did not appear to be a major
hindrance to retrieval performance. In general, IR research on collections where a subset of
the data has been manipulated for personal gain is known as adversarial IR, because of the
opposing goals of the spammers and the search engine owners.

7.2

Methodology

To be able to answer RQ 4 and its two subquestions, we need access to data sets with
manually identified spam objects. One of the two tasks in the 2008 Discovery Challenge
was spam detection in a social bookmarking system. Here, we use the organizers’ definition
of the spam detection task to guide our experiments (Hotho et al., 2008). The goal of
the spam detection task is to learn a model that predicts whether a user is a spammer or
not. An added requirement is that the model should be able to accurately classify initial
posts made by new users, in order to detect spammers as early as possible. The decision
to identify spam in BibSonomy at the user level instead of at the post level implies that all
of a spam user’s posts are automatically labeled as spam. This decision was justified earlier
in Krause et al. (2008) by the observation that users with malicious intent often attempt
to hide their motivations by injecting non-spam posts3 . In addition, Krause et al. also cite
workload reduction as a reason for their decision to classify spam at the user level. The
2008 Discovery Challenge organizers report the following guidelines4 for labeling users as
spammers.

“

If we have the impression, that the user tries to advertise some of his web
sites, tries to get backlinks to pages with a lot of google ads, or add links to
offensive stuff etc. then we set all posts of this user ’private’ and flag him as
a spammer.

”

In the experiments described in this chapter, we use the setup of the 2008 Discovery Challenge for our spam detection task and classify spam at the user level in both our BibSonomy
and our CiteULike data set, to make for a fair comparison of our results. In the next subsections, we describe our data collection process (Subsection 7.2.1), our data representation
format (Subsection 7.2.2), and how we evaluate the spam detection task (Subsection 7.2.3).
3
Krause et al. were also the organizers of the 2008 Discovery Challenge, hence the same justification applies.
Note, however, that the results reported in their 2008 paper were not achieved on the same data set as the one
made available in the Discovery Challenge.
4
As described in https://mail.cs.uni-kassel.de/pipermail/rsdc08/2008-May/000005.html
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Data Collection

Automatic spam classification approaches typically demand a training or seed set to learn
to predict spam characteristics (Heymann et al., 2007). So for us to be able to test our
spam detection approach, we needed access to data sets with manually identified spam
objects. We obtained such spam labels for data sets based on two social bookmarking websites: BibSonomy and CiteULike. The BibSonomy collection was pre-labeled as spam by the
organizers of the 2008 Discovery Challenge. For CiteULike we annotated a sizable part of
the collection ourselves. For Delicious, however, the considerably larger size of that data set
and the stronger spam filtering policies (Heymann et al., 2008a) made it impractical to do
the same. Hence, we excluded Delicious from this study. Table 7.1 provides statistics for the
presence of spam in the CiteULike and BibSonomy collections. In both data sets spammers
add two to three times as many tags to their posts on average than genuine users, thereby
confirming what was already signaled in Krause et al. (2008): that tag count seems to be
an informative feature for spam prediction. In the next two paragraphs we describe how
we obtained our spam annotations and the specific characteristics of the two data sets.
Table 7.1: Spam statistics of the BibSonomy and CiteULike data sets. All CiteULike items
were treated as references to scientific articles, since there is no clear-cut distinction between bookmarks and references on CiteULike. For BibSonomy, these are the counts of the
training material combined with the official test set.

posts
bookmarks, spam
bookmarks, clean
references, spam
references, clean
users
spam
clean
average posts/user
spam
clean
tags
spam
clean
average tags/post
spam
clean

BibSonomy

CiteULike

2,102,509
1,766,334
177,546
292
158,335
38,920
36,282
2,638
54.0
48.7
127.3
352,542
310,812
64,334
7.9
8.9
2.7

224,987
70,168
154,819
5,200
1,475
3,725
43.3
47.6
41.6
82,121
43,751
45,401
4.6
7.7
3.2

BibSonomy One of the data sets we used in our spam detection experiments was the
BibSonomy data set, as introduced earlier in Subsection 3.2.2. It was supplemented with
information about spam content as part of the 2008 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge,
and contained flags that identified users as spammers or non-spammers. The Discovery
Challenge organizers were able to collect data of more than 2,600 active users and more
than 36,000 spammers by manually labeling users5 . This reveals that the BibSonomy data
5

This data set corresponds to the one described in Table 3.1.
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set is strongly skewed towards spam users with almost 14 spam users for each genuine
user. Table 7.1 also shows that spam users in BibSonomy clearly prefer to post bookmarks,
whereas legitimate users tend to post more references.
CiteULike Our self-crawled CiteULike data set did not include pre-labeled spam users or
posts as the BibSonomy data set did. We therefore set out to collect our own spam labels
for this data set. Here, we faced the same choice as the team organizing the Discovery
Challenge: at which level of the folksonomy should we identify spam usage—users, items,
tags, or individual posts? Our CiteULike collection contains over 1 million posts and over
800,000 items, and going through all of these was not practical. Judging all of the more
than 232,000 tags was also infeasible, in part because it is simply not possible for many
tags to unequivocally classify them as spam or non-spam. For instance, while many spam
entries are tagged with the tag sex, there are also over 200 valid references on CiteULike
that are tagged with sex. We therefore aimed to obtain an estimate of the pervasiveness
of spam on CiteULike by identifying spam users. Judging all 25,375 users in the CiteULike
data set would still be impractical, so we randomly selected 5,200 users (∼20%) from the
data set and asked two annotators to judge these users on whether they were spammers or
not. Each user was judged by only a single annotator to save time. Appendix A.2 goes into
more detail about the spam annotation process, such as our annotation guidelines and the
interface we used.
Of the 5,200 users in our CiteULike subset, 1,475 (or 28.1%) were spam users, which is
a smaller proportion than in BibSonomy. The numbers in Table 7.1 are reported for this
20% sample of CiteULike users. An extrapolation of these proportions to the full CiteULike
data set results in an estimated 7,200 spam users who posted references to CiteULike. To
assess the accuracy of this estimation we may look at the problem from a different angle. As
already remarked, certain spam references are removed quickly from the database by the
CiteULike administrators, resulting in 404 Not Found errors when crawling their reference
pages. During metadata crawling of all 803,521 references in our November 7, 2007 data
dump, about 26.5% of the references returned 404 Not Found errors. A second round of recrawling the metadata of these 213,129 missing references did not change this proportion.
While spam removal is not necessarily the only reason for a 404 Not Found error, we found
that 18.7% of the 7,671 users that posted these 213,129 missing references were spam
users identified in our annotation process, which is commensurate with the 20% sample we
took. Furthermore, we found that 60,796 of the missing references (or 28.5%) belonged to
the positively identified spam users. These estimates of 7,671 spam users (or 30.2%) and
213,129 spam references (or 26.5%) suggest that our extrapolation of spam presence on
CiteULike is reliable.

7.2.2

Data Representation

After collecting the data we created a single representation format for all posts, capturing
all relevant metadata in separate fields. As mentioned before, two types of resources can
be posted to BibSonomy: bookmarks and BibTeX records, the latter with a magnitude more
metadata available. Because there is no such clear distinction in our CiteULike data set, we
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decided to treat BibTeX records and bookmarks the same and thus use the same format to
represent both. We represented all resource metadata in an TREC-style SGML format using
four fields: TITLE, DESCRIPTION, TAGS, and URL. URLs were pre-processed before they were
used: punctuation was replaced by whitespace and common prefixes and suffixes like www,
http://, and .com were removed. Figure 7.1 shows examples of clean and spam posts in
our SGML representation. Whereas the clean post in Figure 7.1(a) is clearly recognizable as
a regular scientific article, the emphasis on commercial incentives in Figure 7.1(b) signals
the spam nature of that post.
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(a) Clean post

(b) Spam post

Figure 7.1: Examples of clean and spam posts in our SGML representation.

A wide variety of metadata fields were available for the posts in the BibSonomy data set.
For the bookmarks, the title information was taken from the BOOK_DESCRIPTION field in the
MySQL dump, whereas the TITLE field was used for the BibTeX records. The DESCRIPTION
field was filled with the BOOK_EXTENDED field for bookmarks, whereas the following fields
were used for the BibTeX records: JOURNAL, PUBLISHER, ORGANIZATION, DESCRIPTION, ANNOTE,
AUTHOR, EDITOR, BIBTEXABSTRACT, BOOKTITLE, HOWPUBLISHED, ADDRESS, SCHOOL, SERIES, and
INSTITUTION. For both resource types all tags were added to the TAGS field. The URLs were
extracted from the BOOK_URL and URL fields and pre-processed as described above.
Our post representations were significantly poorer for the CiteULike data set: since spam
references were removed from the CiteULike website, we could not crawl the associated
metadata of the spam references (cf. Subsection 7.2.1). Full metadata was available for the
clean references, but using all metadata of the clean posts and only the tags of the spam
posts would yield an unfair comparison. Any classifier would then simply learn a model
where the presence or absence of metadata determines the predicted spam label. A system
that predicts a post to be spam when it is missing metadata is unlikely to be very useful in
any real-world situation. We therefore used only the tags for all CiteULike posts, clean and
spam alike.
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Evaluation

To evaluate our different approaches and optimized parameters, we divide each data set into
a training set, a validation set, and a test set. Our models are trained on the training set and
parameters were optimized on the validation set to prevent overfitting. For the BibSonomy
data set, an official test set was supplied as part of the 2008 Discovery Challenge as well as
training material, so we used this partitioning. We randomly selected 80% of the users from
the training material for our training set and assigned the remaining 20% to our validation
set. This gave us a training set of 25,372 users, a validation set of 6,343 users, and a test
set of 7,205 users. For the CiteULike data set, we randomly selected 60% of all users for
our training set, 20% for our validation set, and assigned the remaining 20% to our test set.
This corresponded to 4,160 training users, and 520 validation set users, and 520 users in
the CiteULike test set. For the final predictions on the test sets we used only the training
sets we created to train our algorithm and generate the spam labeling predictions.
We evaluated our approaches on the validation and test sets using the standard measure of
AUC (area under the ROC curve). The ROC curve plots the true positive rate of a classifier
in the range [0, 1] against the false positive rate in the domain [0, 1]. The diagonal in this
graph represents the performance of a classifier that randomly guesses the output classes.
Curves closer to the top left corner are better; a perfect ROC curve would go up horizontally
from (0,0) to (0,1) and then vertically from (1,0) to (1,1). The AUC score represent the
area under the ROC curve where 1.0 is the perfect score. We optimized k using AUC rather
than on measures like the F-score, because AUC is less sensitive to class skew than F-score
(Fawcett, 2004). This is especially relevant given that the data is rather skewed indeed,
especially in the case of BibSonomy, with 12 spam users to every clean one.

7.3

Spam Detection for Social Bookmarking

Our approach to spam detection was inspired by the approach of Mishne et al. (2005)
for dealing with spam in blog comments. It is based on the intuitive notion that spam
users will use different language than ‘legitimate’ users when posting resources to a social
bookmarking system. We detect new spam users in the system by first ranking all the old
users in the system by the KL-divergence of the language models of their posted content and
the language models of the new user’s posts. We then look at the spam labels assigned to the
most similar users in the system to predict a spam label for the new user. We propose using
language models at two different levels of granularity: (1) at the level of separate posts,
and (2) combined into user profiles. We will refer to these two variants of our approach as
user-level spam detection and post-level spam detection respectively.
Both variants of our approach correspond to a k-nearest neighbor classifier with KL-divergence as its similarity metric. We will refer to our general approach as SPAMORY, because
it is a memory-based spam detection algorithm. Each of the two variants consist of two
steps: (1) calculating the similarity between users or posts, and (2) determining the final
classification. In the next two subsections, we describe these two steps in more detail.
Subsection 7.3.3 then presents our results, followed by a discussion in Subsection 7.3.4.
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Language Models for Spam Detection

Language models (Jelinek, 1990) are a class of stochastic n-gram models, generally used to
measure a degree of surprise in encountering a certain new span of text, given a training set
of text. The core of most language models is a simple n-gram word prediction kernel that,
based on a context of two or three previous words, generates a probability distribution of
the next words to come. Strong agreement between the expected probabilities and actually
occurring words (expressed in perplexity scores or divergence metrics) can be taken as
indications that the new text comes from the same source as the original training text.
Language models are an essential component in speech recognition (Jelinek, 1990) and
statistical machine translation (Brown et al., 1990), and are also an important model in
information retrieval (Ponte and Croft, 1998). In the latter context, separate language
models are built for each document, and finding related documents to queries is transformed
into ranking documents by the likelihood, estimated through their language model, that
each of them generated the query. We do the same for SPAMORY.
In generating our document language models, we have three different options for the granularity level of what span of text should be considered a document. At the most detailed
level, we can construct a language model for each individual post, match these to the incoming posts, and use the known spam status of the best-matching posts already in the system
to generate a prediction for the incoming posts or users. We can also take a higher-level perspective and collate all of a user’s posts together to form merged documents that could be
considered “user profiles”, and generate language models of these individual user profiles.
Incoming posts or users can then be matched against the language models of spammers
and clean users to classify them as being more similar to one or the other category. A third
option—at an even higher level of granularity—would be to only consider two language
models: one of all spam posts and one of all clean posts. However, we believe this to be too
coarse-grained for accurate prediction, so we did not pursue this further.
Figure 7.2 illustrates these two variants of SPAMORY. In the user-level variant depicted in
Figure 7.2(a), the new user’s profile—the concatenated collection of posts made by this
user to the system—are matched against all existing user profiles. For each new user, this
similarity matching process results in a list of the existing users, ranked by how similar their
profiles are to the new user’s profiles in terms of language use. The users that are most
similar to the new user then determine the spam label. In this toy example, the majority of
the top ranked users are spam users, so the classifier outputs the prediction ‘Spam’.
In the post-level variant in Figure 7.2(b) the matching is done at the post level. Each of
the new user’s posts is matched separately against all the posts in the collection. For each
new post, the matching process results in a list of the existing posts, ranked by how similar
they are to the new post terms of language use. In the toy example in Figure 7.2(b) this
results in ten different ranked lists, one for each new post. For each list separately, the best
matching posts determine the spam label of the new post, resulting in a spam classification
for each of the ten new posts. The final user spam label, the level at which we want our final
predictions, is then generated by aggregating the predictions for the individual posts. In the
toy example only three of the ten new posts were classified as spam, so the final user-level
prediction is ‘Clean’.
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Figure 7.2: Two variants of our spam detection approach

We used the Kullback-Leibler divergence metric to measure the similarity between the language models. The KL-divergence measures the difference between two probability distributions Θ1 , Θ2 is

K L(Θ1 ||Θ2 ) =

X

p(w|Θ1 ) log

w

p(w|Θ1 )
p(w|Θ2 )

,

(7.1)

where p(w|Θ1 ) is the probability of observing the word w according to the model Θ1 (Manning and Schütze, 1999; Mishne et al., 2005).
The Indri toolkit6 implements different retrieval methods based on language modeling
(Strohman et al., 2005). We used version 2.7 of this toolkit to perform our experiments and
construct and compare the language models of the posts and user profiles. The language
models we used are maximum likelihood estimates of the unigram occurrence probabilities.
We used Jelinek-Mercer smoothing to smooth our language models, which interpolates the
language model of a post or user profile with the language model of a background corpus (Jelinek, 1990)—in our case the training collection of posts or user profiles. We chose
Jelinek-Mercer smoothing because it has been shown to work better for verbose queries
than other smoothing methods such as Dirichlet smoothing (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004). Our
user profiles and posts contain enough text to be considered verbose compared to standard IR query lengths. Preliminary experiments with Dirichlet smoothing confirmed this
6

Available at http://www.lemurproject.org
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for SPAMORY, as it was consistently outperformed by Jelinek-Mercer smoothing. While it is
certainly possible to use other measures of document similarity, such as the cosine similarity, preliminary experiments with the Vector Space model and the cosine similarity metric
consistently underperformed the language modeling approach. We therefore focused our
efforts on language modeling and KL-divergence for user-user and post-post similarity.
We experimented with both the user-level approach and the post-level approach as illustrated in Figure 7.2. At the user-level, we compared the language models of the user profiles
in our validation and test sets with the language models of the profiles in our training set.
We then obtained a ranked list of the best-matching training users for each test user. We
did the same at the post level by comparing the test post language models with the language models of the training posts. Here, ranked lists of best-matching posts were obtained
for each test post. The similarity rankings based on the original similarity scores simoriginal
were normalized into [0, 1] using the maximum and minimum similarity scores simmax and
simmin by the formula from Lee (1997):

simnorm =

simoriginal − simmin
simmax − simmin

.

(7.2)

These similarity rankings were normalized, and used as input for the spam classification
step. In our BibSonomy data set we have four different metadata fields available to generate the language models of the posts and user profiles in our training collection: title,
description, tags, and tokenized URL. In addition to these ‘complete’ runs with all fields, we
also ran experiments where we only used the information from the four fields separately.
An example would be to use only the tags from the training users and the test users. This
resulted in five different runs for BibSonomy. For CiteULike we only had the tags available, so we performed only one run here. We experimented with different combinations of
metadata fields and refer the reader to Bogers and Van den Bosch (2009a) for more details.

7.3.2

Spam Classification

After we generated the language models for all posts and user profiles, we obtained the
normalized rankings of all training documents, relative to each test post or user profile.
For each of the best-matching training documents, we used the manually assigned spam
labels (’0’ or ’1’) to generate a single spam score for the new user. The simplest method of
calculating such a score would be to output the spam label of the top-matching document.
A more elegant option would be to take the most common spam label among the top k hits.
We settled on calculating a weighted average of the similarity scores multiplied by the spam
labels, as preliminary experiments showed that this combination outperformed the other
options. Spam scores score(ui ) for a user ui were calculated according to the following
equation:
k
X

score(ui ) =

sim(ui , u r ) · label(u r )

r=1,r6=i

k

,

(7.3)
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where for the top k matching users u r from ranks 1 to k the similarity score sim(ui , u r )
between the user in question ui and the matching user u r is multiplied by the spam label
label(u r ) of that matching user. The total weighted scores are divided by the number of
matches k, yielding a weighted average score for ui .
For post-level classification, this meant that we obtained these weighted average spam
scores on a per-incoming-post basis. To arrive at user-level spam scores, we then matched
each incoming post to a user and calculated the average per-post score for each user. In the
rare case that no matching documents could be retrieved, we resorted to assigning a default
label of no spam (‘0’). In the BibSonomy validation set, for instance, this only occurred for
0.7% of users. Our default classification for these users was ‘clean’ because 84.2% of these
users in the BibSonomy validation set were legitimate users.
After implementation of all these techniques, one question still remains: how many of the
top matching results should be used to predict the spam score? Here, our approach is
similar to a k-nearest neighbor classifier, where the number of best-matching neighbors k
determines the prediction quality. Using too many neighbors might smooth the pool from
which to draw the predictions too much in the direction of the majority class, while not
considering sufficient neighbors might result in basing too many decisions on accidental
similarities. We optimized the optimal value for k for all of the variants separately on the
AUC scores on the validation set. These optimal values of k were then used to calculate the
final scores on the test sets.

7.3.3

Results

Table 7.2 lists the outcomes of the two different variants of our SPAMORY approach on the
two collections. Since we optimized on the validation sets, we mainly focus on the test set
scores to draw our conclusions. The best performing approach on BibSonomy, at an AUC
score of 0.9661, is spam detection at the user level, using all available metadata fields. The
best post-level run on BibSonomy also used all of the data for all of the posts, and achieves
a score of 0.9536. On the CiteULike data set, the best performance at the user level and post
level yields AUC scores of 0.9240 and 0.9079, respectively. This seems to suggest that our
approach generalizes well to other data sets and social bookmarking systems. We observe
that in general, using the language models constructed at the user level outperforms using
the post-level language models. This is also visible in Figure 7.3, which shows the ROC
curves for the best user-level and post-level runs for each collection.
An interesting difference between the validation set and the test set is that using only the
tags to construct the language models yields the best performance on the validation set,
whereas performance using only tags drops markedly on the test set. Using all available
metadata fields results in a considerably more stable performance across both BibSonomy
evaluation sets. It should therefore be considered as the preferred variant.
In contrast, we observed that most of the other runs using different combinations of metadata fields tend to perform visibly better on either the validation or the test set. A third
interesting observation is the difference in the optimal size of the neighborhood k used to
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Table 7.2: Results of our two spam detection variants on the BibSonomy and CiteULike
data sets. Scores reported are AUC, with the best scores for each set of collection runs
printed in bold. The optimal neighborhood size k is listed for each user-level and post-level
runs. For the same set of runs, the same value of k was used in both the validation and the
test set.

Collection

User level
Validation
Test

Fields
All fields

BibSonomy

CiteULike

TITLE
DESCRIPTION
TAGS
URL
TAGS

0.9682
0.9290
0.9055
0.9724
0.8785
0.9329

0.9661
0.9450
0.9452
0.9073
0.8523
0.9240

k
235
150
100
110
35
5

Post level
Validation
Test
0.9571
0.9055
0.8802
0.9614
0.8489
0.9262

0.9536
0.9287
0.9371
0.9088
0.8301
0.9079

k
50
45
100
60
8
5

ROC curve (best runs)
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Figure 7.3: ROC curves of the best-performing user-level and post-level approaches for
both collections. Curves closer to the top left corner are better; a perfect ROC curve would
go up horizontally from (0,0) to (0,1) and then vertically from (1,0) to (1,1).

predict the spam labels. In almost all cases, the post-level variants require a smaller k than
at the user level. The optimal neighborhood size for CiteULike is the same for both the
user-level and the post-level variants, and surprisingly smaller than for BibSonomy.
Comparison to Other Approaches While we have not compared SPAMORY to standard
spam detection approaches such as SVMs or Naive Bayes directly, we can use the outcome of
the spam detection task at the 2008 Discovery Challenge to measure SPAMORY against such
approaches. Our updated version of SPAMORY would have achieved the third place with an
AUC score of 0.9661, surpassed only by a ridge regression approach with extensive feature
preparation and selection, and a SVM approach to spam detection (Hotho et al., 2008). Four
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of the top eight approaches used SVM; the other three SVM approaches performed worse
than the approach described in this paper. One participant used Naive Bayes learning with
extensive feature selection, achieving slightly lower scores than our approach. Finally, one
of the participants compared five different machine learning methods on the spam detection
task, with none of the five outperforming our kNN-based approach, suggesting that SPAMORY
is competitive with other machine learning methods.
A particular advantage of our SPAMORY approach is that it could be implemented with limited effort on top of an existing social bookmarking search engine. After retrieving relevant results for a user query, the top k matching results can then be used to generate the
spam classification, requiring only a lookup of predetermined spam labels. Other machine
learning approaches would require a more elaborate implementation without being able to
leverage the existing search infrastructure of a social bookmarking website.

7.3.4

Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we presented SPAMORY, an adversarial information retrieval approach employing language modeling to detect spam in social bookmarking websites. We started by
using language models to identify the best-matching posts or user profiles for incoming
users and posts. We then looked at the spam status of those best-matching neighbors and
used them to guide our spam classification. Our results indicate that our language modeling approach to spam detection in social bookmarking systems is promising, yielding AUC
scores of 0.953 and 0.966 on spam user detection. This confirms the findings of Mishne
et al. (2005), who applied a similar two-stage process using language modeling to detecting blog spam, albeit on a smaller scale. With our approach and experimental setup we
have improved upon the work described in Mishne et al. (2005) in two ways. One improvement is in scale: the data set we used, is several orders of magnitude larger than the one
used by Mishne et al., with 43000+ users and 2,300,000+ posts divided over two different
data sets, compared to their 50 blog posts and 1024 comments (Mishne et al., 2005). Since
SPAMORY was inspired by their approach, our results serve to confirm that using language
model similarity is a good approach for spam detection on a much larger scale as well. A
second improvement can be found in the evaluation measure used. In the data set used by
Mishne et al. 68% of the content was spam and in our two data sets these proportions were
around 93% and 28%. When evaluating on such skewed data sets it is much better to use a
measure such as AUC than to use the simple accuracy metric used by Mishne et al. (Fawcett,
2004).
Language Model Granularity We experimented with using language models at two different levels of granularity and found that matching at the user level and using all of the
available metadata gave the best results. In general, matching at the user level resulted in
better performance than matching at the post level for both BibSonomy and CiteULike.
This difference can be partly explained by the fact that the spam labels in both data sets
were judged and assigned at the user level, because this is the desired level of the end application. Even if a spam user posts some ’genuine’ posts, the entire content of the spam
user should be deleted on grounds of the adversarial intentions behind them. Yet, those
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’genuine’ posts of spam users are then automatically flagged as spam, thereby introducing
more noise for the post-level classification than for the user-level classification. Depending
on whether the user’s intentions were genuine or not, the same article or website could be
posted multiple times, sometimes labeled as clean content, other times labeled as spam content. This could potentially confuse the post-level classifier, but not the user-level classifier.
Early classification of spam users at their earliest posts can therefore be expected to be less
accurate than the reported 0.95–0.96 range; post-level AUC scores suggest this accuracy
would be closer to 0.91–0.95.
A second likely explanation for the better performance of the user-level approach is metadata sparseness at the post level. A post-level approach is more likely to suffer from incoming posts with sparse or missing metadata. For instance, although 99.95% of all posts in the
BibSonomy data set have valid tags7 , this also means that it is possible for incoming posts
to have no tags. Without any tags as metadata or sparse metadata in the other fields, our
post-level SPAMORY variant cannot find any matching posts in the system. At the user level,
this is much less likely to happen: only 0.009% of all users never assign any tags. Aggregating all metadata of a user’s posts can yield sufficient metadata to base reliable predictions
on, whereas the post-level approach can be affected by this to a greater extent. Missing
tags might also be a reason for the fact that performance on CiteULike is slightly lower than
performance on BibSonomy.
Neighborhood Size When looking at the optimal neighborhood sizes k for BibSonomy,
we see that in almost all cases the post-level approaches required a smaller k than at the
user level. We believe that this is because the presence of multiple topics in user profiles.
Individual posts are usually about a single topic, whereas a user profile is composed of all
of that user’s posts, which are likely to be about multiple topics of interest. This makes
finding the related posts to an individual post easier, in the sense that it requires fewer
nearest neighbors to arrive at a prediction. At the user level, however, different parts of a
user’s profile might match up with different users already in the system, thus requiring more
nearest neighbors to arrive at a reliable prediction. For CiteULike the optimal k values are
the same for both the post level and the user level, but we have no plausible explanation
for this.
Future Work No spam detection approach can be expected to remain successful without
adapting to the changing behavior of the spammers. One way spammers could circumvent
our SPAMORY approach would be by generating metadata with a similar language model to
the clean posts in the system. This way, spammers can make it more complicated for our
approach to distinguish between themselves and genuine users. However, this also makes it
more difficult for the spammers themselves: it is very hard for a spammer to post resources
to a social bookmarking system that will be both similar to existing posts and to the language
of the spam entry (Mishne et al., 2005). In addition, such behavior could be countered by
extending our method to include the language models of the pages and documents behind
7
Valid meaning with a tag other than system:unfiled, the default tag that is assigned by the system when no
tags were added by the user.
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the bookmarks8 . In the case of sparse metadata, this might be able to boost performance
of the spam detection algorithm. Extending SPAMORY in such a way is one of the possible
avenues for future work. A second option would be to include extra features such as the
PageRank scores (Page et al., 1998) of the bookmarked pages, and see whether pages with
low PageRank are more predictive of spam status than others.

7.4

The Influence of Spam on Recommendation

In the previous section, we described a successful approach to the problem of detecting spam
in social bookmarking systems. Spam content is a nuisance to all parties involved but the
spammers themselves. For users, spam pollutes the result lists when searching or browsing a social bookmarking website, whereas from the system administrators’ standpoint it
wastes both computing power and storage capacity. Adequate spam detection and removal
is therefore an important component of any mature social bookmarking service. Removing
spam is also a boon to the performance of a recommender system. Recommending spam
lowers the trust users place in the system, and can impair the efficiency and effectiveness of
recommendation algorithms such as CF. Removing spam users and items means they do not
have to be taken into account anymore when calculating the similarities between users and
items, severely cutting down on computation time. The question we wish to answer in this
section is how much recommendation effectiveness is weakened by the presence of spam.
In other words, how much is recommendation performance degraded by spam content, and
how often does spam content show up in the results? Our experiments here should be regarded as a case study and a first look into the problem of spam for item recommendation
on social bookmarking websites.

7.4.1

Related Work

Most of the related work on spam and recommendation has focused on the creation of
more robust recommendation algorithms that are less affected by spam. Spam attacks on
recommender systems are commonly referred to as shilling attacks (Lam and Riedl, 2004).
In such attacks, a malicious user creates multiple fake identities in the recommender system.
Using these fake profiles, coordinated sets of spam user profiles with ratings are injected in
such a manner that they affect the recommendations made by the system to the advantage of
the spammer. Individually, each user profile will not affect the recommendations, but, when
combined, the profiles are designed to boost certain items in favor of others. Two types
of shilling attacks are distinguished: push attacks, that attempt to promote a certain item
in the recommendations, and nuke attacks, that are aimed at downgrading specific items
(O’Mahony et al., 2004). Several robust recommendation algorithms have been proposed in
recent years (O’Mahony et al., 2004; Mobasher et al., 2006; Resnick and Sami, 2007; Bryan
et al., 2008; Mehta, 2008), and they have shown that, in general, model-based algorithms
8

Although it should be noted that it is far from trivial to obtain the full text of all the source documents
linked to by the BibSonomy and CiteULike posts. Moreover, we suspect that incorporating language models
from all externally linked Web pages and documents would slow down a real-time spam filtering system to an
undesirable degree.
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are more robust to shilling attacks than memory-based algorithms. In this section we are not
interested in designing more robust recommendation algorithms, but in doing exploratory
work in quantifying the effects of spam on some of our own algorithms. We leave a more
extensive investigation and evaluation for future work.

7.4.2

Experimental Setup

Below we test the influence of spam content on recommendation using our BibSonomy
collection. In Chapter 3 we described how we created our two data sets BibBoo and BibArt
using this collection. For the experiments described in this section, we extend these data
sets with all the spam content that we filtered out for our main experiments. To make
for a fair comparison, we apply the same filtering to these data sets as we did to BibBoo
and BibArt: we only retain users with 20 items or more, and only keep items that occur
in at least 2 user profiles. The BibArt part of our BibSonomy collection hardly contains
any spam as we already showed in Table 7.1. After this filtering took place there was
virtually no spam content left, which would render a comparison using the BibArt data set
useless. Furthermore, we do not use the CiteULike data set for the experiments described
in this section. This is for two reasons. First, we only have spam labels available for a 20%
subset of our CiteULike data set. Experiments using such a small data set would not be
representative of a real world situation. Second, we do not have metadata available for the
spam entries in our CiteULike data set, making a comparison impossible for the metadatabased approaches. This leaves us with the BibBoo data set to investigate the influence of
spam on recommendation. Table 7.3 offers a basic description of the new, spam-extended
data set compared to the old, spam-free one.
Table 7.3: Basic statistics of our spam-extended BibSonomy bookmarks data set compared
to the original spam-free data set.

# users
# items
# tags
# posts
avg # items per user
avg # users per item
avg # tags per user
avg # users per tag
avg # tags per item
avg # items per tag

Spam-free data set

Spam-extended data set

192
11,165
13,233
29,096
151.5
2.6
203.3
2.9
8.4
7.1

4,914
177,139
95,796
634,129
129.0
3.5
325.2
16.7
13.3
24.6

The numbers in Table 7.3 confirm what we already saw in Table 7.1: spam users add significantly more tags to their items than genuine users do. Moreover, in the spam data set,
users have a lower average profile size, but a higher average number of users per item. This
strongly suggests that spammers enter multiple, near-duplicate user profiles that all refer to
the same spam content, as was already suggested by O’Mahony et al. (2004). This might
indicate that spam users tend to be very similar in their behavior to each other, but perhaps
not to the genuine users.
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Which algorithms do we use to test to determine the influence that spam content has on
item recommendation? We selected the approaches from Chapters 4 and 5 that performed
best on the BibBoo data set: (1) item-based filtering using tag overlap similarity, and (2)
profile-centric content-based filtering. We selected IT-JACCARD -SIM as our similarity metric
for the item-based filtering algorithm, and optimized the neighborhood size for the spam
extended data sets using our 10-fold cross-validation setup. For the profile-centric approach
we used all of the intrinsic metadata fields for our user and item representations. Using the
spam-extended version of our BibSonomy bookmarks data set, we considered all users and
items for calculating the similarities. We only evaluated, however, on the users present in
the clean data sets, because we are not interested in how well we can recommend content
to spam users. We evaluated on MAP and on the average percentage of spam content in
the top 1, top 10, top 25, top 50, top 100, and top 1000 results. We derived a list of spam
content by assuming all the items not present in our original, spam-free data set were spam.
We know this is not a perfect assumption, as spammers tend to include ‘genuine’ posts to
throw off spam detection efforts. If these ‘genuine’ items were not in the original spam-free
data set, then they were misclassified as spam. However, we do not believe this to be a big
problem.

7.4.3

Results and Analysis

Table 7.4 contains the results of our two selected algorithms on the BibBoo data set with
and without spam. What we see is that the content-based approach is affected most by the
presence of spam: the MAP score on the spam-extended data set decreases by almost 30%
from 0.0402 to 0.0283, although the difference is not statistically significant (p = 0.060).
Surprisingly, the item-based filtering run using tag overlap achieves a slightly higher MAP
score on the spam-extended data set. The increase from 0.0370 to 0.0397 is not statistically
significant.
Table 7.4: The influence of spam on recommendation performance on our original
BibSonomy bookmarks data set and the spam-extended version. Reported are MAP scores
and the percentage of spam items at different cutoffs in the ranking.

MAP on spam-free data set
MAP on spam-extended data set
Top 1 spam %
Top 10 spam %
Top 25 spam %
Top 50 spam %
Top 100 spam %
Top 1000 spam %

Tag overlap

Content-based

0.0370
0.0397
10.5%
15.3%
14.9%
15.8%
13.6%
4.0%

0.0402
0.0283
0.0%
4.2%
5.9%
6.7%
7.0%
18.2%

Figure 7.4 shows the per-user differences in Average Precision (AP) on the spam-extended
and spam-free data sets for both approaches. It can be observed from Figure 7.4(a) that the
increase in MAP for the tag overlap approach is due to the large improvement for a single
user. For all other users, performance remains the same or decreases slightly. This leads us
to believe that the increase in MAP is coincidental and not structural. In contrast, Figure
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0.1
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AP difference
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7.4(b) shows a consistent, negative effect of spam on the AP scores of the majority of test
users.

0
-0.1
-0.2

0
-0.1
-0.2

(a) Item-based CF with tag overlap

(b) Profile-centric approach

Figure 7.4: User level differences in AP scores between the runs on the spam-extended
and spam-free data sets. Figure 7.4(a) shows the score differences for the item-based CF
approach with tag overlap similarity; Figure 7.4(b) shows the differences for the profilecentric approach.

If we look at the actual spam presence in the rankings of the clean and spam-extended
data sets in Table 7.4, we can see some remarkable differences between the tag-based and
content-based runs. While the content-based run contains more spam items in its rankings
overall, we see that this spam mostly concentrated in the lower end of the rankings, after
the top 100 results. In contrast, for the tag overlap run, most of the spam content is present
in the top 100 of each user’s list of recommendations. This percentage is fairly constant at
around 15%, which means the spam items are evenly distributed over the top 100 items.
In 10% of the cases, even the first item recommended by the tag overlap approach is spam;
this never happens for the content-based approach.
The tag overlap approach is not harmed by spam in the data, while the content-based
approach is, even though the item rankings of the former are in fact polluted with more
spam in the top 100. This difference is surprising, since we could reasonably expect the
approach with the biggest proportion of spam in the ranking to perform worst, as well as
other approaches where the spam content is located at the top end of the rankings. The
fact that this does not happen shows that the presence of spam does not change the ranking
of the relevant items by the item-based filtering approach. In the content-based approach,
relevant items are actually ranked worse when spam is present, suggesting a precisiondecreasing effect. Using the same analysis as described in Subsection 6.4.1, we are able
to confirm this. For both spam-extended runs, recall is down as they retrieve less of the
relevant items. However, the items are ranked better by the spam-extended tag overlap
approach as we see a precision-enhancing effect of a 6.3% increase in MAP compared to the
run on the spam-free data set. Moreover, we also see a recall-decreasing effect of -9.7%.
For the content-based approach, we instead see a precision-related -29.9% decrease in MAP
score and a recall-related decrease of -21.1%.
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Let us attempt to find out what is happening to the rankings generated by the content-based
approach that causes this decrease in performance. Our content-based recommendation
algorithm is based on a standard language modeling approach to IR, where the user profile
representation corresponds to the query and the item representations correspond to the
documents. In language modeling, the goal is to estimate the likelihood of the query being
generated by a documents, and then ranking all documents by those estimated likelihoods.
We use the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing method in our experiments, which involves linear
interpolation between a document model and a collection model (Hiemstra, 1998). For
each query term—i.e., term in the user profile—we calculate the probability of the term
being generated from the document model θd according to the equation
p(t|θd ) = λ · p(t|d) + (1 − λ) · p(t),

(7.4)

where p(t|d) represents the term probability according to the document model and p(t)
represents the term probability according to the background collection model. The weighting parameter λ was set to 0.9 in our experiments. When we add large amounts of spam
to a data set as we did for BibBoo, the queries and the document models for a particular
query-document pair—or in our case user-item pair—do not change. What can and does
change, however, is the collection model and the associated term probabilities p(t). The
probability of a term given the collection model is calculated as the total number of occurP
rences of t in the collection d n(t, d) divided by the total number of terms in the collection
P
d n(d), as in
P
p(t) = Pd

n(t, d)
d

n(d)

,

(7.5)

where n(t, d) is the number of occurrences of term t in document d and n(d) is the total
number of terms in document d. We see that the ranking of the relevant items decreases,
which could mean one of two things. One possibility is that p(t) decreases for the terms
also occurring in the user’s profile. This can happen when the spam items introduce more
terms into the collection that are not in the user profile. When this happens, the total
P
number of terms in the collection d n(d) grows faster than the number of occurrences
P
of a specific term in the collection d n(t, d). The other possible reason for the rankings
drop of relevant items is that other non-relevant, non-spam items are ranked higher and
repress the relevant items. This could happen when certain user profile terms that were not
matched against the relevant items in the spam-free data set suddenly occur much more due
to the spam content and become more important for ranking the other non-relevant items.
The probability p(t) for these terms could increase either through a decrease in collection
size—which is impossible here—or through an increase in the occurrence of term t in the
collection. In the latter case, the spam items contain many occurrences of these previously
‘unused’ terms and increase the importance of the background model in ranking the items.
We believe it is a combination of these two factors that causes the performance drop.
In contrast, the item-based filtering approach with tag overlap is not affected because more
items are added to the system. For this approach to be affected, the newly injected items
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also have to directly match the items of a specific user to influence the recommendations
for that user. Since the MAP score of the tag overlap approach is not affected, spammers
do not appear to directly target the system in this way. The item-based CF algorithm has
also been shown in the past to be fairly robust against spam (Lam and Riedl, 2004). The
end goal of spammers, however, is not per se to ruin the ranking: it is to manipulate it
in such a way that their own content can be found at the top of the results lists. The
tag overlap approach does not seem to be better at this than the content-based approach,
even though the previously added items are retrieved better by the former approach when
spam is present in the system. When all is said and done, the most important vote here is
cast by the users themselves, who do not appreciate the presence of spam in their list of
recommendations, even when it is alternated with relevant recommendations. We believe
this to be the best reason for social bookmarking systems to filter out spam content.

7.5

Chapter Conclusions and Answer to RQ 4

In this chapter we have attempted to determine what the influence of spam content is on
social bookmarking systems, corresponding to our fourth research question and its two
subquestions.
RQ 4

How big of a problem is spam for social bookmarking services?

RQ 4a

Can we automatically detect spam content?

RQ 4b

What influence does spam have on the recommendation performance?

We argued that spam is as much of a problem for social bookmarking as it is for other tasks
such as e-mail and search. To quantify the problem, we examined two of our collections,
CiteULike and BibSonomy in more detail, and found that these data sets contain large
amounts of spam, ranging from 30% to 93% of all users marked as spammers (RQ 4). We
then proposed SPAMORY, a k-NN approach to spam detection that builds representations
of the user and item metadata in a system, and uses the KL divergence as its similarity
metric. We implemented SPAMORY at two different levels of granularity: directly matching
user profiles and matching item profiles. We found that using all available metadata at
the user level provides the best performance, and that our spam detection approach works
well on both data sets (RQ 4a). Finally, we took a closer look at the influence of spam on
recommendation performance, and extended our BibSonomy bookmarks data set with all
spam content. We tested a CF and a content-based approach, and found that spam has a
negative effect on recommendation. The content-based approach was affected most by the
spam presence, but all result lists were unacceptably polluted with spam items, proving the
necessity of adequate spam detection techniques (RQ 4b).

m

CHAPTER

8

DUPLICATES
Another growing pain that social bookmarking systems face, and the second we focus on,
is the presence of duplicate items in the system. With many items being bookmarked by
different users, the ideal situation would be that, for each new post, the system could recognize if that resource has already been posted to the system. Although each post is personal
to a user and should be stored separately along with the personal tags and metadata for
that user-item combination, the common resource targeted in all those posts should only be
stored once in the system. While most services will attempt to match identical resources—
with varying degrees of sophistication—no matching system can be perfect. Compared to
spam, this is obviously less an issue of malicious intent, and more one of carelessness or
lack of awareness. However, their presence can still have consequences for the social bookmarking service. Users might not be able to find all related users based on the articles they
share if duplicates create a chasm between different user groups. Erroneously storing the
same resource multiple times could diminish the strength of the social bookmarking system
and deflate popularity counts, as well as increase storage and processing requirements. It
might also affect item recommendation: two versions of the same article might be recommended in the same session, and perhaps it is not possible to locate all interesting articles
when article counts are diluted and fragmented. In this chapter, we focus on this problem:
how can we detect duplicates automatically and what effect do they have on recommendation? In other words, how important is it to have a good de-duplication policy in a social
bookmarking system? This leads us to our fifth research question.
RQ 5

How big a problem is the entry of duplicate content for social bookmarking services?

The problem of duplicates exists, to varying degrees, in all three social bookmarking services: CiteULike, BibSonomy, and Delicious. However, we will only examine it for CiteULike
in this chapter. Jäschke et al. (2007a) mention that BibSonomy already uses hashing at the
posting phase to make users attentive of the fact they might be adding a resource already
present in the system. The BibSonomy data set is therefore not very suited for our experiments. While both Delicious and CiteULike could have been used for our investigations in
147
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this chapter, we chose to focus only on CiteULike because of its smaller size, allowing for
the manual annotation of a reasonable portion of the data. Our fifth research question gives
rise to two, more specific subquestions.
RQ 5a

Can we construct an algorithm for automatic duplicate detection?

RQ 5b

What influence do duplicates have on recommendation performance?

In the next section we describe how duplicates are currently handled in CiteULike, followed
by Section 8.2 where we discuss the most appropriate related work in de-duplication. In
Section 8.3, we describe our approach for detecting duplicates in the CiteULike collection,
from creating an appropriate test set to doing the actual de-duplication and its results (RQ
5 and RQ 5a). Section 8.4 then describes our investigations into the influence duplicates
can have on recommendation (RQ 5b).

8.1

Duplicates in CiteULike

CiteULike users have many different options for adding articles to their own CiteULike profile. The easiest option is by simply clicking on the ‘Copy’ link when viewing the dedicated
page of an interesting article. However, the copy option is not the only method for adding
articles to a personal profile, and many users do not search CiteULike to see if the article
they want to add is already present. In the 30 days leading up to the Christmas holidays
of 2008, CiteULike reported to have received 116,477 posts, of which only 6,189 posts (or
5.3%) were copies made directly from other users’ libraries (Fenner, 2009). Judging by the
many import-related tags in the CiteULike data set1 , a popular way of adding articles to
one’s library is by importing an entire BibTeX or EndNote library at once. If these entries
do not already contain universal document identifiers like DOI numbers, then no steps are
taken by CiteULike to match these imports to existing items in the database (Chris Hall,
Citeulike, personal communication, May 2008).
We expect that, because of these two factors, a sizable part of the articles posted to CiteULike
are duplicates of items already in the database. Since popular articles are added more often,
there is a bigger chance that something can go wrong when users enter the item metadata
into the system. It is reasonable to assume that there is a fixed probability that spelling
errors or missing DOIs cause a duplicate article to be spawned. The number of duplicates for
a given article is therefore likely to be commensurate with the popularity of the first instance
of that article posted to CiteULike. We examine in Section 8.3 whether this relationship is
indeed present.
In terms of popularity of the duplicate items themselves, one would expect that the duplicate
versions of an article are rare themselves. Because the percentage of articles that are copied
directly to a user’s profile via the ‘Copy’ link is relatively small, duplicate versions are not
1

We manually identified 57 different import-related tags, such as bibtex-import or endnote_import. These
tags comprise up to 3.8% of all assigned tags in the November 2, 2007 data set. Most people add ‘real’ tags
themselves after importing, so the number of items added by batch import is likely to be even higher.
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likely to propagate this way. Nevertheless, this is not always the case: the original version of
the article “Referral Web: Combining Social Networks and Collaborative Filtering” (Kautz
et al., 1997) has been added by 40 users, whereas an exact duplicate record of that paper
that was added later to CiteULike has been added by 31 other users. In this case, the
duplicate version is nearly as popular as the original version of the same paper. If we assume
that this article spawned other, less frequent duplicate versions as well, this means that the
article is twice as popular on CiteULike than one would expect from simply observing the
frequency of the original version of the article. In general, however, we expect that all
duplicate versions on CiteULike together show a Zipfian frequency distribution with a long
tail of unpopular duplicate versions and a handful of duplicates that have become relatively
popular.

8.2

Related Work

Any recommender, retrieval, or information access system that relies on user-generated
content or metadata is susceptible to the problem of duplicate or near-duplicate content. In
dealing with such duplicate content, system designers have a choice of when to take action:
at the moment duplicate content is introduced into the system, at the end when the results
of some requested action are presented to the user, or somewhere in between. Deferring
de-duplication to the end is a lazy approach, whereas the other two options can be classified
as eager approaches to de-duplication.
Lazy Deduplication The lazy approach to de-duplication is most common in the literature on recommender systems. Here, the problem of removing duplicate content is deferred
to after the recommendations have been generated, either by grouping duplicate items together or by removing them from the final list of recommendations presented to the user.
For instance, search engines for research papers such as Google Scholar2 attempt to group
all duplicate versions of the same reference together in their search results. Online stores
such as Amazon3 form another example as they try to group together the different formats
of the same item— such as Blu-ray and DVD versions of the same movie—in their recommendation lists. In the majority of the literature on recommender systems, de-duplication
is mentioned merely in passing. Most papers mention having a de-duplication module that
performs post-processing on the final recommendation lists, but do not go into any more
detail about this (Glance et al., 2001; Haase et al., 2004; Horozov et al., 2006). The way
the de-duplication problem is described in these papers suggests that identifying duplicate
content is often dealt with as an afterthought in the design of such complex systems.
Eager Deduplication In contrast, taking an eager approach means the de-duplication process takes place before the actual recommendation, retrieval, or aggregation operations are
executed. Eager de-duplication has several advantages over its lazy counterpart, such as
obtaining a cleaner and more compact data set, reducing storage and processing requirements. In the eager scenario each system module can operate on the same ‘pure’ data set,
2
3

http://scholar.google.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
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whereas the lazy situation would require separate de-duplication post-processing steps to
be run on their separate outputs. Arguably the optimal stage to detect duplicates is when
they are entered into the system if there is a way to involve the user in this. Presenting
the user with a list of similar content already into the system, could prevent the user from
polluting the database with identical information. For practical reasons, however, it might
not always be possible to involve the user in this process—users might choose to upload a
large batch of their publications that they are not willing to de-duplicate in a single pass.
Identifying all duplicates in a (periodic) batch process after data entry but before recommendation will often be the most practical option. As we crawled our data sets from the
Web, we cannot elicit the help of users directly, which leads us to resort to a batch approach
to de-duplication as well.
We know of no related work on eager de-duplication in the field of recommender systems.
In the past 50 years, however, many different research fields have investigated the problem
of (near-)duplicate content under various monikers, including record linkage, data integration, database hardening, name matching, and entity resolution (Elmagarmid et al., 2007).
Deduplication on the Web Finding near-duplicate content among Web pages has been an
active research topic in the IR community for more than a decade. It is aimed at reducing
the index sizes of Web search engines, and prevalent approaches operate on the full text
of billions of Web pages. We refer the reader to Henzinger (2006) for a comprehensive
comparison and overview of the subject. The techniques described in Henzinger (2006) are
optimized for finding (near-)duplicates of Web pages using the full text. In our approach
we focus on de-duplication using techniques from the record linkage field, as these are
optimized on working with metadata content from database fields4 .
Deduplication in Databases In our CiteULike data set we wish to identify duplicate references, i.e., those items that refer to the same reference. While these duplicate references
may match exactly on certain metadata fields, misspellings or incorrect entries can introduce difficulties in identifying duplicates. This is most closely related to the field of record
linkage, which was first explored in the 1950s and 1960s (Elmagarmid et al., 2007). One
of the earliest and most straightforward approaches to record linkage is a rule-based approach where reasonable rules are manually developed to match the data in the different
fields and subsequently refined when exceptions to the rules are found (Elmagarmid et al.,
2007). Such approaches typically achieve high accuracy but at a cost of much manual effort and continuous updating of the rule base. Fellegi and Sunter (1969) were the first to
pioneer probabilistic approaches to record linkage. Here, pre-labeled data sets are used to
automatically determine the importance weights that should be assigned to the different
metadata fields in the matching process. Different string similarity metrics are then used
to determine the similarity between matching metadata fields. By setting thresholds on the
combined matching score, pairs of records are then predicted to be duplicates or not (Fellegi
and Sunter, 1969).
4
This decision is supported by preliminary experiments using shingling and the SimHash algorithm to deduplicate CiteULike references (Henzinger, 2006). These experiments showed inferior performance compared
to state-of-the-art record linkage approaches.
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In recent years, an increasing body of work focuses on the application of machine learning
algorithms to automatically learn the field weights and similarity thresholds for accurate
matching functions. State-of-the-art approaches include Parag and Domingos (2004) and
Bilenko et al. (2003). The latter compared a variety of character-based and token-based
string similarity metrics such as the Levenshtein distance and tf·idf weighting, and found
that the choice of optimal metrics is largely dependent on the data set used. They also
showed that learning accurate matching functions using Support Vector Machines can yield
significant improvements over the traditional probabilistic approach. We follow the work of
Bilenko et al. in our de-duplication approach and use machine learning to learn the accurate
matching function for combining the different metadata field similarities.
The effect of duplicate content on recommender system performance has not been the topic
of much study, but some studies have been carried out in the IR community. Bernstein
and Zobel (2005) explored techniques similar to those used by Henzinger (2006) on the
runs submitted to the TREC Novelty track and found that returning duplicate documents
had a significant effect on search experience, with up to 17% of duplicates in the returned
result lists. In Section 8.4 we perform the same kind of analysis for social bookmarking
recommendation.

8.3

Duplicate Detection

As mentioned before, unless new posts contain a universal document identifier like a DOI
number, no steps are taken by CiteULike to match these articles to existing items in the
database. This can result in a large number of duplicates on CiteULike. A good example
is the article “Collective Dynamics of Small-World Networks” (Watts and Strogatz, 1998).
The original version has been added by 43 different users, but it has at least 28 duplicates,
added by 29 different users. This means that over 40% of all users who added the article
might actually be found by following links in the folksonomy from the original article to
other users.
In this section we describe our two-step duplicate detection strategy for CiteULike. The first
step in this strategy was obtaining training material to get an estimate of how widespread
duplicates are on CiteULike, and to train our duplicate classifier on. We describe collection
of this training material in Subsection 8.3.1. In Subsection 8.3.2 we describe the second
step: how to construct the duplicate classifier. In Subsection 8.3.3 we present the experimental results of our classifier.

8.3.1

Creating a Training Set

The first step in analyzing the effect of duplicates on the recommendation process is constructing a gold standard training set to evaluate our de-duplication methods against. This
training set should contain both examples of pairs of duplicate items on CiteULike and of
pairs of unique, different items, because any multi-class discriminative machine learning algorithm presented with only positive examples can and will only learn to output a positive
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prediction every time. Furthermore, any realistic collection of training material should also
contain an appropriate ratio of duplicate pairs and different pairs, as social bookmarking
systems in general are more likely to contain only a small percentage of duplicate content.
Our collection process starts by (1) identifying likely pairs of duplicates and an appropriate
number of pairs of distinct items, followed by (2) a manual annotation phase where all
considered pairs were judged as being duplicate pairs or not.
We select our training set pairs as follows. First, we order all the items in our original
CiteULike data set5 on popularity counts and divide them into 10 logarithmic bins based
on these frequency counts. From each bin we randomly pick 5 seed items—less if the bin
contained less than 5 items—resulting in a total of 34 seed items. For each of these ‘focus’
items we extract all bigrams from their tokenized6 titles that do not contain a stop word7 .
For examples, for an item with the title “Referral Web: Combining Social Networks and
Collaborative Filtering” (Kautz et al., 1997) this results in the following 5 bigrams: referral
web, web combining, combining social, social networks, and collaborative filtering.
From each seed item’s bigrams we randomly select two of them, which are then used as
queries on all item titles in the CiteULike data set. This means that for each seed item
two queries are constructed and matched against all 500,000+ titles in the CiteULike data
set. Because duplicate items can often be the result of spelling errors, this matches a good
number of duplicate items with different IDs that effectively represented the same article.
In practice, these bigrams also match a wide variety of titles more often than not, resulting
in a large number of pairs of distinct items. All items whose title matches one of these two
bigram queries are then each paired up with the respective seed item(s) they originated
from. This selection process found 2,683 matching items and a total of 2,777 pairs of seed
items and matched items.
In the second phase of our collection process, we manually annotated these 2,777 pairs.
Appendix D contains more information about the annotation process. Of the 2,777 annotated pairs, 189 were found to be duplicates of one of the 34 seed items, and 2,588
were not, giving us a training set with 6.8% duplicates. It is very likely that because of
our bigram matching method—a straightforward form of de-duplication in itself—we have
overestimated this proportion of duplicates in our training set. The actual ratio of positive
to negative examples in the complete CiteULike data set is expected to be much lower. However, we do not believe that overestimating this proportion will hurt our detection method,
as the use of sampling methods to artificially constrain the ratio of positive to negative
examples is common in machine learning and is not dependent on the actual ratio. In addition, our bigram method will result in higher recall at the expense of precision. However,
since we use human annotators to interactively check our training set for duplicates and
non-duplicates afterwards, precision can be allowed to take a back seat to recall in our
collection of the training set. Furthermore, the advantage of using the bigram queries is
that the non-duplicate pairs are more likely to be more difficult to predict properly for our
machine learning algorithm. If we were to select items randomly to pair up with the seed
5
For this selection process we used the original, unfiltered CiteULike data set as described in Table 3.1
instead of the data set used in our experiments in Chapters 4–6 and described in Table 3.2.
6
Regardless of the algorithm used, normalization of the data is very important and can result in higher
accuracy.
7
We filtered stop words using the SMART stop word list.
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items, term overlap can be expected to be much lower than in our present case, which could
overestimate the performance of the classifier.
For 8 of the 34 seed items we could not find any duplicate items. This does not mean that
these could not have duplicates, merely that our bigram matching method did not find any.
For the remaining 26 seed items the number of duplicates varies from 1 to 30, with 5 of of
the 26 items having more than 25 duplicate versions on CiteULike. Figure 8.1 shows the
distribution of duplicate counts over the seed items.
40
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of the duplicates over the different seed items in our training set.

8.3.2

Constructing a Duplicate Item Classifier

The second step of our duplicate detection strategy for CiteULike involves constructing a
duplicate item classifier. Our approach to duplicate detection is inspired by Bilenko et al.
(2003) and involves a pairwise prediction task: we represent a pair of items by different
features, where each feature represents some type of similarity measure calculated on the
item pair. These instances are then fed to a machine learning algorithm that learns the best
combination of feature weights, and predicts a binary label: duplicate pair or distinct pair
of items.
Feature Representation What features do we use for duplicate classification? Scientific
articles can be annotated with many different metadata fields in CiteULike, but the majority
of these fields are only sparsely filled. Table 5.1 lists how much metadata we have available
for each field. The following six fields are populated densely enough to be of use in matching all of the items in the CiteULike data set: AUTHOR, ENTRYTYPE, TAGS, TITLE, URL, YEAR.
Inspection of the ENTRYTYPE metadata field, denoting the BibTeX entry type, showed it is
not used consistently enough to be useful. As electronic versions of papers can be found in
many different location on the Web, the URL field will not be reliable enough either. Finally,
since tags represent a personal vocabulary, we do not use them as a source of metadata
comparison either. This leaves us with the AUTHOR, TITLE, and YEAR fields to calculate the
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similarity features. Bilenko et al. (2003) compared a variety of character-based and tokenbased string similarity metrics such as the Levenshtein distance and tf·idf weighting. We
follow their approach to feature construction and calculate six different features for each
feature pair: four for the TITLE field, and one each for the AUTHOR and YEAR fields. Table 8.1
describes these six features.
Table 8.1: Similarity features used in duplicate detection.

Feature

Field

F1
F2
F3

TITLE
TITLE
TITLE

F4
F5
F6

TITLE
AUTHOR
YEAR

Description
Cosine similarity on length-normalized, unigram term vectors.
Cosine similarity on length-normalized, bigram term vectors.
Length of the longest common substring divided by the length of the
longest string.
Normalized Levenshtein distance on the titles.
Unigram term overlap of tokenized author string.
Binary match on publication year.

All feature values are mapped to the [0, 1] range. Note that the first three title-based features are arranged in order of increasing strictness. Feature F1 calculates the cosine similarity on unigram term vectors of the two item titles, while feature F2 uses bigram term
vectors. A high score on F2 automatically means a high score on F1 . A high value for feature F3 implies high values for F1 and F2 , and additionally requires that the unigrams and
bigrams occurring in the longest common substring are also in the right order. The normalized Levenshtein distance can be calculated in different ways; we calculate it according
Levenshtein(title ,title )
to Navarro (2001) as 1 − max_length(title1 ,title2 ) . From our experiences with the training set,
1
2
sometimes a mistake separating two duplicates can be as simple as entering the year 2003
instead of 2004. Generally speaking, however, relaxing the binary matching on years is
likely to result in too many false positives. Figure 8.2 shows some examples of training set
instances represented using our six features.

ITEM ID 1

ITEM ID 2

FEATURE 1

FEATURE 2

FEATURE 3

FEATURE 4

FEATURE 5

FEATURE 6

CLASS
LABEL

99
99
99
99999
1272533
1272533
1272533

1075248
1075282
1091096
1791032
1412129
1416466
1821589

1.0000
1.0000
0.2981
0.3333
0.2390
1.0000
1.0000

1.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.2582
0.1508
1.0000
1.0000

1.0000
1.0000
0.1111
0.1250
0.1667
1.0000
1.0000

1.0000
1.0000
0.4677
0.1695
0.2432
1.0000
1.0000

1.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1
1
0
0
0
1
1

PAIRED ITEMS

DUPLICATES?

Figure 8.2: Example instances from our duplicate detection training set. The first instance
shows a perfect match on all features, which is reflected in the ’1’ value for the class label,
whereas the fourth instance matches on publication year, but not well on the other features.
The seventh instance is an example of two paired items that represent the same content,
but where the author field was not filled in for one of the users.
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Experimental Setup The next step in constructing a duplicate item classifier is training it
on the training set we constructed in the previous section. For each of the 2,777 pairs in
the training set, we create an instance with the six similarity features calculated on the item
pair and the class label ‘1’ or ‘0’, denoting a duplicate or distinct pair of items. When we
train a machine learning algorithm on this data set, it attempts to learn the optimal set of
combination weights to detect duplicate pairs. Like Bilenko et al. (2003), we use Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) as our machine learning algorithm. SVM is a supervised machine
learning algorithm that attempt to find the maximum margin hyperplane separating the
two classes of pairs. We refer to Burges (1998) for more detailed information about the
algorithm. We used the publicly available SVMlight implementation for our experiments8 .
Similar to our experimental setup for our recommendation experiments, we divided our
2,777 pair data set into a training and a test set, and randomly assigned 15% of the pairs to a
test set and the remaining 85% to a training set. We further subdivided our training set into
10 folds for 10-fold cross-validation. We optimized the parameters of SVMlight using our 10fold cross-validation setup with Paramsearch, which is a publicly available implementation9
of the wrapped progressive sampling approach to parameter optimization proposed by Van
den Bosch (2004). Paramsearch optimizes the four SVMlight parameters listed in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: List of parameters optimized for the SVM classifier by Paramsearch.

Parameter

-t
-g
-t
-j

Description
Type of kernel function (linear, polynomial, radial basis function, or sigmoid).
Gamma parameter for the radial basis kernel.
Trade-off between training error and margin.
Cost-factor by which training errors on positive examples outweigh errors on
negative examples.

In addition to these parameters, we also experiment with different ratios of positive and negative examples. Data sets that are heavily skewed towards a single class can be problematic
to learn for a machine learning algorithm when evaluated on, for instance, accuracy. The
algorithm might simply learn a classifier that outputs the majority class label all the time,
if that results in a high accuracy score. Even when evaluating using a proper evaluation
metric such AUC instead of accuracy, a heavily skewed data set still might not result in the
best possible classifier. Another solution to this problem is adjusting the ratio of positive to
negative instances in the training set. By downsampling the majority class, we can ‘force’
the classifier to base its decision purely on the feature value and not just on the evaluation
metric (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002). This has been shown to work well on other tasks
and data sets10 . We therefore construct two alternative data sets by randomly sampling the
positive and negative examples in a 1:1 ratio and a 1:2 ratio, where the data sets contain
one respectively two negative instances—i.e., distinct pairs—for each positive one—i.e., a
duplicate pair. We refer to these data sets as POSNEG 1-1 and POSNEG 1-2. Such instance
sampling reduces the size of the training set. To show that the reduction does not simply
make the classification problem easier, we also constructed a data set of the same size as
8

Available at http://svmlight.joachims.org/
Available at http://ilk.uvt.nl/paramsearch/
10
Certain machine learning algorithms are more susceptible to this than others, but SVMs have also been
shown to be affected by this problem (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002).
9
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POSNEG 1-1 but with randomly selected instance from the entire data set ALLINSTANCES. Performance on this new data set, SIZE 1-1, will show if the downsampling simply made the
problem easier by reducing the size, or if the sampling is a successful technique. If the scores
on POSNEG 1-1 are significantly higher than on SIZE 1-1, then the downsampling improved
performance because of a more optimal instance ratio, and not because of the reduced data
set size. We do the same for the POSNEG 1-2 and create a matching SIZE 1-2 data set. For
each of these extra four data sets we also partitioned the data as described above and ran
Paramsearch to find the optimal parameters settings. The optimal settings were then used
to train the model on all of the training data and used to classify the test data. The results
of these experiments are listed in the next section.
Duplicate Identification in CiteULike After training a duplicate classifier we can use it to
detect duplicates in our entire CiteULike data set. We use the unfiltered data set containing
585,351 items, so that we can gather complete frequency information about all items, and
not just those that occur at least twice. Ideally, we would want to determine for each pair of
items in our item set LALL whether or not they are duplicates. To do this we represent each
item pair in the same format as we did with our training set, as described in Table 8.1 and
Figure 8.2, but without the class label which we are trying to predict. Unfortunately, with a
data set size |LALL | of 585,351 items considering all possible pairwise comparisons requires
examining 21 LALL (LALL − 1) item pairs, which amounts to 171,317,603,925 comparisons.
This is clearly an undesirable situation, but also a common one in the field of record linkage.
While the total number of comparisons might be impractical to carry out, most record pairs
are clearly non-duplicates, so they do not need to be considered for matching. This can be
achieved through blocking by dividing the database records in blocks, where only the records
within the same block are compared to each other (Bilenko et al., 2003). An example of a
blocking method is the sorted neighborhood method, which sorts the records over the most
important discriminating attribute of the data, such as the TITLE field in our case. After the
sort, the comparison of records is then restricted to a small neighborhood within the sorted
list (Hernández and Stolfo, 1995). However, we believe that the TITLE field is also the most
vulnerable to spelling errors, so we suspect sorted neighborhood blocking would result in
too many missed duplicate pairs. We therefore apply our own blocking method: popularity
blocking, based on the popularity counts of the items. We identify all duplicates in three
different steps, as visualized in Figure 8.3.
We can reasonably assume that for an item with duplicates, the original item will often be
the most popular compared to its clones. We therefore divide our items into two popularity
groups: the set of popular or high range LHIGH items that have been added to 10 or more user
profiles, and the less popular, low range set of items LLOW that contains all the remaining
items. This results in 680 and 584,671 items in the high and low range sets respectively. It
is reasonable to assume that the original item of a set of duplicates usually falls into the high
range, while most of its duplicates fall into the low popularity range. In the first step of our
deduplication process we do a pairwise comparison of each item in LHIGH with each item in
LLOW , resulting in 397,576.280 comparisons. Then, in the second step, we compare all the
high popularity items with each other, resulting in 230,860 comparisons for our data set. We
compare the high range items with each other on the off-chance that one of the duplicates
is very popular as well. Finally, we select all of the duplicate items found in the first two
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high range!
items!

low range!
items!

(1) between high and!
low range IDs!

(2) within high range IDs!

(3) between duplicate IDs
identified in step (1)!

Figure 8.3: Visualization of our popularity blocking scheme for duplicate identification.
Items, represented by the small circles, are divided into two groups based on popularity.
Solid black circles represent items for which a duplicate has been identified, with the dotted
line connecting a pair of duplicate items.

steps and classify all pairs within this group. We take this third step to detect the duplicates
we missed by not comparing the low popularity items with each other, resulting in another
19,279,888 comparisons. In total, we performed 417,087,028 comparisons, which is 99.7%
of the total number of possible comparisons.

8.3.3

Results and Analysis

Evaluating the Duplicate Item Classifier Table 8.3 lists the results of our different duplicate classification experiments on the training set. What we see is that the POSNEG 1-1
data set, where positive and negative instances were sampled in an equal ratio, achieves the
best classification performance, at an F-score of 0.9804 and an AUC score of 0.9795. For
F-score, the POSNEG 1-1 data set is significantly better than all other variations at α = 0.05.
The POSNEG 1-2 variation, however, does not perform significantly better than the using all
instances in the training set. Both POSNEG variants perform significantly better as measured
by F-score than their corresponding SIZE runs, which shows that the improved performance
is not just due to a reduced size of the training set. When we measure classification performance by AUC, none of the differences are statistically significant but we still see the same
pattern occurring as we do for F-score.
Classifying Duplicates on CiteULike Based on the results in Table 8.3, we select the
POSNEG 1-1 classifier for classifying the duplicate items in the entire CiteULike data set.
The optimized parameter settings for this SVM-based classifier include using a radial basis
function kernel (-t) with the γ parameter (-g) set to 0.128. The cost factor (-j) is set to the
default value of 1.0, and the training error-margin trade-off (-c) is set to 5. Table 8.4 shows
the number of duplicate pairs identified in each of the three steps shown in Figure 8.3.
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Table 8.3: Results of duplicate classification on the training set, evaluated on F-score and
AUC. Best scores are printed in bold.

Data set

F-score

AUC

ALLINSTANCES
POSNEG 1-1
POSNEG 1-2
SIZE 1-1
SIZE 1-2

0.9274
0.9804
0.9393
0.5537
0.5359

0.9532
0.9795
0.9531
0.9164
0.9195

Table 8.4: Results of deduplicating the CiteULike data set.

Step

Duplicate pairs

Total pairs

30,421
752
172,814
19,374

397,576.280
230,860
19,279,888
417,087,028

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Total

% of pairs classified as duplicates
0.0077%
0.3257%
0.8963%
0.0046%

Certain pairs examined in step (3) were already compared in steps (1) and (2); filtering
out these identical pairs left us with a total of 19,374 pairs of duplicate items, which is why
the total duplicate count is lower than the sum of the duplicates uncovered in the three
individual steps. Overall, of the 400+ million pairs we compared, a little under 0.005%
were classified as duplicates. This shows that duplicate identification is like trying to find
a needle in a haystack. The largest proportion of duplicates were detected in step 3, which
is to be expected: this set already contains the duplicates detected in the first two steps,
and additionally links unpopular duplicates of the same original, popular items. The final
duplicate percentage is several orders of magnitude smaller than the the percentage in our
training set. While we already reported that number to be an overestimate, the actual
percentage of duplicates is still lower than we expected. Figure 8.4 shows three examples
of basic graph patterns of how these 19,374 duplicate pairs tend to be connected to each
other.

D
A

B

C

H
E

(a)

F

(b)

G
(c)

Figure 8.4: Example duplicate graph patterns

Pattern 8.4(a) is the standard pattern, where item B was classified as a duplicate of item
A. For each pair we wish to replace the newest item by the oldest item, i.e., we consider
the item that was added first to CiteULike to be the original item. The arrow pointing from
item B to item A denotes that item A is the oldest known version of the item, and that all
occurrences of item B should therefore be replaced by item A. Pattern 8.4(b) occurs when
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multiple items are all classified as duplicates of the same item. In this case, items D and E
are both duplicates of original item C, and should both be replaced by item C in the data
set. Both patterns do not present any problems and are straightforward to apply. Pattern
8.4(c), however, represents a possible dilemma: item H is identified as the duplicate of two
different items. One option is to use the pair with the oldest original item, i.e., replace item
H by item F. It is more likely, however, that our classifier failed to identify a link between
items F and G, because not all possible item pairs were examined. In this case, we replace
this pattern by links to the oldest item F from all the other items in the pattern—items G and
H. After this re-alignment, items G and H are both replaced by item F. We only performed
this alignment step on this third pattern type once for each pattern. Errors made by our
duplicate classifier could result in introducing links between items that are not duplicates
and could results in chaining together too many original, yet different items if we decided to
iterate this alignment step until no more changes are made. After this step, 9,557 duplicate
pairs were left for deduplicating our data set.
Let us take a closer look at these duplicates we uncovered. Figure 8.5(a) plots the popularity
of the duplicates that were identified in the CiteULike data set, and shows it resembles a
Zipfian distribution. It shows that the mistake of creating a duplicate article on CiteULike
is often propagated , as many duplicates are added multiple times. One specific duplicates
was added over 80 times.
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Figure 8.5: Visualizing the identified duplicates. Figure 8.5(a) plots the popularity of the
duplicates that were identified in the CiteULike data set, whereas Figure 8.5(b) plots the
popularity of all original, first versions of an item against the number of duplicates that
were detected for them.

Figure 8.5(b) plots the popularity of all original, first versions of an item against the number
of duplicates that were detected for these originals, and shows no apparent relation between
these two properties. It shows that, contrary to what we expected in Section 8.1, popular
items do not automatically beget more duplicates, as the number of duplicates for a given
article is not commensurate with the popularity of the first added version of that article.
Perhaps we were wrong in assuming that there is a fixed probability that spelling errors or
missing DOIs cause a duplicate article to be spawned.
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The Influence of Duplicates on Recommendation

In the previous section, we described an approach to detecting duplicate items in a social
bookmarking system. Just like spam, duplicate content can be a nuisance to users, duplicate items can pollute the search results and prevent users from reaching all related content
when browsing the folksonomy. In addition, as with spam content, storing duplicate items
also wastes computing power and storage capacity that could be put to better use. Detecting and removing duplicate content is therefore another vital component of a mature social
bookmarking service. We believe proper deduplication can be equally beneficial to recommendation. User satisfaction is not served by multiple versions of the same item showing up
in the lists of recommended items, and a leaner version of the bookmarks database will also
cut down on computation time. The aim of this section is analogous to that of Section 7.4
in the previous chapter: in a small case study on one of our data sets we wish to examine
how much recommendation effectiveness is weakened by the presence of duplicate content.
We know of no other related work on this problem, and an initial investigation of this issue
will therefore be our contribution here.

8.4.1

Experimental Setup

1000

1000

100

100

Populariity

Populariity

We test the influence of duplicate content on recommendation using our CiteULike collection, and we described in the previous section how we detected the pairs of duplicate items
in this collection. After the duplicates have been identified they need to be filtered out, and
this can be done at two different stages: (1) on the original input data set (eager deduplication), and (2) by removing the duplicate items from list of generated recommendations
(lazy deduplication). We deduplicate the original data set by replacing all newer items of
each duplicate pair by their original item until there are no more items left to replace. This
typically takes 5 to 7 iterations.
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Figure 8.6: Popularity of the CiteULike items before (left) and after deduplication (right).

Figure 8.6 shows the popularity of all items in the CiteULike data set before and after
deduplication. Plotting the two quantities on a log-log scale shows that both plots resemble
a Zipfian distribution, with the curve before deduplication being slightly flatter at the top.
Deduplication apparently removes this as the graph on the right shows a stronger Zipfian
distribution.
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To make for a fair comparison, we used our filtered version of the CiteULike data set as
described in Subsection 3.4.1, and applied our deduplication procedure on this data set.
This means we stay as close as possible to retaining users with 20 items or more, and items
occurring in at least 2 user profiles. Using a data set that does not filter out the unique items
could see a greater reduction in items when deduplicating, but such a filtering threshold
would lead to other problems, such as those discussed in Subsection 3.4.1. In addition, we
also deduplicated the relevance judgments for this deduplicated data set. Table 8.5 offers a
basic description of the new, deduplicated CiteULike data set compared to the original one.
Table 8.5: Basic statistics of our deduplicated CiteULike data set compared to the original
version.

# users
# items
# tags
# posts
avg # items per user
avg # users per item
avg # tags per user
avg # users per tag
avg # tags per item
avg # items per tag
sparsity

Original data set

Deduplicated data set

1,322
38,419
28,312
84,637
64.0
2.2
57.3
2.7
5.3
7.3
99.8334

1,322
37,339
28,196
83,439
63.1
2.2
57.0
2.7
5.4
7.1
99.9236

If we had a perfect deduplication algorithm, we would see a decrease in item count as
duplicate items are rolled back into their earliest, original entries. The number of posts
by a user would stay the same here; only the item identifier would be altered. We can
assume that very few users would make the mistake of adding duplicate versions of the
same resource to their own profile, so the total number of posts in the data set would
stay almost the same11 . Overall sparsity of the data set would decrease however. As we
see in Table 8.5, this is not the case. This indicates that our deduplication algorithm is
too aggressive in merging duplicate pairs: too many pairs of items within user profiles are
misclassified as duplicates and replaced by a single post. We will discuss the ramifications
of this later on in this section, as well as possible solutions.
Although it would be preferable to deduplicate the entire data set to reduce storage and
processing requirements, it is also possible to perform deduplication at another stage in the
recommendation process. Similar to what Bernstein and Zobel (2005) do for document
search, we can also leave the duplicates in the data set and instead deduplicate the output
list of recommendations. This is the second deduplication method we investigate.
Which algorithms do we use to test to determine the influence of duplicates? As in the previous chapter, we select the best-performing approaches from chapters 4 and 5. The bestperforming folksonomic recommendation algorithm was the standard item-based CF algorithm with the I-BIN-IDF-SIM similarity metric, i.e., usage-based overlap using idf-weighting.
11
This phenomenon does occur, however, and the posting count would therefore decrease slightly even if we
used a perfect deduplication algorithm.
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We optimize the neighborhood size for the spam extended data sets using our 10-fold crossvalidation setup. We select profile-centric content-based filtering as the best metadataapproach and use all intrinsic and extrinsic metadata fields for our user and item representations. Using the deduplicated version of our data set, we consider all users and items
for calculating the similarities. We evaluate on the same users with the same test items as
we did in our previous recommendation experiments on the CiteULike data set.
What do we expect from these two types of algorithms? We expect a metadata-based approach to suffer from the presence of duplicates, since retrieving any item based on the
user’s profile would also mean retrieving all of the duplicates with near-identical metadata.
The presence of duplicates could also be detrimental to performance of an item-based CF
approach. If there is an item with duplicates that are relatively popular themselves, these
duplicates and the original item are likely to be divided over the users interested in the
original item. This means that there is no guarantee that all the best nearest neighboring
items are located for each item, resulting in suboptimal performance. However, duplicate
versions of the same item are not likely to show up in the same list of recommendations,
because usually they are not as popular as the original versions. This means there is not
enough evidence to recommend them over other items. We expect that a metadata-based
approach is therefore more vulnerable to spam.

8.4.2

Results and Analysis

Table 8.6 shows the results of our two selected algorithms on the CiteULike data set with
deduplication on the original data set and deduplication of the list of recommendations.
We find only small changes in performance of our two deduplication methods compared
to the MAP scores on the original CiteULike data set. For the item-based CF approach,
the MAP score drops slightly from 0.0887 to 0.0882 and 0.0886; for the profile-centric
approach, deduplicating the entire data set causes a slight drop from 0.0987 to 0.0985,
whereas deduplicating the result list shows a small increase in MAP score to 0.1011. None
of the changes are statistically significant.
Table 8.6: The influence of duplicate items on recommendation performance on our original CiteULike data set. Deduplication was at two different stages: on the input data set
and on the result list. Reported are MAP scores and best results are printed in bold.

Original CiteULike data set
Deduplication on data set
Deduplication on result list

Item-based CF

Profile-centric

0.0887
0.0882
0.0886

0.0987
0.0985
0.1011

Figure 8.7 shows the same picture in the per-user differences in Average Precision (AP) for
the four different deduplication runs. For all but the profile-centric method with deduplication of the result lists, we find that deduplication provides benefits for some users, but that
misclassifications introduce errors for others. For the profile-centric method with deduplication of the result lists we see a slightly more positive effect, although the differences are
too small to be significant or useful.
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Figure 8.7: The top level figures show the performance of our two algorithms when the
CiteULike data set is deduplicated; the bottom two figures show the results of deduplication
of the recommendation lists. The figures on the left correspond to the item-based CF
algorithm and the figures on the right correspond to the profile-centric recommendation
algorithm.

We expected the metadata-based algorithm to show the greatest benefits from removing
all duplicate content but we do not find any strong evidence for this. One reason for this
is that we find less duplicates than we intuitively expected, which automatically lowers
the possible effect deduplication could have. In addition, we believe that too many of
the duplicate pairs we did identify within user profiles are misclassified as duplicates and
replaced by a single item. While our classifier performs well on a 1:1 downsampled data
set, the actual percentage of duplicates on CiteULike is orders of magnitude lower. We
believe our downsampling might have been too much in favor of the positive instances,
which caused the classifier to generate too many false positives on the complete CiteULike
data set. There are several things that could be improved upon in future experiments:
• One of the most straightforward ways of increasing the performance of the duplicate
classifier is increasing the size of our training set. In the past prediction accuracy
has been shown to keep increasing with the size of the training set (Brill and Banko,
2001). Adding more training examples means the classifier will get better at recognizing the different ways that duplicates ‘sneak’ into the system. It will also result in a
a data set with a more realistic proportion of duplicates. Perhaps with such a data set,
another ratio of positive to negative examples would also provide better performance
than the 1:1 ratio we found in Subsection 8.3.3.
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• A cursory glance at some of the misclassified pairs reveals cases where a high title
similarity was caused by an overlap in phrases such as “The history of the”, but then
with differing final nouns. Future work should look into weighting different types
of words, such as determiners and prepositions, when matching phrases, or possibly
filtering out the stop words altogether. Some mistakes are hard to avoid however: for
instance, we found two genuinely different items in our data set that were both titled
“The Semantic Web”, but written by different authors in different years. With a strong
focus on features that represent the TITLE field, however, these will almost always be
classified as false positives.
• We used a blocking scheme based on item popularity to limit the number of comparisons, but perhaps a sorted neighborhood scheme would result in less false negatives
and improve the quality of the classifier.
While we are not able to provide a conclusive, positive answer about the influence of deduplication on recommendation, we believe the task itself is still a vital one. Future work that
takes the above suggestions into consideration should be able to give a more precise picture
of the influence of duplicate content on social bookmarking websites.

8.5

Chapter Conclusions and Answer to RQ 5

In this chapter we attempted to determine what the influence of duplicate content is on
social bookmarking systems, as covered by our fifth and final research question and its two
subquestions.
RQ 5

How big of a problem is the entry of duplicate content for social bookmarking services?

RQ 5a

Can we construct an algorithm for automatic duplicate detection?

RQ 5b

What influence do duplicates have on recommendation performance?

We argued that duplicate entries of the same item can cause the same kind of problems for
social bookmarking as spam content. To quantify the problem we examined our data set
collected from the CiteULike website, which does not do extensive deduplication of data entered by the users. We collected a small training set of nearly 3,000 item pairs and annotated
them manually as being duplicates or not. This training set was then used to construct a
duplicate item classifier for this pairwise detection task with acceptable performance at first
glance (RQ 5a). Because of the large size of our complete CiteULike data set, we employed a
heuristic method called popularity blocking to bring the number of necessary classifications
down to manageable proportions. Classifying the entire CiteULike data set then resulted in
the detection of over 9,000 duplicate pairs. We found no relation between the popularity of
an original item and the number of duplicates it spawns (RQ 5). Finally, we took a closer
look at the influence of duplicate on recommendation performance by examining the effects
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of deduplication on the data set and deduplication of the list of resulting recommendations
(RQ 5b). We tested a CF and a content-based approach and found that deduplication was
not beneficial for either algorithm or deduplication option. We believe our duplicate item
classifier was not good enough at identifying the real duplicate pairs and that this is the
reason for our negative results. A larger training set, a better training regimen (e.g., an
optimized downsampling ratio), and better similarity features should be able to remedy this
problem in future work.

III

CONCLUSION
In Part I of the thesis, we covered the core of our recommendation experiments, and examined how to incorporate information from the folksonomy and metadata into recommendation algorithms. In addition, we examined if it was possible to combine the recommendations generated by our algorithms and improve recommendation performance by exploiting
the complementarity of our different algorithms. In Part II, we zoomed in on two specific
growing pains that social bookmarking services encounter as they become more popular:
spam and duplicate content. We quantified how common these problems are, and proposed
algorithms for the automatic detection of spam and duplicate content. We also investigated
the influence they can have on recommending items for social bookmarking websites.
We come to a conclusion of this thesis in this final part. We recall our five research questions
and summarize the answers to each of them. We provide practical guidelines for implementing a recommender system on a social bookmarking website. Then we list what we believe
to be our main contributions with this work, and we conclude with recommendations for
future research.
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AND

9

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis we have examined how recommender systems can be applied to the domain of
social bookmarking. More specifically, we have investigated the task of item recommendation, where interesting and relevant items—bookmarks or scientific articles—are retrieved
and recommended to the user, based on a variety of information sources about and characteristics of the user and the items. The recommendation algorithms we proposed were
based on two different characteristics: the usage data contained in the folksonomy, and
the metadata describing the bookmarks or articles on a social bookmarking website. We
formulated the following problem statement for the thesis in Chapter 1.
PS

How can the characteristics of social bookmarking websites be exploited to
produce the best possible item recommendations for users?

In this chapter we conclude the thesis. We start by answering our five main research questions in Section 9.1. In Section 9.2 we offer a set of practical recommendations for social
bookmarking services seeking to implement a recommender system. We summarize our five
main contributions in Section 9.3. We conclude this chapter in Section 9.4, where we list
future research directions, drawing on the work described in this thesis.

9.1

Answers to Research Questions

Our problem statement led us to formulate five main research questions. Along the way,
seven additional subquestions were formulated as well. In this section we summarize the
answers to those twelve research questions. The first three research questions focused on
how the two key characteristics of social bookmarking websites—the folksonomy and the
metadata—can be utilized to produce the best possible recommendations for users?
RQ 1

How can we use the information represented by the folksonomy to support and improve recommendation performance?
169
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In answering our first research question we focused on using the tags present in the broad
folksonomy of social bookmarking systems, which describe the content of an item and can
therefore be used in determining the similarity between two objects. We extended a standard nearest-neighbor CF algorithm with different tag similarity metrics to produce our
TOBCF and TIBCF algorithms. We found that the performance of item-based filtering can
be improved by using the item similarities based on the overlap in the tags assigned to those
items (TOBCF). The reason for this is reduced sparsity in the item profile vectors; something
we did not find in user-based TOBCF, which as a result did not benefit from using tag similarity. Bookmark recommendation is affected more strongly than reference recommendation.
Our TIBCF algorithms did not produce competitive results. We may therefore conclude that
tagging intensity is not a good measure of user and item similarity.
An examination of merging different types of similarity in our SimFuseCF algorithm yielded
inconclusive results. We compared our algorithms with two state-of-the-art GBCF approaches:
a graph-based algorithm using random walks and a tag-aware fusion algorithm. Here, we
observed that our algorithm outperformed the random walk algorithm. The tag-aware fusion approach outperformed our own TBCF algorithms by fusing different representations
and algorithms. On the basis of these results we may conclude (1) that tags can be used
successfully to improve performance, and (2) that usage data and tagging data have to be
combined to achieve the best performance.
RQ 2

How can we use the item metadata available in social bookmarking systems to provide accurate recommendations to users?

To answer RQ 2, we proposed four different algorithms, divided into two classes: two
content-based filtering approaches and two hybrid approaches. In content-based filtering,
a profile-centric approach, where all of the metadata assigned by a user is matched against
metadata representations of the items, performed better than matching posts with each
other because of sparseness issues. We also compared two hybrid CF approaches that used
the metadata representations to calculate the user and item similarities. Here, we found
that item-based filtering with the metadata-derived similarities performed best. What the
best overall metadata-based algorithm is, is dependent on the data set. In Chapter 5, we
formulated the following two additional subquestions.
RQ 2a

What type of metadata works best for item recommendation?

RQ 2b

How does content-based filtering using metadata compare with folksonomic recommendations?

We found that while sparsity of the metadata field does have an influence on recommendation performance, the quality of the information is just as important. Based on the experimental results we may conclude that combining all intrinsic metadata fields together tends
to give the best performance, whereas extrinsic information, i.e., information not directly
related to the content, does not (RQ 2a). Finally, compared to the folksonomic recommendation algorithms proposed, recommending using metadata works better on three of our
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four data sets. Hence, we may conclude that it is viable choice for recommendation despite
being underrepresented in the related work so far (RQ 2b).
RQ 3

Can we improve performance by combining the recommendations generated by different algorithms?

The answer to this third research question is positive: combining different recommendation
runs yielded better performance compared to the individual runs on all data sets (RQ 3).
We formulated an additional, more specific research question in Chapter 6.
RQ 3a

What is the best recipe for combining the different recommendation
algorithms?

In our experiments, weighted fusion methods consistently outperformed the unweighted
ones, because not every run contributes equally to the final result. A second ingredient
for successful fusion is using a combination method that rewards documents that show
up in more of the individual runs, harnessing the Chorus/Authority effect, and improving
the ranking of those items retrieved by more runs. Thirdly, the most successful combinations came from fusing the results of recommendation algorithms and representations that
touched upon different aspects of the item recommendation process. Hence we may conclude that the theory underlying data fusion in IR is confirmed for recommender systems.
Our first three research questions were answered by taking a quantitative, system-based approach to evaluation, i.e., we simulated the user’s interaction with our proposed recommendation algorithms in a laboratory setting. Such an idealized perspective does not take into
account the growing pains that accompany the increasing popularity of social bookmarking
websites: spam and duplicate content. We focused on these problems by formulating RQ 4
and RQ 5. The fourth research question addresses the problem of spam.
RQ 4

How big a problem is spam for social bookmarking services?

We examined two of our collections, CiteULike and BibSonomy, for spam and found that
these data sets contain large amounts of spam, ranging from 30% to 93% of all users marked
as spammers (RQ 4). We formulated two additional research questions in Chapter 7.
RQ 4a

Can we automatically detect spam content?

RQ 4b

What influence does spam have on the recommendation performance?

We showed that it is possible to train a classifier to detect spam users in a social bookmarking system automatically by comparing all of the metadata they have added together, to the
metadata added by genuine users and by other spammers. This is best done at the user level
of granularity instead of at a more fine-grained level (RQ 4a). Finally, we examined the influence of spam on recommendation performance by extending our BibSonomy bookmarks
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data set with the spam entries we filtered out earlier. We tested a collaborative filtering and
a content-based approach and found that spam has a negative effect on recommendation.
Based on our experimental results we may conclude that the content-based approach was
affected most by the spam presence. However, all result lists were unacceptably polluted
with spam items, proving the necessity of adequate spam detection techniques (RQ 4b).
To address the problem of duplicate content on social bookmarking websites, we formulated the fifth research question and two additional, more specific research questions in
Chapter 8.
RQ 5

How big a problem is the entry of duplicate content for social bookmarking services?

RQ 5a

Can we construct an algorithm for automatic duplicate detection?

RQ 5b

What influence do duplicates have on recommendation performance?

We examined one of our data sets, CiteULike, to quantify the problem of duplicate content
(RQ 5). We constructed a training set and trained a duplicate identification classifier which
found a small percentage of duplicates (RQ 5a). We found that these duplicate items follow
a Zipfian distribution with a long tail, just as regular items do, which means that certain
duplicates can be quite widespread (RQ 5). Finally, we examined the influence of duplicates
on recommendation performance by creating a deduplicated version of our CiteULike data
set. We tested a collaborative filtering and a content-based approach, but did not find
any clear effect of deduplication on recommendation, because our duplicate identification
classifier was not sufficiently adequate (RQ 5b).

9.2

Recommendations for Recommendation

Based on the answers to our research questions, we can offer a set of recommendations
for social bookmarking services seeking to implement a recommender system. Note that
our findings are specific to the task of recommending relevant items to users based on
their profile; we cannot guarantee that our recommendations hold for other tasks such as
personalized search or filling out reference lists.
Social bookmarking websites have two options at their disposal that both work equally well:
recommending items using only the broad folksonomy or using the metadata assigned to the
items to produce recommendations. The latter option of recommendation based on metadata is a good option when the website already has a good search infrastructure in place.
In that case it is relatively easy to implement a metadata-based recommender system. An
added advantage of having a good search engine is that it is also useful for detecting spam
users and content with high accuracy. Recommendation using the information contained in
the folksonomy is a good approach as well: here, we recommend implementing an itembased filtering algorithm that uses tag overlap between items to calculate the similarity.
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However, since not all users tag their items, it would be even better to merge the tag information with the usage information before calculating the item similarities as suggested
by Tso-Sutter et al. (2008). Depending on efficient implementation, performance can be
greatly increased by combining the recommendations of different algorithms before they
are presented to the user. It is important here to combine approaches that focus on different
aspects of the task, such as different representations or different algorithms, preferably all.
To provide the user with a satisfactory experience it is important to perform spam and
duplicate detection. While they may not influence the recommendations to a strong degree,
their presence in the results list can be enough to for a user to lose trust in the recommender
system. This illustrates that the success of any recommender system depends on the users,
and whether or not they are satisfied with the system as a whole. Proper user testing of the
system is therefore essential, and we will come back to this in Section 9.4.

9.3

Summary of Contributions

In this thesis we performed a principled investigation of the usefulness of different algorithms and information sources for recommending relevant items to users of social bookmarking services. Below we list the following five contributions we have made.
1. We examined different ways of using the information present in a folksonomy for
recommendation, by extending a standard class of Collaborative Filtering algorithms
with information from the folksonomy. These extensions were then compared to other
state-of-the-art approaches, and shown to be competitive.
2. We determined the best way of using item metadata for recommendation, and proposed several new and hybrid algorithms. These algorithms were shown to be competitive with the more popular usage-based approaches that use the folksonomy. We
were the first to perform such a comparison of content-based recommendation with
collaborative filtering for social bookmarking services.
3. Compared to related work, we took a critical look at different methods for combining
recommendations from different algorithms on the same data set. We showed that
combining different algorithms and different representations, that all cover different
aspects of the recommendation task, yields the best performance, confirming earlier
work in the field of IR.
4. We have performed our experiments on publicly available data sets based on three
different social bookmarking services covering two different domains of Web pages
and scientific articles for a thorough evaluation of our work. This enhanced the generalizability of our findings.
5. We examined two problems associated with the growth of a social bookmarking websites: spam and duplicate content. We showed how prevalent these phenomena are.
Moreover, we proposed methods for automatically detecting these phenomena, and
examined the influence they might have on the item recommendation task.
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Future Directions

In any research endeavor there is always room for improvement and the work described in
this thesis is no different. While we have covered many different aspects of recommending
items on social bookmarking websites in this thesis, we believe that the work we have done
is but the tip of the proverbial iceberg. In particular, we acknowledge three fruitful and
desired directions for future research.
User-based Evaluation We remarked already in the first chapter of this thesis that our
choice for system-based evaluation—while necessary to whittle down the overwhelming
number of possible algorithms and representations—leaves out perhaps the most important
component of a recommender system: the user. Herlocker et al. (2004) was among the first
to argue that user satisfaction is influenced by more than just recommendation accuracy,
and McNee (2006) followed up on this work with extensive user studies of recommendation
algorithms. Similarly, we believe it is essential to follow up our work with an evaluation
with real users in realistic situations. Ideally, such experiments would have to be run in
cooperation with one of the more popular social bookmarking websites to attract a large
enough group of test subjects to be able to draw statistically significant conclusions about
any differences in performance. Typically, such live user studies are done by performing
so-called A/B testing, also known as randomized experiments or Control/Treatment testing
(Kohavi et al., 2009). In A/B testing, two or more variants of a website are randomly
assigned to the Web page visitors. With enough test subjects, meaningful conclusions can
be drawn about, for instance, differences in clickthrough rates or purchases. To follow up on
the work described in this thesis, it would be fruitful to compare different recommendation
algorithms, such as the best variants of user-based filtering and item-based filtering, and
the best content-based and hybrid filtering methods. Such user-based evaluation might see
different algorithms rise to the top that were not the best-performing ones in the systembased experiments. For example, if users turn out to prefer serendipitous recommendations,
we might see user-based CF as the algorithm with the highest clickthrough rate of the
presented recommendations as suggested by McNee et al. (2006). Other influences on
user satisfaction, and just as testable through A/B testing, could include the presences of
explanations: why was a recommendation made. This has been shown to be important to
user satisfaction as well (Herlocker et al., 2000).
Task Differentiation In our experiments we focused on one specific task: item recommendation based on all of the bookmarks or articles added by a user in the past. This is far from
the only task that could be supported on a social bookmarking website. Figure 9.1 shows a
matrix of possible tasks, each in the form of selecting an object type and then finding related
objects, possibly of a different type, to go with them.
So far, related work on social tagging and social bookmarking has focused on ‘Tag recommendation’ and ‘Guided search’, and in this thesis we covered ‘Item recommendation’. Other
interesting and useful tasks still remain largely unexplored, such as finding like-minded
users or selecting specific items to get recommendations for—commonly known as ‘More
like this’ functionality—which could be very useful on a social bookmarking website. Some
of our algorithms already perform some of these functions, such as finding similar users or
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Figure 9.1: An overview of possible research tasks on social bookmarking websites, loosely
adapted from Clements (2007). Most of the related work so far has focused on ‘Tag recommendation’, ‘Guided search’, and ‘Item recommendation’ (shaded cells). In this thesis we
focused on the latter task.

items for the memory-based CF algorithms. However, more specialized algorithms might be
better at this.
In deciding which tasks to tackle it is essential to profile the users: what do they want, how
and what are they currently using the system for? We believe that focusing on real-world
tasks in research can drive successful innovation, but only if the tasks under investigation
are also desired by the users.
Algorithm Comparison In the experimental evaluation of our work, we have focused
on using publicly available data sets and comparing our work against state-of-the-art approaches, something which is lacking from much of the related work. We are aware, however, that our comparisons are by no means complete as we picked only two promising
approaches to compare our work with. Model-based collaborative filtering algorithms, for
instance, were lacking from our comparison. In ‘regular’ recommendation experiments in
different domains, model-based algorithms have been shown to hold a slight edge over
memory-based algorithms, but without proper comparison on multiple social bookmarking
data sets we cannot draw any conclusions about this. One natural extension of the work
would therefore be to extend the comparison we made to all of the relevant related work
discussed in Section 4.5. Such a comparison would have to include at least the approaches
by Hotho et al. (2006a), Symeonidis et al. (2008b), Wetzker et al. (2009), Zanardi and
Capra (2008), and Wang et al. (2006b).
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APPENDIX

COLLECTING
A.1

THE

A

CITEULIKE DATA SET

Extending the Public Data Dump

We described in Chapter 3 that our CiteULike data set is based on the November 2, 2007
data dump that is made available publicly1 by CiteULike. This dump contains all information
on which articles were posted by whom, with which tags, and at what point in time. Figure
A.1 shows a tiny subset of this data dump.

ARTICLE ID
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
43
43
43
43
43
43

USER ID (HASHED)

TIMESTAMP

217369743f9df99964fa16439a01f5f3
217369743f9df99964fa16439a01f5f3
217369743f9df99964fa16439a01f5f3
473d9d0924d3aafcf26846d7772a0ae5
473d9d0924d3aafcf26846d7772a0ae5
61baaeba8de136d9c1aa9c18ec3860e8
61baaeba8de136d9c1aa9c18ec3860e8
61baaeba8de136d9c1aa9c18ec3860e8
61baaeba8de136d9c1aa9c18ec3860e8
b8f7de09e5c78bdd72b2fd9c4bb00fc2
b8f7de09e5c78bdd72b2fd9c4bb00fc2
951c3216b53eeb01d5ddc75ecfe63753
32c2ddd35515c3fdc1b7731992887015
32c2ddd35515c3fdc1b7731992887015
32c2ddd35515c3fdc1b7731992887015
32c2ddd35515c3fdc1b7731992887015
86c091c8b7d793966136c07488efe622

2006-12-26T02:03:08.605006+00
2006-12-26T02:03:08.605006+00
2006-12-26T02:03:08.605006+00
2005-06-24T01:22:12.696806+01
2005-06-24T01:22:12.696806+01
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2006-06-02T18:02:00.510405+01
2006-06-02T18:02:00.510405+01
2007-05-11T16:47:11.366525+01
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2006-12-01T16:02:59.704955+00

TAG
metabolism
networks
systems_biology
small_world
wireing_digrams
barabasi
ecoli
metabolism
networks
metabolism
network
no-tag
key--reg ulatory_network
key--robustness
key--systems_biology
type--review
robustness

Figure A.1: A small subset of a CiteULike data dump. The columns from left to right
contain the article IDs, user IDs. time stamps, and tags.

Each line represents a user-item-tag triple with the associated timestamp of the posting, so
if a user posted an article with n tags, then this resulted in n rows in the file for that articleuser pair. If a user added no tags, then the article-user pair is represented by 1 row with
the tag no-tag. On the CiteULike website, users can pick their own user name, but these
1

Available from http://www.citeulike.org/faq/data.adp.
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were hashed in the data dumps using the MD5 cryptographic hashing function for privacy
reasons. Unfortunately, most of the interesting features on the CiteULike website are linked
to the user names and not to the hashed IDs. For instance, each article has a separate
page for the users that added it, which contain the personal metadata such as reviews and
comments. Unfortunately, these article pages display only the CiteULike user names, which
means that for us to be able to link the data dump to the personal metadata we had to
match each user name to its corresponding MD5 hashes.
Directly applying the MD5 hashing function to the username did not result in any matching
hashes, which suggests that CiteULike uses a salt to make reverse lookup practically impossible2 . We therefore had to find another way of matching the user names to the hashes.
First, we crawled all user-specific article pages. Each article on CiteULike has its own
generic page, which can be accessed by inserting the article ID from the CiteULike data
dump in a URL of the form http://www.citeulike.org/article/ARTICLE_ID. Each
article page contains metadata and also lists, by user name, all users that have added
the article to their personal library. We crawled all article pages and collected all information. After acquiring the names of the users that added an article, we also crawled
all user-specific versions of these pages. These can be accessed at a URL of the form
http://www.citeulike.org/user/USER_NAME/article/ARTICLE_ID. Using the collected lists of user names, we collected the personal metadata added by each separate user
such as tags and comments.
By collecting these article-user name-tag triples from the CiteULike article pages, we were
then able to match user names to MD5 hashes3 . This turned the alignment problem into
a matter of simple constraint satisfaction. For a single article A there might be multiple
authors who added the same tag(s) to A, but perhaps only one of those authors added
another article B with his own unique tags. By identifying those posts that matched uniquely
on articles and tags, we were able to align that user’s name with the hashed ID. We ran this
alignment process for 7 iterations, each round resolving more ambiguous matches, until no
more authors could be matched. Table A.1 shows statistics of our progress in aligning the
usernames and hashes.
Table A.1: Statistics of the user alignment process. Each cell lists how many users and
associated articles and tags were matched after the seven steps.

Users
Articles
Tags

Data dump

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

27,133
813,186
235,199

24,591
763,999
224,061

25,182
780,244
227,678

25,260
780,837
227,844

25,284
780,851
227,848

25,292
780,851
227,848

25,352
803,278
232,794

25,375
803,521
232,837

After seven rounds, 93.5% of the initial 27,133 user names were correctly identified. Furthermore, 98.8% of all articles were retained and 99.0% of all tags. We believe that this
represents a substantial enough subset of our the original data dump to proceed with further
2
A salt is a series of random bits used as additional input to the hashing function. It makes reverse lookup
using dictionary attacks more complicated by effectively extending the length and potentially the complexity of
the password.
3
Matching usernames and hashes on the specific timestamps when articles were added would have been
easier and more specific, but this was not possible: the timestamps were not present on the crawled Web pages.
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experiments. Figure A.2 shows the same extract of the CiteULike data dump of Figure A.1
with the resolved author names. For instance, we were able to resolve the user ID hash
61baaeba8de136d9c1aa9c18ec3860e8 to the user name camster.
ARTICLE
ID
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
43
43
43
43
43
43

USER
NAME

TIMESTAMP

alexg
alexg
alexg
barry
barry
camster
camster
camster
camster
tny
tny
OriginalLurch
adepace
adepace
adepace
adepace
anatiferous

2006-12-26T02:03:08.605006+00
2006-12-26T02:03:08.605006+00
2006-12-26T02:03:08.605006+00
2005-06-24T01:22:12.696806+01
2005-06-24T01:22:12.696806+01
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2004-11-04T02:25:05.373798+00
2006-06-02T18:02:00.510405+01
2006-06-02T18:02:00.510405+01
2007-05-11T16:47:11.366525+01
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2007-01-16T19:45:20.535288+00
2006-12-01T16:02:59.704955+00

TAG
metabolism
networks
systems_biology
small_world
wireing_digrams
barabasi
ecoli
metabolism
networks
metabolism
network
no-tag
key--regulatory_network
key--robustness
key--systems_biology
type--review
robustness

Figure A.2: The same small subset of the CiteULike data dump from Figure A.1 after
aligning the user names with the hashed IDs. The columns from left to right contain the
article IDs, user names. time stamps, and tags.

A.2

Spam Annotation

Figure A.3 illustrates the straightforward interface we created for the spam annotation process. For each user it randomly selects a maximum of five articles and displays the article
title (if available) and the associated tags. It also shows a link to the CiteULike page of
the article. Preliminary analysis showed that articles that were clearly spam were usually
already removed by CiteULike and returned a 404 Not Found error. We therefore instructed
our judges to check the CiteULike links if a user’s spam status was not obvious from the
displayed articles. Missing article pages meant users should be marked as spam. In this
process, we assumed that although spam users might add real articles to their profile in an
attempt to evade detection, real dedicated CiteULike users would never willingly add spam
articles to their profile. Finally, we noticed that spam content was injected into CiteULike
in many different languages. From the experience of the annotators, most spam was in
English, but considerable portions were in Spanish, Swedish, and German. Other languages
in which spam content was found were, among others, Dutch, Finnish, Chinese, and Italian.
Of the 5,200 users in our subset, 3,725 (or 28.4%) were spam users, which is a much
smaller proportion than in the BibSonomy system, but still a considerable part of the entire
data set. The numbers in Table 7.1 are reported for this 20% sample of CiteULike users. It is
likely that such a sizable chunk of spam can have a significant effect on the recommendation
performance. We test this hypothesis about the influence of spam in Section 7.4.
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Figure A.3: A screenshot of the interface used to annotate a subset of CiteULike users as
possible spam users. The user in the screenshot is a typical example of a spammer. For
every user, we display up to five randomly selected posts with the article title and the
assigned tags.
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GLOSSARY

OF

B

RECOMMENDATION RUNS

In this appendix we list the run names used in Chapter 4 with a brief explanation for the
convenience of the reader in Tables B.1 and B.2.
Table B.1: Run names used in Chapter 4.

Run name

Run description

U - BIN - SIM

User-based CF using binary vectors from the ratings matrix R and
cosine similarity (Subsection 4.3.1).
User-based CF using tf·idf-weighted vectors from the ratings matrix R
and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.3.1).
Item-based CF using binary vectors from the ratings matrix R and
cosine similarity (Subsection 4.3.1).
Item-based CF using tf·idf-weighted vectors from the ratings matrix
R and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.3.1).
User-based CF using binary vectors from the UT matrix and Jaccard
overlap (Subsection 4.4.1).
User-based CF using binary vectors from the UT matrix and Dice’s
coefficient (Subsection 4.4.1).
User-based CF using binary vectors from the UT matrix and cosine
similarity (Subsection 4.4.1).
User-based CF using tag frequency vectors from the UT matrix and
cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.1).
User-based CF using tf·idf-weighted tag frequency vectors from the
UT matrix and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.1).
Item-based CF using binary vectors from the IT matrix and Jaccard
overlap (Subsection 4.4.1).
Item-based CF using binary vectors from the IT matrix and Dice’s
coefficient (Subsection 4.4.1).

U - BIN - IDF- SIM
I - BIN - SIM
I - BIN - IDF- SIM
UT- JACCARD - SIM
UT- DICE - SIM
UT- BIN - SIM
UT-TF- SIM
UT-TFIDF- SIM
IT- JACCARD - SIM
IT- DICE - SIM
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Table B.2: Run names used in Chapter 4 (continued).

Run name

Run description

IT- BIN - SIM

Item-based CF using binary vectors from the IT matrix and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.1).
Item-based CF using tag frequency vectors from the IT matrix
and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.1).
Item-based CF using tf·idf-weighted tag frequency vectors from
the IT matrix and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.1).
User-based CF using frequency vectors from the ratings matrix
R and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.2).
User-based CF using tf·idf-weighted frequency vectors from the
ratings matrix R and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.2).
Item-based CF using frequency vectors from the ratings matrix
R and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.2).
Item-based CF using tf·idf-weighted frequency vectors from the
ratings matrix R and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.4.2).
User-based CF using fused user-user similarities (Subsection
4.4.3).
Item-based CF using fused item-item similarities (Subsection
4.4.3).
User-based CF using tag frequency vectors from the combined
R|UI matrix and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.6.1).
Item-based CF using tag frequency vectors from the combined
R|IT T matrix and cosine similarity (Subsection 4.6.1).
Weighted combination of U-TSO -SUTTER-SIM and I-TSO -SUTTERSIM runs (Subsection 4.6.1).
Random walk model according to Clements et al. (2008a) (Subsection 4.6.2).

IT-TF- SIM
IT-TFIDF- SIM
U -TF- SIM
U -TFIDF- SIM
I -TF- SIM
I -TFIDF- SIM

User-based fusion
Item-based fusion
U -TSO - SUTTER - SIM
I -TSO - SUTTER - SIM

Tag-aware fusion
Random walk model
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C

OPTIMAL FUSION WEIGHTS
In this appendix we list the optimal run weights for the ten weighted fusion experiments
described in Chapter 6. We list the optimal weights for each of our four data sets separately
in Tables C.2 through C.5. Table C.1 lists the IDs we use to refer to the individual runs in
those four tables.
Table C.1: Run IDs used in Tables C.2–C.5.

Run ID
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

Run description
Best user-based run based on usage similarity (from Section 4.3)
Best item-based run based on usage similarity (from Section 4.3)
Best user-based run based on tag overlap similarity (from Subsection 4.4.1)
Best item-based run based on tag overlap similarity (from Subsection 4.4.1)
Best profile-centric run based on metadata (from Subsection 5.2.1)
Best post-centric run based on metadata (from Subsection 5.2.1)
Best user-based run based on metadata (from Subsection 5.2.2)
Best item-based run based on metadata (from Subsection 5.2.2)
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Table C.2: Optimal fusion weights for the different fusion experiments on the Bibsonomy
bookmarks data set.

Run ID
Fusion A

Fusion B

Fusion C

Fusion D

Fusion E

Fusion F

Fusion G

Fusion H

Fusion I

Fusion J

Method

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ

0.3
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.2

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.6

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.2

1.0
0.8
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.2
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.4
0.6
1.0
0.8

1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
0.5
0.1
0.7
0.9
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.9
0.9
0.0

0.1
0.1
1.0
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.9

0.5
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.6

0.7
0.9
1.0
0.4
0.2
0.9
0.7
0.8
1.0
0.8
0.7
1.0
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Table C.3: Optimal fusion weights for the different fusion experiments on the Delicious
bookmarks data set.

Run ID
Fusion A

Fusion B

Fusion C

Fusion D

Fusion E

Fusion F

Fusion G

Fusion H

Fusion I

Fusion J

Method

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ

0.6
0.9
1.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.8

1.0
0.9
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.9
0.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2

1.0
1.0
0.9
1.0
0.9
1.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.6
0.9
1.0
0.7
1.0
0.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.0

0.9
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.7
1.0
0.6
0.7
0.9
0.5
0.9
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.4
0.6
0.2
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.4

0.8
0.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.2
0.9
0.9
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Table C.4: Optimal fusion weights for the different fusion experiments on the Bibsonomy
articles data set.

Run ID
Fusion A

Fusion B

Fusion C

Fusion D

Fusion E

Fusion F

Fusion G

Fusion H

Fusion I

Fusion J

Method

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ

0.9
0.9
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.3
1.0
0.8
0.4
1.0
0.9
0.6

0.2
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.6
0.4
0.1
0.3
0.4

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.4
1.0
0.6

0.7
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.4
0.8
0.7
0.0
1.0
0.7
0.2
0.7
0.4
0.9
0.8

0.9
0.9
0.1
0.8
0.8
0.1
0.8
0.7
0.1
1.0
0.5
0.1

0.3
0.3
1.0
0.2
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.0
0.9

0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.2

0.9
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.3
1.0
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.0
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Table C.5: Optimal fusion weights for the different fusion experiments on the CiteULike
bookmarks data set.

Run ID
Fusion A

Fusion B

Fusion C

Fusion D

Fusion E

Fusion F

Fusion G

Fusion H

Fusion I

Fusion J

Method

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ
Weighted CombSUM
Weighted CombMNZ
Weighted CombANZ

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.3

0.8
0.6
1.0
0.7
1.0
0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.6

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.9
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.2
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.0
0.7
1.0
0.1
0.7
0.7
0.1
1.0
0.8
0.0
1.0
0.2
0.1

0.2
0.2
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.9
0.5
0.8
1.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.4

0.9
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.9
0.3
0.1
0.9
0.7
0.1
1.0

APPENDIX

DUPLICATE ANNOTATION

IN

D

CITEULIKE

Figure D.1: Screenshot of the interface for judging duplicate CiteULike pairs. The example
pair in the screenshot is a typical example of a duplicate pair. For each article in the pair,
we display the hyperlinked article ID pointing to the CiteULike article page, the article title,
the publication year, and the author(s).

After obtaining a training set of 2,777 pairs as described in Subsection 8.3.1, we needed to
determine which of these pairs were duplicates and which were different items. Figure D.1
shows the simple interface we created for duplicate annotation. The seed item is shown at
the top with its item ID, title, year, and author metadata and the same metadata fields are
shown at the bottom of the screen for the matched item. The annotator can then judge the
203
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articles to be ‘the same’ or ‘different’. The article IDs are linked to their CiteULike article
pages for easy reference.
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SUMMARY

Under the label of Web 2.0, the past decade has seen a genuine and fundamental change
in the way people interact with and through the World Wide Web. One of its prominent
features is a shift in information access and creation from local and solitary, to global and
collaborative. Social bookmarking websites such as Delicious and CiteULike are a clear case
in point of this shift: instead of keeping a local copy of pointers to favorite URLs or scientific articles, users can instead store and access their bookmarks online through a Web
interface. The underlying system then makes all stored information shareable among users.
In addition to this functionality, most social bookmarking services also offer the user the opportunity to describe the content they added to their personal profile with keywords. These
keywords, commonly referred to as tags, are an addition to e.g. the title and summary
metadata commonly used to annotate content, and improve the access and retrievability of
a user’s own bookmarked Web pages. These tags are then made available to all users, many
of whom have annotated many of the same Web pages with possibly overlapping tags. This
social tagging results in a rich network of users, bookmarks, and tags, commonly referred to
as a folksonomy.
As social bookmarking systems become more popular, they need effective access methods
to help users locate all the interesting content present in those systems. One such type of
technology are recommender systems, which are a form of personalized information filtering
technology used to identify sets of items that are likely to be of interest to a certain user,
using a variety of information sources. In this thesis, we investigate how recommender
systems can be applied to the domain of social bookmarking to recommend interesting
and relevant Web pages and scientific articles to the user, based on two main information
sources about the user and the items: usage data and metadata. The former represent the
past selections and transactions of all users, while the latter describe the resources on a
social bookmarking website with e.g. titles, descriptions, authorship, tags, and temporal
and publication-related metadata. These two characteristic information sources of social
bookmarking lead us to formulate the following problem statement for this thesis:
How can we utilize the characteristics of social bookmarking websites to produce
the best possible item recommendations for users?
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We start in Chapter 2 by providing the reader with an overview of the general related
work on recommender systems. We give a historical overview, describe the most important
approaches and specific discuss related approaches to recommending Web pages and scientific articles. We discuss the history of social tagging and its applications, and we give an
overview of the history and structure of social bookmarking websites.
Chapter 3 describes our research methodology. We define the recommendation task we are
trying to solve, and introduce our four data sets and their collection process. We also discuss
our experimental setup, from data pre-processing and filtering to our choice of evaluation
metrics.
In Chapter 4 we investigate the first of two important characteristics of social bookmarking
systems: the presence of the folksonomy. We focus on using the tags present in the folksonomy of social bookmarking systems, which describe the content of an item and can therefore
be used in determining the similarity between two objects. We extend a standard nearestneighbor collaborative filtering algorithm with different tag similarity metrics. We find that,
because of reduced sparsity, the performance of item-based filtering can be improved by
using the item similarities based on the overlap in the tags assigned to those items. Userbased filtering is not helped by using tag overlap similarities. We find that it is easier to
recommend scientific articles than bookmarks. We also examine merging different types of
similarity with inconclusive results, and compared our algorithms with two state-of-the-art
approaches. We conclude that tags can be used successfully to improve performance.
In Chapter 5, we investigate the usefulness of item metadata in recommendation process,
the other characteristic of social bookmarking websites, and examine how we can use
this metadata to improve recommendation performance. We propose four different algorithms, divided into two classes: two content-based filtering approaches and two hybrid
approaches. In content-based filtering, a profile-centric approach, where all of the metadata assigned by a user is matched against metadata representations of the items, works
better than matching posts with each other because of sparseness issues. We also compare
two hybrid CF approaches that use the metadata representations to calculate the user and
item similarities. Here, we find that item-based filtering with the metadata-derived similarities works best. What the best overall metadata-based algorithm is, is dependent on the
data set. We also find that the quality of the metadata is as important to performance as the
sparsity of the metadata field. Depending on the data set, metadata-based recommendation
works as well as folksonomic recommendation or better.
Chapter 6 describes our experiments with combining the different recommendation algorithms from the previous chapters. We compared weighted and unweighted methods of
combining the predictions of different algorithms and find that weighted fusion is superior
to unweighted fusion. The best results are achieved by fusing the results of recommendation
algorithms and representations that touch upon different aspects of the item recommendation process.
In addition to the recommendation experiments described in Chapters 4 through 6, we
also examine two specific growing pains that accompany the increasing popularity of social
bookmarking websites. Chapter 7 examines the problem of spam for two of our collections,
and find they contain large amounts of spam, ranging from 30% to 93% of all users marked
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as spammers. We show that it is possible to train a classifier to automatically detect spam
users in a social bookmarking system, by comparing all of the metadata they have added
together to the metadata added by genuine users and by other spammers. We also examine
the influence of spam on recommendation performance and find that spam has a negative
effect on recommendation. The influence of spam depends on the recommendation algorithm, but all result lists are unacceptably polluted with spam items, proving the necessity
of adequate spam detection techniques.
Chapter 8 examines the problem of duplicate content, i.e. when users accidentally and carelessly add Web pages or scientific articles that are already present in the system. We examine
one of our data sets to quantify the problem of duplicate content. We construct a training
set and train a duplicate identification classifier which found a small percentage of duplicates. We find that these duplicate items follow a Zipfian distribution with a long tail, just as
regular items do, which means that certain duplicates can be quite widespread. Finally, we
examine the influence of duplicates on recommendation performance by creating a deduplicated version of our data set. We two different recommendation algorithms, but do not
find any clear effect of deduplication on recommendation.

SAMENVATTING

Onder de noemer Web 2.0 is er in de afgelopen jaren een fundamentele verandering opgetreden in de manier waarop mensen met elkaar communiceren en interageren op en via
het World Wide Web. Een van de meest prominente eigenschappen hiervan is een verschuiving in de toegang tot informatie van lokaal en individueel tot globaal en collaboratief.
Zogenaamde social bookmarking diensten als Delicious en CiteULikezijn hier een duidelijk
voorbeeld van. Social bookmarking websites staan hun gebruikers toe om hun favoriete
webpagina’s or wetenschappelijke artikelen online op te slaan en te beheren middels een
web-interface, in plaats van deze ‘bookmarks’ lokaal in een browser op te slaan. Het onderliggende systeem maakt dan alle opgeslagen informatie toegankelijk voor alle gebruikers.
Naast deze functionaliteit bieden de meeste social bookmarking diensten de gebruiker ook
de mogelijk om de objecten te beschrijven die ze aan hun profiel hebben toegevoegd te beschrijven met steekwoorden. Deze steekwoorden worden ook wel tags genoemd en vormen
een aanvulling bovenop de gebruikelijke metadata zoals titel en samenvatting. Tags kunnen gebruikt worden om de bookmarks van een gebruiker te categoriseren en verhogen de
toegang tot en de hervindbaarheid van de bookmarks. De tags die een gebruiker toekent,
worden beschikbaar gemaakt voor alle gebruikers, waarvan velen dezelfde webpagina’s toe
hebben gevoegd met mogelijkerwijs overlappende tags. Dit zogenaamde social tagging fenomeen leidt tot het onstaan van een rijk netwerk van gebruikers, bookmarks en tags, ook
wel een folksonomie genoemd.
De groei in populariteit van social bookmarking systemen brengt een behoefte met zich
mee aan effectieve methoden en technieken waarmee gebruikers nieuwe en interessante
inhoud kunnen vinden in dit soort systemen. Een voorbeeld van dit soort technologie wordt
gevormd door recommendersystemen, die het filteren van informatie personaliseren voor
de gebruiker en op die manier die objecten kunnen identificeren die voor de gebruiker
interessant zouden kunnen zijn. Dit soort suggesties kunnen gebaseerd worden op een
verscheidenheid aan informatiebronnen. In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe recommendersystemen toegepast kunnen worden op het domein van social bookmarking om interessante webpagina’s en wetenschappelijke artikelen aan te raden aan gebruikers. Deze
suggesties worden gegenereerd op basis van twee informatiebronnen over de gebruikers en
de objecten: gebruiksinformatie en metadata. Gebruiksinformatie biedt een overzicht van
de transacties en selecties die gebruikers in het verleden hebben uitgevoerd, d.w.z. welke
objecten hebben ze toegevoegd aan hun profiel en met welke tags? Metadata beschrijft
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de objecten op een social bookmarking website met bijvoorbeeld informatie over titels, samenvattingen of auteursschap en met tags en tijds- en publicatiegerelateerde informatie.
Deze twee voor social bookmarking karakteristieke informatiebronnen brengen ons ertoe
de volgende probleemstelling te formuleren:
Hoe kunnen we het beste de karakteristieken van social bookmarking websites benutten om de beste mogelijke suggesties te genereren voor gebruikers van dit soort
systemen?
We beginnen ons onderzoek in Hoofdstuk 2, waar we de lezer een historisch overzicht bieden van recommendersystemen. We beschrijven de belangrijkste aanpakken en gaan dieper
in op gerelateerde werk aan systemen die webpagina’s of artikelen kunnen voorstellen aan
gebruikers. We beschrijven ook de geschiedenis van social tagging en haar toepassingen en
we geven een overzicht van de historie en de structuur van social bookmarking websites.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de methodologie beschreven die in onze experimenten gevolgd wordt.
We preciseren de taak die we willen vervullen en introduceren de vier datasets waarop onze
experimenten zijn gebaseerd. We bespreken tevens onze experimentele opzet, van het voorbewerken van onze data en het filteren ervan, tot onze keuze voor de juiste evaluatiemetrieken.
Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt de eerste van de twee eerdergenoemde belangrijke karakteristieken van social bookmarking systemen: de aanwezigheid van een folksonomie. Voor het
bepalen van de overeenkomst tussen objecten of gebruikers richten we ons op de tags waarmee gebruikers de inhoud van objecten beschrijven. We breiden met succes een standaard
geheugengebaseerd recommendation algoritme uit met verschillende ‘similarity’ metrieken
gebaseerd op tag-overlap. Een vergelijking met bestaande algoritmes toont aan dat onze
aanpak competitief is hiermee.
In Hoofstuk 5 onderzoeken we het nut van het gebruiken van object metadata in het aanraden van webpagina’s en wetenschappelijke artikelen. We presenteren vier verschillende
algoritmes die deze informatiebron gebruiken om suggesties te genereren. Welk algoritme
het beste werkt is afhankelijk van de data set en domein, maar uit onze experimenten blijkt
dat de kwaliteit van de toegewezen metadata net zo belangrijk is voor de prestaties van de
algoritmes als de schaarste van de beschikbare metadatavelden. Vergeleken met recommendation op basis van de folksonomie werken bepaalde algoritmes gebaseerd op metadata net
zo goed of beter.
In Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijven we experimenten waarin we de verschillende algoritmes uit de
voorgaande hoofdstukken combineren. We vergelijken gewogen en ongewogen methoden
om de voorspellingen van de verschillende algoritmes te combineren; gewogen combinatie
blijkt de meest veelbelovende fusiemethode te zijn. De beste resultaten worden behaald
door het fuseren van verschillende algoritmes en objectrepresentaties die zoveel mogelijk
verschillende aspecten van het recommendation-proces benadrukkken.
Naast de experimenten in Hoofdstuk 4 tot en met 6 onderzoeken we tevens twee specifieke
problemen waar snelgroeiende social bookmarking websites mee te maken kunnen krijgen.
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In hoofdstuk 7 onderzoeken we of spam een groot probleem is voor twee van onze datasets.
Met een percentage tussen de 30% en 93% aan spammers blijkt dit een veelvoorkomend
probleem te zijn. We tonen aan dat het mogelijk is om een classificatiealgoritme te trainen
dat automatisch spammers kan detecteren door de door hen toegewezen metadata te vergelijken met die van echte gebruikers en andere spammers. We constateren verder dat spam
een negatieve invloed heeft op het aanraden van interessante webpagina’s voor gebruikers,
Alhoewel de invloed afhankelijk is van het gekozen recommendation-algoritme, worden
de lijsten met gesuggereerde webpagina’s onacceptabel vervuild met spam. Dit toont de
noodzaak aan van effective technieken voor het detecteren van spam.
Hoofdstuk 8 onderzoekt tenslotte het probleem van duplicate content, d.w.z. objecten die per
ongeluk dubbel toegevoegd worden aan een social bookmarking systeem door gebruikers.
We onderzoeken een van onze datasets om een beeld van dit probleem te krijgen en merken
dat, alhoewel de meeste duplicaten slechts enkele keren voorkomen, bepaalde duplicaten
tamelijk populair kunnen worden. Daarnaast creëren we een trainingsset om een automatisch classificatiealgoritme te trainen dat dubbele objecten kan leren herkennen. Tenslotte
onderzoeken we de invloed van duplicate content op de recommendation-algoritmes, maar
vinden hier geen sterk effect op de uiteindelijke prestaties.
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